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From: webmaster@puc.state.oh.us 
To: PUCO ContactThePUCO 
Subject: 85888 
Received: 1/22/2015 9:25:41 AM 
Message: 
WEB ID: 85888 AT:01-22-2015 at 09:27 AM 

Related Case Number: 

TYPE: comment 

NAME: Mr. Mark Davis 

CONTACT SENDER ? Yes 

MAILING ADDRESS: ~ 

• 1575 W. Longview Ave. ^ -̂  
. Mansfield, Ohio 44906 O _ 
• USA o S 

PHONE INFORMATION: ^ 

• Home: 419-527-2255 
• Alternative: 419-571-0344 

• Fax:419-747-6827 

E-MAIL: mdavis@jayindinc.com 

INDUSTRY:Electric 

ACCOUNT INFORMATION: 

• Company: Jay Industries, Inc. 
• Name on account: Broshco Fabricated Products 
• Service address: 1595 W. Longview Ave. Mansfield, Ohio 44906 
• Service phone: 419-527-2255 
• AccountNumber: 110 012 309 099 

COMMENT DESCRIPTION: 

First Energy is requesting a rider which will increase prices for its customers. They want to use 
customers as a "buffer" the keep the Davis-Besse and Sammis generation plants profitable and 
operational. As a First Energy customer, I am opposed to this plan. 

The plan calls for customers to subsidize the cost of FE purchasing electricity from these unprofitable 
plants. Does not Senate Bill 3, passed by the Ohio General Assembly in 1999, allow Ohioans to choose 
the company that generates their electricity (electric choice)? Does the fact that customers are now beinj 
potentially subjected to higher utility rates not come into conflict with the fact that the generation 
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provider and the distribution provider are, in fact, one in the same? 

As a manufacturing supplier to the automotive industry, any profit loss on our side must be met with 
improved efficiency or downsizing...not increased pricing to our customers as this is not an option. Is a 
public utility entitled to comply with and benefit from lower efficiency standards than the private sector? 
There is a trickle down effect here and, once again, Ohioans pay the price. This is not good for state and 
local economies and is not good policy. 
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Genesky, Donielle 

From: Kevin Kamps <kevin@beyondnudear.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 7:13 PM 
To: Puco Docketing 
Subject: OPPOSITION COMMENT UNDER CASE # 14-1297-EL-SSO: Safe Renewable Energy and 

Energy Storage Alternatives to Risky Davis-Besse 20-Year Licence Extension. 
Attachments: SUBMISSION CONTENTIONS ONE TO FOUR 12 27 2010.pdf 

OPPOSITION COMMENT UNDER CASE # 14-1297-EL-SSO: Safe Renewable Energy and Energy Storage 
Alternatives to Risky Davis-Besse 20-Year Licence Extension 

Dear Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 

I am submitting for the record of this proceeding our contentions opposing the 20-year license extension sought 
by FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) at its age-degraded, problem-plagued Davis-Besse 
atomic reactor. Given the safe renewable energy and energy storage alternatives to the proposed, risky 20-year 
license extension sought by FENOC, we urge you to not approve FirstEnergy's requested ratepayer bailouts to 
prop up Davis-Besse. 

Our first contentions, filed on Dec. 27, 2010 to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board (ASLB), asserted that renewable energy sources, such as wind power and solar 
photovoltaics (PV), whether singly, or certainly in combination, integrated with Compressed Air Energy 
Storage (CAES), as at FirstEnergy's Norton CAES facility near Akron, could readily replace Davis-Besse's 908 
Megawatts-electric (MW-e) during the proposed 2017 to 2037 time period. 

In addition, we contended that FENOC's Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives analyses (SAMA) were 
flawed. That is, we argued that cost-beneficial preventative actions could, and should, be taken, to prevent 
catastrophic (and astronomically costly) releases of hazardous radioactivity in the event of various disaster 
scenarios at Davis-Besse. 

Our environmental coalition contentions are posted online at: 
http://www.bevondnuclear.org/storage/SUBMISSION%20CONTENTIONS%200NE%20TO%20FOUR%2012 

%2027%202010.pdf 

They are also attached to this email. 

Our contentions included: 

Contention 1: Wind Power (Pages 10 to 68); 

Contention 2: Solar Power (Page 68 to 93); 

Contention 3: Solar and Wind in Combination (Page 93 to 99); 

Contention 4: Severe Accident Cost Underestimated (Page 99 to 151). 

Our environmental coalifion intervening against Davis-Besse's 20-year license extension includes: Beyond 
Nuclear; Citizen Environment Coalition of Southwestern Ontario; Don't Waste Michigan; and Green Party of 
Ohio. 

mailto:kevin@beyondnudear.org
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Our legal counsel is Terry Lodge of Toledo, OH. 

Our expert witness on the renewable energy and energy storage alternatives to 20 more years of operations at 
Davis-Besse is Dr. Al Compaan, professor emeritus and former chair of the Physics Department at the 
University of Toledo. 

We urge you to not approve FirstEnergy's requested ratepayer bailouts to prop up its age-degraded, problem-
plagued Davis-Besse atomic reactor. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Kamps, Beyond Nuclear 

Kevin Kamps 
Radioactive Waste Watchdog 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400 
Takoma Park, Maryland 20912 
Office: (301) 270-2209 ext 1 
Cell: (240) 462-3216 
Fax:(301)270-4000 
kevinfa),bevondnuclear.org 
www.bevondnuclear.org 

Beyond Nuclear aims to educate and activate the public about the connections between nuclear power and 
nuclear weapons and the need to abandon both to safeguard our future. Beyond Nuclear advocates for an energy 
future that is sustainable, benign and democratic. 

http://www.bevondnuclear.org


Beyond Nuclear 

Citizens Environmental Alliance of Southwestern Ontario 

Don't Waste Michigan 

Green Party of Ohio 

December 27, 2010 

Annette Viette-Cook, Secretary 
Office of the Secretary 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
[Electronically filed by NRC Digital Certificate] 

Request for a Public Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene in the Matter of FirstEnergy's 
Application to Relicense the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant (Facility Operating License No-NFP-
003, Docket No. 50-346, NRC-2010-0299) for 20 Additional Years of Extended Operation 

Ms. Viette-Cook: 

As noticed by Federal Register of October 25, 2010 [Vol. 75, No. 205, Pages 65528 to 65531], "Notice of 

Acceptance for Docketing of the Application, Notice of Opportunity for Hearing for Facility Operating 

License No. NPF-003 for an Additional lO-Year Period; Firstenergy Nuclear 

Operating Company, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, " we are providing the agency with the 

following submission. 

Please find attached the Request for Public Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene as filed by 

Beyond Nuclear, Citizens Environmental Alliance of Southwestern Ontario, Don't Waste Michigan, and 

the Green Party of Ohio, in the matter of FirstEnergy's license renewal application for the Davis-Besse 

nuclear power plant located near Oak Harbor, Ohio. 



Sincerely, 

/Signed by Kevin Kamps/ 
Kevin Kamps, Radioactive Waste Watchdog 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
Tel. (301) 270-2209 extension 1 
kevin@beyondnuclear.org 

/Signed bv Derek Coronado/ 
Derek Coronado 
Coordinator 
Citizens Environment Alliance (CEA) of Southwestern Ontario 
1950 Ottawa Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Canada 
N8Y 197 
Tel. (519)973-1116 
dcoronado@cogeco.net 

/Signed bv Michael Keegan/ 
Michael Keegan 
Don't Waste Michigan 
811 Harrison Street 
Monroe, Michigan 48161 
Tel. (734) 770-1441 
mkeeganj @comcast.net 

/Signed by Anita Rios/ 
Anita Rios 
Co-Chair 
Green Party of Ohio 
2626 Robinwood Avenue 
Toledo, OH 43610 
Tel (419) 243-8772 
rhannon@toast.net 

mailto:kevin@beyondnuclear.org
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December 27,2010 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

In the Matter of ) 
) 

FIRSTENERGY NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY ) 
) DOCKET NO. 50-346 LRA 

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 1 ) NRC-2010-0298 
) 

Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating License ) 
NPF-003 for a 20-Year Period ) 

) 

BEYOND NUCLEAR, 
CITIZENS ENVIRONMENT ALLIANCE OF SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO, 

DON'T WASTE MICHIGAN, 
AND THE GREEN PARTY OF OHIO 

REQUEST FOR PUBLIC HEARING AND 
PETITION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 

Now comes Beyond Nuclear, Citizens Environment Alliance of Southwestern Ontario, Don't 

Waste Michigan, and the Green Party of Ohio, hereafter referred to as the "Petitioners," and 

hereby make their REQUEST FOR PUBLIC HEARING AND PETITION FOR LEAVE TO 

INTERVENE in the above captioned matter, pursuant to the Federal Register of October 25,2010 

(Vol. 75, No. 205, Pages 65528 to 65531 ], "Notice of Acceptance for Docketing of the Application, Notice 

of Opportunity for Hearing for Facility Operating License No. NPF~003for an Additional 20-Year 

Period; Firstenergy Nuclear Operating Company, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1," and in 

accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR § 2.174 and §2.309. As indicated in the Federal 



Register Notice, and in recognition of the official federal holiday for Christmas, the intervention 

deadline is, under NRC regulations, thus the next business day, that is, December 27, 2010. 

In support of the Request for Hearing and Petition to Intervene, said Petitioners as Interveners 

further state as follows: 

1. Beyond Nuclear is a not-for-profit organization based in Takoma Park, Maryland with 

over 6,000 members of whom a number reside, work and recreate within the fifty (50) 

mile Emergency Planning Zone for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit I 

(hereinafter referred to as "Davis-Besse"). Beyond Nuclear is providing the declaration 

of one of its members, Phyllis Oster, who lives within a 50-mile radius of Davis-Besse 

nuclear power plant. Beyond Nuclear seeks to intervene to protect the interests of Phyllis 

Oster. The central office of Beyond Nuclear is located at 6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400, 

Takoma Park, Maryland, 20912, Tel. (301) 270-2209, www.beyondnuclear.org. In 

addition, Paul Gunter and Kevin Kamps seek to represent Beyond Nuclear in this 

proceeding. 

2. The Citizens Environment Alliance (CEA) of Southwestern Ontario is a non-profit, grass

roots, international, education and research organization, based in the southwestem 

portion of the Province of Ontario, Canada, committed to an ecosystem approach to 

environmental planning and management. A focus of CEA's work for decades has been 

the questions of toxins in the Great Lakes, as well as air quality throughout the 

transboundary area, and raising citizen awareness of various issues related to preservation 

of the Great Lakes and favoring the increased deployment of environmentally benign 

energy sources. CEA has around 50 members, some of whom reside, work, and/or 
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recreate within the fifty (50) mile Emergency Planning Zone for Davis-Besse. CEA has 

designated Derek and Richard Coronado, its coordinators, as members on behalf of which 

the organization seeks to intervene. Derek and Richard Coronado live within a 50-mile 

radius of the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant. The central office of CEA is located at 

1950 Ottawa Street, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N8Y 197, Tel. (519) 973-1116, 

www.citizensenvironmentalliance.org/index.html. In addition, Derek Coronado seeks to 

represent CEA in this proceeding. 

3. Don't Waste Michigan is a federation of environmental organizations with a board of 

directors and a membership of around 50 researchers, educators, concemed citizens, and 

organizational representatives, founded in 1987 to oppose the designation of the state of 

Michigan as a repository for what was misleadingly termed "low-level" radioactive waste 

from eight states. Don't Waste Michigan's work was ultimately successful and the state of 

Michigan was eliminated from consideration as a repository for the wastes. Don't Waste 

Michigan, with the Lake Michigan Federation (now the Alliance for the Great Lakes) and 

support from numerous local grassroots organizations, along with Michigan Attorney General 

Frank Kelly, brought suit in federal court in 1993 to prevent the loading of high-level nuclear 

waste in casks on the shore of Lake Michigan at the Palisades plant. Don't Waste Michigan 

has a number of members who reside, work, and/or recreate within the fifty (50) mile 

Emergency Planning Zone for Davis-Besse. Don't Waste Michigan seeks to intervene on 

behalf of its member, Michael J. Keegan, who lives within a 50-mile radius of Davis-Besse. 

Don't Waste Michigan's website is http://dwmi.homestead.com/. In addition, Michael J. 

Keegan seeks to represent Don't Waste Michigan in this proceeding. 

4. The Green Party of Ohio is composed of grassroots activists, environmentalists, 

advocates for social justice, nonviolent resisters, and regular citizens who've had 

http://www.citizensenvironmentalliance.org/index.html
http://dwmi.homestead.com/


enough of corporate-dominated politics. Its goal is to be the electoral wing of the 

nation-wide movements against war and corporate power. Greens provide real 

solutions for real problems, because its members are locally based activists. Whether 

the issue is universal health care, corporate globalization, altemative energy, election 

reform, or decent, living wages for workers. Greens have the courage and 

independence necessary to take on the powerful corporate interests. The Green Party 

of Ohio Don't has many members who reside, work, and/or recreate within the fifty 

(50) mile Emergency Planning Zone for Davis-Besse. The Green Party of Ohio can 

be contacted via its Co-Chair, Anita Rios, at 2626 Robinwood Avenue, Toledo, OH 

43610, Tel. (419) 243-8772. Its website is http://ohiogreens.org/. Joseph R. DeMare, 

Sean Nestor, and Anita Rio seek individual standing in this proceeding. In addition, 

Anita Rios seeks to represent the Green Party of Ohio in this proceeding. 

5. The aforementioned individuals live within a 50-mile radius of the Davis-Besse 

nuclear power plant. Phyllis Oster, Derek and Richard Coronado, Michael J. Keegan, 

and Joseph R. DeMare, Anita Rios, and Sean Nestor have designated Beyond Nuclear 

(represented by Kevin Kamps and Paul Gunter), Citizens Environment Alliance of 

Southwestem Ontario (represented by Derek Coronado), Don't Waste Michigan 

(represented by Michael J. Keegan), and the Green Party of Ohio (represented by 

Anita Rios) to represent them as intervenors. 

Standing 

Declarations in Support of Standing from Beyond Nuclear, Citizens Environment 
Coalition of Southwestern Ontario, Don't Waste Michigan and Green Party of Ohio 

and Individual Organization Members are embedded here. 

http://ohiogreens.org/


6. Pursuant to 10 CFR § 2.309, a request for hearing or pefition for leave to intervene 

must address (1) the nature of the pefitioner's right under the Atomic Energy Act to 

be made a party to the proceeding, (2) the nature and extent of the petitioner's 

property, financial, or other interest in the proceeding, and (3) the possible effect of 

any order that may be entered in the proceeding on the petitioner's interest. In 

determining whether a petitioner has sufficient interest to intervene in a proceeding, 

the Commission has traditionally applied judicial concepts of standing. 

See Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear station, Unit 1), CLI-83-25, 

18 NRC 327, 332 (1983) {cMing Portland General Electric Co. (Pebble Springs 

Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610 (1976)). Contemporaneous 

judicial standards for standing require a petitioner to demonstrate that (I) it has 

suffered or will suffer a distinct and palpable harm that constitutes injury-in-fact 

within the zone of interests arguably protected by the governing statutes (e.g., the 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

(NEPA)); (2) the injury can be fairly traced to the challenged action; and (3) the 

injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision. See Carolina Power & Light 

Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plants), LBP-99-25, 50 NRC 25, 29 (1999). An 

organization that wishes to intervene in a proceeding may do so either in its own right 

by demonstrating harm to its organizational interests, or in a representational capacity 

by demonstrating harm to its members. See Hydro Resources, Inc. (2929 Coors Road, 

Suite 101, Albuquerque, NM 87120), LBP-98-9, 47 NRC 261,271 (1998). To 

intervene in a representational capacity, an organization must show not only that at 

least one of its members would fulfill the standing requirements, but also that he or 
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she has authorized the organization to represent his or her interests. See Private Fuel 

Storage, LLC. (Independent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-98-7, 47 NRC 142, 168, 

aff'd on other grounds, CLI-98-13,48 NRC 26 (1998). Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 

(Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-02-

23, 56 NRC 413, 426 (2002). Standing to participate in this proceeding is 

demonstrated by the declarations of the organizations and individuals provided with 

this Petition. All of the individual Petitioners live within 50 miles of the Davis-Besse 

site who have authorized some or all of the organizational Petitioners to represent 

their interests in this proceeding. 

7. Because they live near the Davis-Besse site, i.e., within 50 miles, the individually-

named Petitioners have presumptive standing by virtue of their proximity to the 

Davis-Besse nuclear power plant. Diablo Canyon, supra, 56 NRC at 426-427, citing 

Florida Power d Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), 

LBP-01-6, 53 NRC 138, 146, aff'd, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3 (2001). In Diablo Canyon, 

the Licensing Board noted that petitioners who live within 50 miles of a proposed 

nuclear power plant are presumed to have standing in reactor construction permit and 

operating license cases, because there is an "obvious potential for offsite 

consequences" within that distance. Id. Here, FENOC seeks an operating license 

extension for Davis-Besse nuclear reactor, near Oak Harbor, Ohio. Thus, the same 

standing concepts apply. 

8. The Petitioners' members seek to protect their lives and health by opposing the 

license extension at Davis-Besse. Petitioners seek to ensure that no license extension 



is issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission unless FENOC demonstrates 

full compliance with the Atomic Energy Act and NEPA. 

9. Further, locus standi is based on three requirements: injury, causation and 

redressability. Petitioners hereby request to be made a party to the proceeding 

because (I) Continued operation of the nuclear reactor at Davis-Besse continues to 

present a tangible and particular harm to the health and well-being of members living 

within 50 miles of the site, (2) the NRC has initiated proceedings for a license 

extension, the granting of which would directly affect the named members and other 

individuals, and (3) the Commission is the sole agency with the power to approve, to 

deny or to modify a license to operate a commercial nuclear power plant. 

10. Contentions: A license extension is authorization from the NRC to continue 

operation of a nuclear power plant at a specific site. Before issuing the license 

extension the NRC staff must complete safety and environmental reviews of the 

application. The license extension must comply with provisions of the Atomic Energy 

Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, NRC regulations and all applicable laws. 

Petitioners present their sundry contentions as attachments to this Petition. They 

incorporate the same fully by reference into this Petition as though rewritten, and pray 

the Commission admit them for full and further adjudication. 

11. The Petitioners, as intervenors seeking representational standing, believe that their 

members' interests will not be adequately represented without this course of action 

and intervention, and without the opportunity to participate as full parties in this 

proceeding. If the Davis-Besse license is extended by twenty (20) years without first 

resolving the Petitioners' concerns, this nuclear power generating station may operate 
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unsafely and pose an undue and unacceptable risk to the environment and jeopardize 

the health, safety and welfare of the Petitioners' members who live, recreate and 

conduct their business in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant. 

12. Representational standing of the Petitioners is provided through the attached 

declarations for Beyond Nuclear, Citizens Environmental Alliance of Southwestem 

Ontario, Don't Waste Michigan, and the Green Party of Ohio by their respective 

members all of whom reside within the Davis-Besse Emergency Planning Zone. 

Contentions 

CONTENTION ONE: WIND POWER 

13. Contention One: Wind Power. The FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company 

(hereinafter,FENOC) Environmental Report fails to adequately evaluate the full 

potential for renewable energy sources, such as wind power, to offset the loss of 

energy production fi^om Davis-Besse, and to make the requested license renewal 

action from 2017 to 2037 unnecessary. In violation of the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 

§5l.53(c)(3)(iii) and of the GEIS § 8.1, the FENOC Environmental Report (§ 7.2) 

treats all of the alternatives to license renewal except for natural gas and coal plants 

as unreasonable and does not provide a substantial analysis of the potential for 

significant alternatives, such as wind power, in the Region of Interest for the 

requested relicensing period of 2017 to 2037. The scope of the SEIS is improperly 

narrow, and the issue of the need for Davis-Besse as a means of satisfying demand 

forecasts for the relicensing period must be revisited due to dramatically-changing 

circumstances in the regional energy mix that are currently underway already during 
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this decade of Davis-Besse's remaining operating license (2010 to 2017), and can 

especially be expected to accelerate and materialize over two decades to come 

covering FENOC's requested license extension period (2017 to 2037). 

Basis 

14. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires honesty and completeness 

in disclosure of environmental impact assumptions and the basis for agency decisions. 

The purpose of NEPA is to protect the environment. See, e.g., Weinberger v. Catholic 

Action of Hawaii/Peace Educ. Project, 454 U.S. 139, 143 (1981) (NEPA's "twin 

aims" are "to inject environmental considerations into the agency's decision-making 

process" and "to inform the public that the agency has considered environmental 

concerns"). 

15. As part of the NEPA review for all major federal actions, FirstEnergy Nuclear 

Operating Company (hereafter, FENOC) must prepare an Environmental Report 

(hereafter ER) that includes a sufficiently complete evaluation of the alternatives to 

the requested action. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hereafter NRC) later 

prepares a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (hereafter SEIS) based in 

part on FENOC's ER. 

16. While it is established that the courts must not ''substitute their judgment of the 

environmental impact for the judgment of the agency, once the agency has adequately 

studied the issue,"" Crounse Corp. v. Interstate Commerce Comm'n, 781 F.2d 1176 

(6th Cir. 1986), Petitioners contend that the pivotal words are ''adequately studied.'' 

The harm NEPA seeks to prevent is complete when the agency makes a decision 
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without sufficiently considering information NEPA requires be placed before the 

decision-maker and public. Sierra Club v. Marsh, 872 F.2d 497, 500 (1st Cir. 1989). 

"The injury of an increased risk of harm due to an agency's uninformed decision is 

precisely the type of injury {NEPA} was designed to prevent." Comm. to Save the 

Rio Hondo v. Lucero, 102 F.3d 445, 448-49 (10*̂  Cir. 1996). 

Environmental Review and Scoping 

17. The scope ofthe environmental review is defined by 10 C.F.R. Part 51, the NRC's 

"Generic Environmental Impact Statement [GEIS] for License Renewal of Nuclear 

Plants" (NUREG 1437 (May 1996)), and the initial hearing notice and order. See, 

e.g., Vermont Yankee, 2006 NRC Lexis 201 (ASLB 9/22/2006). Some environmental 

issues that might otherwise be germane in a license renewal proceeding have been 

resolved generically for all plants and are normally, therefore, "beyond the scope of a 

license renewal hearing." Matter of Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point 

Nuclear Power Plant), CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3, 15 (7/19/2001); see 10 C.F.R. § 

5l.53(c)(3)(i). 

18. These "Category 1" issues are classified in 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix 

B. Category 1 issues may be raised when a petitioner (I) demonstrates that there is 

new and significant information subsequent to the preparation ofthe GEIS regarding 

the environmental impacts of license renewal; (2) files a petition for a rulemaking 

with the NRC; or (3) seeks a waiver pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.335. See Turkey Point, 

54 NRC at 10-12; see also 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) (new and significant 

information). 
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New and Significant Information Prompts Revision of ER 

19. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-37, requires all 

federal agencies to examine environmental impacts that could be caused by their 

discretionary actions. NEPA's twin aims are (1) obligating a federal agency to 

consider every significant aspect of the environmental impact of a proposed action 

and (2) ensuring that the federal agency will inform the public that it has indeed 

considered environmental concerns in its decision-making process. Baltimore Gas & 

Elec. Co. V. Natural Resources Defense Council, 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983); see also 42 

U.S.C. § 4332(2)(c) (identifying requirements of an EIS). 

20. As a federal agency, the NRC must comply with NEPA. Calvert Cliffs Coordinating 

Comm. V. AEC, 449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (NEPA applies to NRC's 

predecessor). Moreover, NEPA imposes continuing obligations on the NRC 

following completion of an environmental analysis. An agency that receives new and 

significant information casting doubt upon a previous environmental analysis must 

reevaluate the prior analysis. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 

360,374 (1989). This requirement is codified in NRC regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 

51.92(a). 

21. The NRC's license renewal application regulations repeat this obligation. 10 C.F.R. § 

51.53(c)(3)(iv) provides that an Environmental Report (ER) must contain "any new 

and significant information regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal of 

which the applicant is aware." The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) 

has concluded this applicant obligation extends to new and significant information 
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even when such information pertains to a Category 1 issue. See Duke Energy Corp. 

(McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), 

CLI-02-14, 55 NRC 278,290 (2002). In Vermont Yankee, 50-271-LR (9/22/2006) at 

17-27, the Commission recognized "... that even generic findings sometimes need 

revisiting in particular contexts. Our rules thus provide a number of opportunities for 

individuals to alert the Commission to new and significant information that might 

render a generic finding invalid, either with respect to ail nuclear power plants or for 

one plant in particular. In the hearing process, for example, petitioners with new 

information showing that a generic rule would not serve its purpose at a particular 

plant may seek a waiver ofthe rule. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.758; see also note 3, supra, and 

accompanying text. Petitioners with evidence that a generic finding is incorrect for all 

plants may petition the Commission to initiate a fresh rulemaking. See 10 C.F.R. § 

2.802. Such petitioners may also use the Supplemental Environmental Impact Study 

(SEIS) notice-and-comment process to ask the NRC to forgo use ofthe suspect 

generic finding and to suspend license renewal proceedings, pending a rulemaking or 

updating ofthe GEIS. See 61 Fed. Reg. at 28,470; GEIS at I-IO to l-l 1." 

22. So the Commission foreclosed no options but has identified some ofthe several 

options available. A waiver ofthe generic rule is not a prerequisite, nor is such a 

conclusion obvious or necessary in light ofthe plain language ofthe regulation. 

23. To the extent that Pethioners articulate significant or new information, it is aimed at 

rebutting statements made, and conclusions drawn by the Applicant, and to evidence 

some ofthe errors and omissions in the Environmental Report. 
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24. With respect to the remaining issues in Appendix B, "Category 2" issues, (1) the 

applicant must make a plant-specific analysis of environmental impacts in its 

Environmental Report, 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii), and (2) NRC Staff must prepare a 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), id. § 51.95(c). Contentions 

implicating Category 2 issues ordinarily are deemed to be within the scope of license 

renewal proceedings. See Turkey Point, 54 NRC at 11-13; Matter ofAmergen Energy 

Co. (Oyster Creek), 50-0219-LP, 2006 NRC Lexis 195 (Feb. 27,2006). 

25. Similarly, the environmental review mandated by NEPA is subject to a rule of reason. 

While it need not include all theoretically possible environmental effects arising out 

of an action, it draws direct support from the judicial interpretation ofthe statutory 

command that the NRC is obliged to make reasonable forecasts ofthe future. 

Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 & 2), 

ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41, 48,49 (1978); Hydro Res., Inc., LBP-04-23, 60 NRC 441, 

447 (2004), review declined, CLI-04-39, 60 NRC 657 (2004). 

26. In the context ofthe required NEPA review to include a reasonable forecast for less 

harmful alternatives to the proposed federal license extension of Davis-Besse for the 

requested renewal period of 2017 to 2037, renewable energy alternatives such as 

wind power are demonstrated to be unique, significant, and compelling when 

compared to the proposed Davis-Besse relicensing activity because such alternatives 

can be demonstrated to have significantly less adverse human environmental impacts. 

In large part, this unique quality is due to the fact that energy alternatives like wind 

(as well as efficiency and solar, as discussed in separate contentions below) are 
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abundantiy available and do not have a carbon producing fuel cycle such as is the 

case with uranium (the major carbon producing aspects ofthe uranium fuel chain 

occur at the stages of mining, milling, processing, and enrichment, although the 

various transport legs also contribute, as does the very long term management of 

radioactive wastes; in addition, carbon releases from operating nuclear power plants, 

and especially radioactive waste reprocessing facilities, include radioactive Carbon-

14 releases, a very significant biological hazard with a hazardous persistence lasting 

more than 50,000 years) as it pertains to the requested relicensing action. Such 

alternatives also do not have the radiological impacts and risks ofthe uranium fuel 

chain, which is, of course, an inevitable part and parcel ofthe environmental impacts 

associated with a 20 year license extension at Davis-Besse. 

Supporting Evidence 

27. A significantly beneficial environmental feature of wind generated power over the 

extension ofthe operation of Davis-Besse is that scientific studies show that wind has 

a significantly smaller carbon footprint (as well as no radiological footprint). 

Petitioners submit that wind power generation releases 9 grams of carbon dioxide per 

kilowatt-hour, as compared to both nuclear power generation at a mean value of 66 

grams of carbon dioxide released per kilowatt-hour and coal power generation at 

mean value of 960 grams of carbon dioxide released per kilowatt-hour. Davis-Besse 

therefore has on average an excess of seven (7) times more carbon dioxide emissions 

than wind power. [Petitioners' Exhibit #1, "Valuing the greenhouse gas emissions 

from nuclear power: A critical survey," Benjamin Sovacool, Energy Policy, Elsevier, 

February 2008, Table 8, page 2950] 
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28. Thus, greater reliance upon renewable energy in the future, particularly in wind 

energy development, would provide a significantly greater reduction in adverse 

human environmental consequences as compared to the proposed nuclear power 

relicensing action at Davis-Besse, by fact that renewable energy generators such as 

wind turbines also do not require radiological emergency planning zones, constantly 

vigilant security perimeters, use-of-lethal-force security exclusion zones, and the 

creation of national sacrifice areas to contain radioactive wastes, as is the case with 

the uranium fuel chain, beginning with the uranium mines and mills, and uhimately 

leading to the still-unresolved issue of long-term nuclear waste management and 

disposal. 

29. The Petitioners contend that without fuifiiling the NEPA standards, the NRC cannot 

effectively make decisions as to the wisdom and merit ofthe requested federal 

relicensing action in light of reasonable energy altematives that are demonstrably less 

harmful to the human environment - such as wind power — as required by NEPA in 

comparison with the requested relicensing action beginning in 2017 and ending in 

2037. 

30. The Petitioners contend that the Applicant's Environmental Report as currentiy 

written is significantly and unacceptably deficient and does not meet the requirements 

of NEPA to rigorously discuss and provide a sufficiently complete evaluation of those 

altematives with significantiy less adverse human environmental consequence to the 

requested federal relicensing action for the period of 2017 through 2037. 

31. Therefore, the Petitioners contend that the NRC cannot accept the Applicant's 

Environmental Report as accurate and sufficiently complete for purpose of preparing 
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and completing the NEPA required Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in the 

requested federal action for the following reasons regarding the Applicant's treatment 

ofthe renewable energy altematives, including the wind energy altemative, projected 

for the region of interest. 

32. The Petitioners contend that the Applicant's Environmental Report fails to provide 

the requisite "reasonable forecast" with sufficiently "high quality" and "accurate 

scientific analysis," nor does it sufficiently include "expert agency comments" 

necessary for rigorously and objectively discussing a very reasonable altemative, 

wind energy, for the Region of Interest in the requested relicensing period of 2017 to 

2037. The Petitioners contend that the Applicant's lack of attention to detail and 

failure to meet the requirements of NEPA as applied to its evaluation ofthe wind 

energy altemative more broadly apply to its dismissive treatment of all the individual 

renewable energy altematives as projected for the Davis-Besse license renewal period 

of 2017 to 2037 including solar power, as well as energy efficiency. 

33. Petitioners assert that the proffered contention challenges the Applicant's 

Environmental Report, which Petitioners assert does not adequately provide the 

agency with sufficient information that can be reasonably characterized as containing 

"high quality" and "accurate scientific analysis," nor with sufficient "expert agency 

comments" so as to meet NEPA standards for the consideration of alternatives, the 

mitigation of environmental effects, and the provision to the NRC and the public with 

enough quality information that the agency can fulfill its obligation to take the 

required "hard look" in an Environmental Impact Statement. 
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34. In fact, the Applicant's Environmental Report offers only vague and superficial 

arguments on the alternatives such as wind power, and even those arguments are 

significantiy dated, incomplete and inaccurate. The Applicant has further failed or 

neglected to undertake a vigorous and substantially complete discussion ofthe 

alternative energy resources, such as wind power, specific to the region of interest, for 

the requested relicensing of Davis-Besse, as NEPA requires for the Environmental 

Report. 

35. The Applicant's Environmental Report proffers in its evaluation of altematives to the 

requested federal relicense action at Section 7 [7.0 ALTERNATIVES TO THE 

PROPOSED ACTION] the statement: "...As provided in 10 CFR 51.53(c)(2), 

FENOC does not consider the need for power from Davis-Besse in this analysis, but 

does consider the potential impact of altematives for replacing this power. 

Replacement options considered include building new base-load generating capacity, 

purchasing power, delaying retirement of non-nuclear assets, and reducing power 

requirements through demand reduction, as discussed in Section 7.2." [FENOC ER, 

7.1.2 REPLACEMENT CAPACITY, Page 7.1-3] 

36. Regarding its proposed 2017 to 2037 Davis-Besse license extension, FENOC's ER 

continues: "While many methods are available to generate electricity, the GEIS 

indicates that a "reasonable set of altematives should be limited to analysis of single, 

discrete electric generation sources and only electric generation sources that are 

technically feasible and commercially viable" (NRC 1996, Section 8.1). Considering 

that Davis-Besse serves as a large base-load generator, FENOC considers reasonable 

altematives to be those that would also be able to generate base-load power. FENOC 
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believes that any alternative would be unreasonable if it did not consider replacement 

ofthe energy resource." [FENOC ER, 7.2 ALTERNATIVES THAT MEET 

SYSTEM GENERATING NEEDS, page 7.2-1] 

37. FENOC sets forth that the states of Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey comprise the 

area in which it "serves load" to the electric grid. [FENOC ER, 7.2.2.1 Altematives 

Not Requiring New Generating Capacity, Page 7.2-6] 

38. But then FENOC's ER indicates that not only Ohio and Pennsylvania are states of 

interest for the generation of wind power, but so is West Virginia, while failing to 

mention New Jersey at all: "Areas suitable for wind energy applications must be 

wind-power Class 3 or higher (NREL 1986, Chapter 1). Coastal regions along Lake 

Erie in northwestem Ohio have an estimated wind power of Class 3, increasing to 

Class 5 over offshore areas (NREL 1986, Chapter 3) and some Class 6 areas mid-

lake (USDOE 2009a). The rest ofthe state, however, is devoid of Class 3 or higher 

wind-power areas. Pennsylvania is mostly a wind power Class 1 region, although 

some areas, particularly along ridgelines, may provide wind classes ranging from 4 to 

6. West Virginia is also mostiy a wind power Class 1 region, with Class 2 and higher 

resources along highlands and ridges in the east-central part ofthe state. The total 

wind generation capacity for the three-state region in 2008 was 698 MWe. (USDOE 

2009a)...Thus, wind power in coastal Ohio along Lake Erie and along ridgelines in 

Pennsylvania and West Virginia is a feasible altemative to Davis-Besse license 

renewal in theory,. .However, wind power by itself is not suitable for large base-load 

capacity. As discussed in the GEIS, wind has a high degree of intermittency and 

average annual capacity factors for wind plants are relatively low, less than 30 
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percent (NRC 1996, Section 8.3.1). Wind power in conjunction with energy storage 

mechanisms might serve as a means of providing base-load power. But current 

energy storage technologies are too expensive for wind power to serve as a large 

base-load generator. (NRC 2009b, Section 8.2.5.2)" [FENOC ER, 7.2.2 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED AS NOT REASONABLE, 7.2.2.2 Alternatives 

Requiring New Generating Capacity, Wind Power, Page 7.2-9] FENOC gives no 

explanation as to why it does not mention New Jersey in the context of wind power 

generation potential, despite listing it as a state in which the utility "serves load" to 

the electric grid. 

39. FENOC's ER then admits, however: "Environmentally, wind turbine generators 

produce no air emissions, consume no water for cooling, result in zero wastewater 

discharges, require no drilling, mining or transportation of fuel, and produce no 

hazardous or solid wastes other than used lubrication oil that can be recycled." 

[FENOC ER, 7.2.2 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED AS NOT REASONABLE, 

7.2.2.2 Alternatives Requiring New Generating Capacity, Wind Power, Page 7.2-9] 

40. But, FENOC's ER then goes on to assert: "However, the amount of land needed for 

operation can be significant. An estimated 214 square miles of land are needed to 

generate 910 MWe of power (NRC 1996, Section 8.3.1), although much ofthe land 

could be collocated with other resources (e.g., solar energy production, or 

agriculture). Noise produced by the rotor blades, visual impacts, and bird and bat 

fatalities are also of some concem (EERE 2008)." [FENOC ER, 7.2.2 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED AS NOT REASONABLE, 7.2.2.2 Altematives 

Requiring New Generating Capacity, Wind Power, Page 7.2-9] 
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41. FENOC concludes its analysis of wind power as an altemative to Davis-Besse's 20 

year license extension by stating: "Considering that wind conditions are variable, 

energy storage technologies do not currently allow supply to more closely match 

demand, and large land requirements and associated aesthetic impacts, FENOC does 

not consider a utility-scale commercial wind power project a reasonable alternative to 

Davis-Besse license renewal." [FENOC ER, 7.2.2 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

AS NOT REASONABLE, 7.2.2.2 Altematives Requiring New Generating Capacity, 

Wind Power, Page 7.2-9] 

42. The Petitioners dispute numerous Applicant assertions that downplay, belittle, and 

dismiss the potential for wind energy development in FENOC's region of interest. 

Firstly, FENOC's Environmental Report is factually in error as it regards the wind 

power potential of Ohio. FENOC's ER states: 

"Wind Power 

Areas suitable for wind energy applications must be wind-power Class 3 or higher 

(NREL 1986, Chapter 1). Coastal regions along Lake Erie in northwestern Ohio have 

an estimated wind power of Class 3, increasing to Class 5 over offshore areas (NREL 

1986, Chapter 3) and some Class 6 areas mid-lake (USDOE 2009a). The rest of the 

state fofOhioh however, is devoidof Class 5 or higher wind-power areas.'" [7.2.2.2 

Altematives Requiring New Generating Capacity, Page 7.2-9, Appendix E, 

Applicant's Environmental Report, Operating License Renewal Stage, Davis-Besse 

Nuclear Power Station, August 2010; emphasis added by Petitioners] 
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FENOC thus strongly implies that "the rest ofthe state" of Ohio ~ apart from 

"[c]oastal regions along Lake Erie in northwestem Ohio," (estimated wind power 

Class 3) "offshore areas," (estimated at increasing to wind power levels up to Class 5) 

and some "areas mid-lake [Erie]" (estimated at wind power levels up to Class 6) - "is 

devoid" of any meaningful potential for wind power development. 

43. But the U.S. Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy Laboratory's 

(hereinafter, NREL) own analysis contradict FENOC's assertion. At NREL's Energy 

Efficiency & Renewable Energy/Wind and Water Power Program/Wind Powering 

America/Ohio Wind Map and Resource Potential website [Petitioners' Exhibit #2, 

and also viewable online at 

http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/wind_resource_maps.asp?stateab=oh], NREL 

states that "Areas with annual average wind speeds around 6.5 m/s [meters per 

second] and greater at 80-m [meter] height are generally considered to have suitable 

wind resource for wind development." NREL's "Ohio Wind Map" ("Ohio - Annual 

Average Wind Speed at 80 m") [Petitioners' Exhibit #3, and also viewable online at 

http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/oh_80m.jpg], 

clearly shows extensive areas ofthe northwestem quadrant ofthe State of Ohio (that 

is, well beyond the Lake Erie shoreline) with wind speeds of 6.5 meters per second at 

the 80 meter height level (depicted by orange colored shading on NREL's map) - that 

is, developable wind power potential, according to NREL. 

44. Despite FENOC's false assertion, these areas encompass parts of Ohio well beyond 

the "coast," the shoreline of Lake Erie. They include areas in the following nineteen 

inland Ohio counties (that is, counties that do not border Lake Erie, and thus cannot 
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technically be considered "coastal regions," to use FENOC's terminology; in fact, 

many of these counties are located well over 100 miles from the Lake Erie shoreline), 

in alphabetical order: Allen (which includes the City of Lima), Auglaize, Clark 

(which includes the City of Springfield), Crawford, Greene, Hancock (which includes 

the City of Findlay), Henry, Huron, Madison, Miami, Morrow, Paulding, Preble, 

Putnam, Richland (which includes the City of Mansfield), Sandusky, Shelby, Wood 

(which includes the City of Bowling Green), and Van Wert. Additionally, the four 

Ohio counties of Darke, Hardin, Mercer, and Seneca each appear to have a majority 

of land area with developable wind power potential (that is, with wind speeds at 80 

meters equal to or greater than 6.5 meters per second). And two more Ohio counties. 

Champaign and Logan, have areas of land where the wind speeds at 80 meters of 

height are even greater, equal to or greater than 7.0 meters per second (depicted by 

bumt orange-reddish shading on NREL's map). 

45. Also, the northeastern quadrant of Ohio ~ on or near the Lake Erie shoreline, 

specifically in the five Ohio counties of Ashtabula, Cuyahoga (which includes the 

City of Cleveland), Geauga, Lake, and Lorain ~ contains areas of land with wind 

speeds at 80 meters of height equal to or greater than 6.5 meters per second — that is, 

developable wind power potential, according to NREL. 

46. Thus, FENOC's claim that, outside of coastal northwestern Ohio or offshore in Lake 

Erie, the "rest of the state" is "devoid" of developable wind power potential is 

factually erroneous. NREL's "Ohio Wind Map" ("Ohio - Annual Average Wind 

Speed at 80 m") [Petitioners' Exhibit #3, and also viewable online at 

http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/oh_80m.jpg], clearly 
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shows that no less than 30 Ohio counties outside of northwestem Ohio (listed by 

name above) have developable wind power potential. This group of Ohio counties, 

inappropriately excluded from FENOC's Environmental Report for consideration as 

devoid of developable wind power potential, represents nearly a third of all counties 

in the State of Ohio. 

47. In fact, certain of these counties, such as Wood (including the City of Bowling 

Green), have already begun to tap the wind power potential in their area, despite 

FENOC's failure to acknowledge such potential in its Environmental Report. For 

example, the dedication celebration for Ohio's first commercial, utility scale wind 

turbines, the AMP-Ohio/Green Mountain Energy Wind Farm, was held over seven 

years ago, on November 7, 2003. It has operated successfully since November 2004. 

It is owned and operated by the City of Bowling Green's municipally-owned 

electricity distribution utility. It is located near the Wood County landfill, off State 

Route 6, about six miles west of the City of Bowling Green. Initially, the 

installation's first two 1.8 MegaWatt turbines, produced nearly 6.9 million kilowatt-

hours of electricity annually - the 257 foot tall turbines enough to power 

approximately 785 homes. The wind farm operated at 30% capacity, and 97% 

availability, during its first month of operation, according to the Bowling Green 

Municipal Utilities. [Petitioners' Exhibit #4, "Ohio's First Commercial Wind 

Farm"] An additional two 257 foot tall, 1.8 MegaWatt wind turbines have since 

been added to the farm, which can now generate up to 7.2 Mega Watts of electricity, 

enough to supply power for some 3,000 area residents. [Petitioners* Exhibit #5, 

"Wind Turbines—City of Bowling Green, Ohio"] 
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48. Similarly, the Cleveland Science Museum installed a functional wind turbine - the 

first in an urban setting in Ohio - in 2006. This, of course, is in northeastern Ohio, an 

area that FENOC's Environmental Report falsely declares devoid of developable 

wind power potential. [Petitioners' Exhibit #6, "Cleveland's Urban Wind Turbine"] 

49. In February 2007, the Cuyahoga Regional Energy Development Task Force published 

"Building a New Energy Future: Recommendations for a Lake Erie Offshore Wind 

Energy Demonstration Project and Research Center." This document was released 

when Cuyahoga County, Ohio, issued a national request for qualifications seeking a 

Project Manager for the completion of a feasibility study for the planning, design, 

financing, construction and operation of a freshwater offshore wind 

research/development center, including a demonstration wind energy project of 

between 5 to 20 megawatts located upon Lake Erie in the vicinity of Downtown 

Cleveland. The study shows the very real potential for offshore wind in northeastern 

Ohio. [Petitioners' Exhibit #7, "Building a New Energy Future: Recommendations 

for a Lake Erie Offshore Wind Energy Demonstration Project and Research Center," 

Cuyahoga Regional Energy Development Task Force Report to the Board of 

Commissioners of Cuyahoga County, Ohio, February 8,2007] 

50. And of historical interest, a wind turbine was generating useful electricity well over a 

century ago in northeastern Ohio, which FENOC's Environmental Report has 

declared devoid of developable wind power potential. Invented and constructed in 

1887 by Charles F, Bmsh ofthe Bmsh Electric Company, which was later absorbed 

into the General Electric Company, the wind turbine operated from 1888 to 1909. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #8, Green Energy Ohio's "Charies F. Bmsh."] (Brush's other 
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pioneering accomplishments included supplying arc lights, by 1881, to such cities as 

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Montreal, Buffalo, San Francisco, 

Cleveland and others, lighting public places well into the 20th century. Bmsh's San 

Francisco system represented the first instance of a utility (predecessor of today's 

PG&E) supplying electricity from a central plant to multiple customers via 

transmission lines. Brush's New York system was lighting Big Apple streets two 

years prior to Thomas Edison's. Brush also supplied the generating equipment for one 

of the first hydroelectric power plants in the U.S., in Minnesota in 1882.) 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #9, "Charles F. Brush" Wikipedia entry.] 

51, Petitioners also dispute FENOC's assertion that wind power involves negative "aesthetic" 

and "visual" impacts, as described in points 14 and 15 above. For example, one observer 

describes the Cleveland Science Center's urban wind turbine in glowing terms: "The Science 

Center has done an excellent job of installing the [wind] turbine to maximize its aesthetic 

appearance and the unit provides a dramatic visual attraction on the city's harbor front 

skyline." [See once again Petitioners' Exhibit #6, "Cleveland's Urban Wind 

Turbine."] And Danish photographer Mads Eskesen, in his book of photos "The beauty in 

the wind," said "Big poetic expressions should be used in order to really describe the 

Middelgrunden offshore wind farm," in Copenhagen's harbor, which served as a monumental 

backdrop for the Copenhagen climate negotiations in December 2009. [Petitioners' Exhibit 

#10, "Mads Eskesen: The Beauty in the Wind."] And of course, wind mills have traditionally 

been included in art for centuries, as on hand painted fine chinaware and decorative tile 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #47, Bosman Delft Blauw Decorative Tile W/Stand (Delft Blue 

HandPainted Holland).] and in paintings from the Netherlands, where wind power has long 
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been recognized for its utilitarian and aesthetic purposes. [Petitioners' Exhibit #46, Van 

Gogh's "Windmill on Montmarte," 1867.] 

52. Petitioners also dispute FENOC's assertion that storage remains a cost prohibitive 

impediment to wind power's widespread and large-scale development. As experts such as Dr. 

Arjun Makhijani, President of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, have 

long pointed out, such cost-effective storage mechanisms as compressed air storage have 

enabled wind power to surmount intermittency challenges, so much so that NREL now 

recognizes the existence of "baseload wind." Dr. Makhijani has made such points in his 2007 

book Carbon-Free and Nuclear-Free: A Roadmap for U.S. Energy Policy, and his related 

public presentations and writings since then. [Petitioners' Exhibit #11, Arjun Makhijani, 

Carbon-Free and Nuclear-Free: A Roadmap for U.S. Energy Policy, 2007.] Although written 

in the context of storing solar power, a January 2008 Scientific American article by Zweibel, 

Mason, and Fthenakis shows the compressed air storage would also work for wind power, 

and at very large-scale [Petitioners' Exhibit #48, "By 2050, solar power could end U.S. 

dependence on foreign oil and slash greenhouse gas emissions."] In fact, FENOC recognizes 

the promise of compressed air storage, acquiring the Norton Energy Storage Project in 

Norton, Ohio just over a year ago. Anthony J. Alexander, president and chief executive 

officer of FirstEnergy, stated at the time: "The compressed-air technology envisioned 

at this site would essentially operate like a large battery, storing energy at night for 

use during the day when it is needed. Because many renewable energy sources - such 

as wind ~ are intermittent, they don't always produce power when electricity demand 

is high. The energy storage aspects of this project would provide a way to hamess 

renewable energy to be used when customers need it, making this project a key 

component to our region's overall renewable energy strategy." FENOC's press 
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release about the Norton Energy Storage Project went on to quote Arshad Mansoor, 

vice president of Power Delivery and Utilization at the Electric Power Research 

Institute, who said: "A compressed-air energy storage project of this size has the 

potential to be a major step in advancing electricity storage and balancing load 

demand. This could be a key component in integrating large-scale intermittent 

renewables onto the nation's grid system." And it report that: "The company is 

evaluating its options related to the project, but has not yet committed to development 

scope or timing. However, an initial phase could involve installing two to four units 

capable of generating a minimum of 268 megawatts (MW) of electricity. With 9.6 

million cubic meters of storage, the Norton Energy Storage Project has the potential 

to be expanded to up to 2,700 MW of capacity. Currently, there are two commercial-

scale compressed air electric generating facilities: a 110 MW plant in Mcintosh, Ala., 

operated by PowerSouth Cooperative that began service in 1991; and a 290 MW 

facility in Bremen, Germany, that has been in operation since 1978. While there are 

other compressed-air projects under development, none is expected to be comparable 

in size and scope to the Norton facility...The Norton Energy Storage Project is part of 

FirstEnergy's overall environmental strategy, which includes continued investment in 

renewable and low-emitting energy resources..." [Petitioners' Exhibit #49, FENOC 

press release, "FIRSTENERGY ACQUIRES RIGHTS TO NORTON ENERGY 

STORAGE PROJECT," November 23, 2009.] Given two decades of successful 

compressed air storage in Alabama, and over three decades of success in Germany, 

Petitioners urge FENOC to maximize the potential scale of the Norton Energy 
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Storage Project, and utilize it to begin integrating Ohio's vast wind power potential 

into the electricity grid. 

53. Petitioners also dispute FENOC's assertion that wind power's impacts on birds and bats make 

its development an insurmountable environmental challenge. The National Wildlife 

Federation ~ along with report co-sponsors such as Audubon, Environment America, and 

many others, all leading defenders of birds, bats, and other wildlife ~ has endorsed a large-

scale expansion of offshore wind in the U.S., showing that they are convinced impacts on 

wildlife can be mitigated. [Petitioners' Exhibit #12, National Wildlife Federation, Offshore 

Wind in the Atlantic: Growing Momentum for Jobs, Energy Independence, Clean Air, and 

Wildlife Protection, 2010.] Many wind power proponents take the wildlife impact issue very 

seriously, and are determined to fully understand and address it. The Great Lakes Wind 

Collaborative, for example, has posted numerous studies on the subject at its web site 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #13, Great Lakes Wind Collaborative, "Effects on Wildlife."] It should 

be noted that Davis-Besse, as with every operating atomic reactor, has inevitable negative 

impacts on wildlife, particularly aquatic organisms, as through thermal, toxic, and 

radiological discharges to Lake Erie, even during so-called "routine operations." [Petitioners 

Exhibit #17, Gunter, Gunter, Cullen, and Burton, Licensed to Kill: How the Nuclear Power 

Industry Destroys Endangered Marine Wildlife and Ocean Habitat to Save Money, 

NIRS/SECC/STAR, 2001.] And very significantly, given the fact that FENOC chose to build 

and operate Davis-Besse in an area of avian migration and bird refuges, it should be noted 

that the atomic reactor's "routine" and "permitted" radioactive discharges, as well as its 

"accidental" discharges and leaks of radioactivity, could well be having a harmful impact on 

area wildlife, including birds [Petitioners' Exhibit #18, New Scientist, "Chemobyl-based 

birds avoid radioactive nests," March, 2007]. Migratory and brightly colored song birds 
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appear most vulnerable to radioactivity. [Petitioners' Exhibit #19, Nature news, "Chernobyl 

birds are better off drab and la2y," July 2007.] 

54. Petitioners also dispute FENOC's assertion that sound impacts could hinder wind 

power's development. Wind power proponents, such as the Great Lakes Wind 

Collaborative, are at work in good faith efforts to better understand the issue and 

address it. For example, at a Great Lakes Wind Collaborative Environmental 

Planning, Siting, and Permitting Workgroup meeting in June 2009, the workgroup 

listed sound impacts at the top of their list for development of best practices response. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #14, Great Lakes Wind Collaborative, Environmental Planning, 

Siting, and Permitting Workgroup, June 11, 2009, Breakout Session Summary, page 

4.] Likewise, a Great Lakes Wind Collaborative Draft Siting Principles and Policy 

Options for Wind Development on the Great Lakes of April 23, 2009 recognized the 

need to minimize sound impacts not only during operations, but during constmction. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #15, Great Lakes Wind Collaborative, Environmental Planning, 

Siting, and Permitting Workgroup, June 11, 2009, Breakout Session Summary, page 

4.] 

55. While concluding that wind power is not a reasonable altemative to a 20 year license 

extension at Davis-Besse, FENOC's ER nonetheless admits "The total wind 

generation capacity for the three-state region in 2008 was 698 MWe. (USDOE 

2009a)" But even that two year old data needs significant updating. DOE NREL's 

"United States - Current Installed Wind Power Capacity (MW)," citing American 

Wind Energy Association data extracted on December 14, 2010, reveals that, as of 

September 30, 2010, Ohio (with 10 MW), Pennsylvania (with 748 MW), and West 
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Virginia (431 MW), the three states included in FENOC's consideration, now have an 

installed wind power capacity of 1,189 MW. This increase of 491 MW of installed 

wind capacity in the three states represents a 70% increase in just two years, from 

2008 to 2010. This shows how quickly wind power can be developed and connected 

to the electricity grid. If New Jersey's 8 MW of installed wind capacity is added, the 

grand total for the region of interest (New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia) 

is 1,197 MW. FENOC lists New Jersey as a state where it feeds load to the grid. 

Given the tremendous potential for wind power that has yet to be tapped, even within 

just New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, and accounting for capacity 

factors, Davis-Besse's replacement by quickly deployed wind power can be seen. 

56. NREL, in its "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for 

Areas Greater Than or Equal to 30% Capacity Factor at 80 m," shows that Ohio has a 

total of 17,189.9 square kilometers of windy land area with wind power capacity 

factors of 30%i or greater at 80 meters height. NREL excluded areas of land unlikely 

to be developed for wind power (such as wildemess areas, parks, urban areas, and 

water features), amounting to 6,205.9 square kilometers in Ohio. Thus, this excluded 

from development 36.1% of windy land area, but still left 10,983.9 square kilometers 

of windy land area in Ohio - 10.28% ofthe state's surface area - available for wind 

power development. NREL calculates Ohio's wind energy potential as an installed 

capacity of 54,919.7 MW, amounting to an annual generation of 151,881 GigaWatt-

hours (GWh). [Petitioners' Exhibit #16, NREL and AWS Truewind, "Estimates of 

Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for Areas >= 30% Capacity 

Factor at 80m," February 4, 2010.] At a 30% capacity factor, 54,919.7 MW of 
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installed wind capacity still represents 16,475.9 MW of electrical generation, or over 

18 times the amount of electricity generated by Davis-Besse. 

57. NREL, in its "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for 

Areas Greater Than or Equal to 30% Capacity Factor at 80 m," shows that 

Pennsylvania has a total of 2,123.5 square kilometers of windy land area with wind 

power capacity factors of 30% or greater at 80 meters height. NREL excluded areas 

of land unlikely to be developed for wind power (such as wildemess areas, parks, 

urban areas, and water features), amounting to 1462.1 square kilometers in 

Pennsylvania. Thus, this excluded from development 68.9% of the windy land area, 

but still left 661.4 square kilometers of windy land area in Pennsylvania - 0.56% of 

the state's surface area - available for wind power development. NREL calculates 

Pennsylvania's wind energy potential as an installed capacity of 3,307.2 MW, 

amounting to an annual generation of 9,673 GigaWatt-hours (GWh). [Petitioners' 

Exhibit #16, NREL and AWS Tmewind, "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind 

Energy Potential by State for Areas >= 30% Capacity Factor at 80m," February 4, 

2010.] At a 30% capacity factor, 3,307.2 MW of installed wind capacity still 

represents 992.2 MW of electrical generation, or significantly more than the amount 

of electricity generated by Davis-Besse. 

58. NREL, in its "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for 

Areas Greater Than or Equal to 30% Capacity Factor at 80 m," shows that West 

Virginia has a total of 1,495,2 square kilometers of windy land area with wind power 

capacity factors of 30% or greater at 80 meters height. NREL excluded areas of land 

unlikely to be developed for wind power (such as wildemess areas, parks, urban 
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areas, and water features), amounting to 1,118.6 square kilometers in West Virginia. 

Thus, this excluded from development 74.8% of the windy land area, but still left 

376.6 square kilometers of windy land area in West Virginia - 0.60% ofthe state's 

surface area - available for wind power development. NREL calculates West 

Virginia's wind energy potential as an installed capacity of 1,883.2 MW, amounting 

to an annual generation of 5,820 Giga Watt-hours (GWh). [Petitioners' Exhibit #16, 

NREL and AWS Truewind, "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy 

Potential by State for Areas >= 30% Capacity Factor at 80m," February 4, 2010.] At a 

30% capacity factor, 1,883.2 MW of installed wind capacity still represents nearly 

565 MW of electrical generation, or nearly two-thirds of the amount of electricity 

generated by Davis-Besse. 

59. NREL, in its "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for 

Areas Greater Than or Equal to 30% Capacity Factor at 80 m," shows that New 

Jersey has a total of 280.8 square kilometers of windy land area with wind power 

capacity factors of 30% or greater at 80 meters height. NREL excluded areas of land 

unlikely to be developed for wind power (such as wildemess areas, parks, urban 

areas, and water features), amounting to 254.5 square kilometers in New Jersey. 

Thus, this excluded from development 90.6% of the windy land area, but still left 

26.4 square kilometers of windy land area in New Jersey - 0.14% ofthe state's 

surface area - available for wind power development. NREL calculates New Jersey's 

wind energy potential as an installed capacity of 131.8 MW, amounting to an annual 

generation of 373 Giga Watt-hours (GWh). [Petitioners' Exhibit #16, NREL and AWS 

Truewind, "Estimates of Windy Land Area and Wind Energy Potential by State for 
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Areas >= 30% Capacity Factor at 80m," February 4, 2010.] At a 30% capacity factor, 

131.8 MW of installed wind capacity still represents 39.5 MW of electrical 

generation, or over 4% ofthe amount of electricity generated by Davis-Besse. 

60. Thus, taken all together, even accounting for a capacity factor of 30%, the wind 

power potential in Ohio (16,475.9), Pennsylvania (992.2), West Virginia (565), and 

New Jersey (39.5) adds up to 18,072.6 MW. This is nearly 20 times the amount of 

electricity generated by Davis-Besse. It should be noted that NREL explicitly states 

that the wind power capacity factors cited above are 30% or greater. Thus, these 

figures are conservative. If wind power development proceeds in these windy areas of 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and New Jersey, the actual capacity factors could 

well be greater than 30%, generating even more electricity than calculated here. It 

should also be noted that the NREL figures are for wind power potential on windy 

lands. The offshore wind power potential in various of these states - especially in 

Ohio (Lake Erie), Pennsylvania (Lake Erie), and New Jersey (Atlantic Ocean) - will 

add significantiy to the amount of wind power that can be generated in this region of 

interest. 

61. The very real possibility that improved technology may be developed during the 40-

year life span of a reactor does not render consideration of environmental issues too 

speculative. NEPA's requirement for forecasting environmental consequences into 

the future implies the need for predictions based on existing technology and those 

developments which can be extrapolated from it. NRDC v. NRC, 547 F.2d 633 

(1976). 
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62. Thus NEPA seeks to "force action" through a rigorous and objective discussion 

backed by expert document and expert agency comment. In this case, the Applicant's 

approach to completing an Environmental Report is more akin to avoidance of such 

documentation and expert comment than providing the requisite objective "hard 

look." While some element of speculation is implicit in NEPA, federal agencies such 

as the NRC may not be allowed "to shirk their responsibilities under NEPA by 

labeling any and all discussion of future environmental effects as 'crystal ball 

inquiry'." Scientists' Institute for Public Information, Inc. v. AEC (SIPI), 156 

U.S.App.D.C. 395, 408, 481 F.2d 1079, 1092 (1973). Informed prediction is only 

possible after an agency has been provided with sufficient and qualified 

documentation to conduct a thorough inquiry into all aspects of the contemplated 

project and the area to be affected. While NEPA does not specify the quantum of 

information that must be in the hands of a decision-maker before that decision-maker 

may decide to proceed with a given project, it does intend "to ensure that decisions 

about federal actions would be made only after responsible decision-makers had fully 

adverted to the environmental consequences of the actions, and had decided that the 

public benefits flowing from the actions outweighed their environmental costs." 

Alaska v. Andrus, 11 ERC 1321, 188 U.S.App.D.C. 202, 8 Envti. L. Rep. 20,237 

(D.C. Cir. 1978) 

63. Here, the Applicant has too readily dismissed the wind energy altemative, as when it 

stated that: outside of Ohio's northwest Lake Erie coastline, and offshore, the "rest of 

the state" is "devoid" of developable wind power; "wind power by itself is not 

suitable for large base-load capacity"; "wind has a high degree of intermittency and 
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average annual capacity factors for wind plants are relatively low, less than 30 

percent"; "current energy storage technologies are too expensive for wind power to 

serve as a large base-load generator"; and "Noise produced by the rotor blades, visual 

impacts, and bird and bat fatalities are also of some concem (EERE 

2008).. .Considering that wind conditions are variable, energy storage technologies do 

not curtently allow supply to more closely match demand, and large land 

requirements and associated aesthetic impacts, FENOC does not consider a utility-

scale commercial wind power project a reasonable altemative to Davis-Besse license 

renewal." [FENOC ER, page 7.2-9, "Wind"] These various forms of dismissing wind 

power's potential were done without proffering a rigorous and objective discussion or 

"hard look," as if to say, there are no reasonable foreseeable solutions, 

demonstrations, and developments set forth in any expert documents or by expert 

agency comments that make the altemative "reasonably foreseeable" and that can be 

specifically projected upon the requested relicensing action for 2017-2037 for the 

region of interest. In fact, the Applicant's cursory treatment and dismissal is neither 

entirely honest nor does it provide a sufficiently complete evaluation as pertains to 

the requested relicensing action but appears to manifest FENOC's particular bias 

toward the requested relicensing outcome. 

64. The Applicant's Environmental Report states "wind power by itself is not suitable for 

large base-load capacity. As discussed in the [NRC] GEIS, wind has a high degree of 

intermittency and average annual capacity factors for wind plants are relatively low, 

less than 30 percent (NRC 1996, Section 8.3.1). [FENOC ER, Page 7.2-9] But then 

FENOC concedes "Wind power in conjunction with energy storage mechanisms 
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might serve as a means of providing base-load power." [FENOC ER, Page 7.2-9] 

The Applicant then seeks to dismiss the entire altemative with the statement, "But 

current energy storage technologies are too expensive for wind power to serve as a 

large base-load generator." (NRC 2009b, Section 8.2.5.2) [FENOC ER, Page 7.2-9] 

65. As such, the Applicant offers the very narrow argument in its Environmental Report 

that storage technologies are and will be the only solutions for addressing the 

altemative's baseload and intermittency issues. 

66. However, contrary to the Applicant's assertion, the Petitioners have submitted 

Exhibits 11, 48, and 49 [in Paragraph 53, above], and submit the following additional 

expert documents, expert agency comments, current events and statements of fact 

discussing and illuminating the implementation of solutions to address intermittency 

and baseload as reasonably, scientifically and commercially projected as available for 

the requested relicensing action in the 2017 to 2037 time frame, specifically for the 

Applicant's region of interest (Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, New Jersey). 

67. In fact, an expert agency, the Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL), has looked at the issue of wind energy as a reasonable baseload 

power source through utilization of innovative storage technology in a more forward 

looking evaluation than what the Applicant would lead us to believe. The Petitioners 

submit that NREL has published "Creating Baseload Wind Power Systems Using 

Compressed Air Energy Storage Concepts," by which it is argued: "Greatly expanded 

use of wind energy has been proposed to reduce dependence on fossil and nuclear fuels for 

electricity generation. The large-scale deployment of wind energy is ultimately limited by its 

intermittent output and the remote location of high-value wind resources, particularly in the 
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United States. Wind energy systems that combine wind turbine generation with energy 

storage and long-distance transmission may overcome these obstacles and provide a source 

of power that is functionally equivalent to a conventional baseload electric power plant A 

'baseload wind' system can produce a stable, reliable output that can replace a conventional 

fossil or nuclear baseload plant, instead of merely supplementing its output This type of 

system could provide a large fraction of a region's electricity demand, far beyond the 10-

20% often suggested as an economic upper limit for conventional wind generation deployed 

without storage." [Petitioners' Exhibit #20, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 

United States Department of Energy, "Creating Baseload Wind Power Systems," Background 

and Overview, October 3,2006.] 

68. The Petitioners proffer expert documentation and expert agency comment in support 

of its contention and in contrast to the Applicant's cursory dismissal of wind energy 

as an unreasonable energy altemative, without reasonably foreseeable applicability as 

a baseload altemative to the relicensing of Davis-Besse. The Applicant's portrayal 

grossly misrepresents what the Petitioners argue as a reasonable assessment of "state 

of the art and science" of wind power potential in the present day and near future. 

Largely by the process of omission, the Applicant has conjured up what is in fact an 

incomplete and misleading characterization of wind energy as isolated turbines and 

individualized, disconnected wind farms that are necessarily subject to the whim of 

localized variable weather pattems. Such a portrayal is in fact a misrepresentation of 

many expert assessments and evaluations ofthe relevance and importance ofthe wind 

power altemative's potential for the requested period of the proposed federal 

relicensing action. 
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69. The Petitioners submit expert documentation, published in Stanford University's Joumal of 

Applied Meteorology and Climatology, entitled "Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing 

Transmission Requirements by Interconnected Wind Farms," which states: "A solution to 

improve wind power reliability is interconnected wind power. In other words, by linking 

multiple wind farms together it is possible to improve substantially the overall performance 

of the interconnected system (i.e., array) when competed with that of any individual wind 

farm. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #21, "Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing Transmission 

Requirements by Interconnected Wind Farms," Joumal of Applied Meteorology and 

Climatologv, Manuscript, Stanford University, February 2007, p. 1702.] The scientific 

manuscript concludes, "Contrary to common knowledge, an average of 33% and a maximum 

of 47% of yearly averaged wind power from interconnected farms can be used as reliable, 

baseload electric power. Equally significant, interconnecting multiple wind farms to a 

common point, and then connecting that point to a far-away city can allow the long-distance 

portion of transmission capacity to be reduced, for example, by 20% with only a 1.6% loss of 

energy." [Petitioners' Exhibit #21, "Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing 

Transmission Requirements by Interconnected Wind Farms," Journal of Applied 

Meteoroloev and Climatologv. Manuscript, Stanford University, Febmary 2007, p. 1716.] 

70. An increasing number of news accounts of curtent events reveal a building 

momentum for interconnecting renewable energy resources to address the issue of 

intermittency and baseload. In the United States, the Petitioners submit that Google 

corporation has announced the formation of a consortium to supply large scale 

baseload wind power through the advancement of a scalable platform for an offshore 

"backbone transmission project" to interconnect East Coast offshore wind farms to be 

completed by 2020, just three years after the proposed Davis-Besse federal 
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relicensing action. This is significant even in FENOC's region of interest, in that New 

Jersey will form the northern terminus of Google's "backbone" cable, which will 

extend all the way to Virginia. This will encourage and accelerate the development of 

offshore wind power near the New Jersey coast, dramatically increasing the quantity 

of wind power potential in the Garden State above what is available on land. The 

Washington Post reported "The transmission line would address the problem of 

wind's intermittent supply by tapping into a much broader swath ofthe coast to meet 

consumer demand." [Petitioners' Exhibit #22, "Google helps finance 

'superhighway' for wind power," Washington Post, October 13, 2010] 

71. The Petitioners proffer expert documentation and expert agency comments relating to 

the interconnectedness of renewable energy generation as a solution to baseload and 

intermittency issues as already underway and arguably implemented within the 

foreseeable future for development in the Applicant's region of interest for the 

projected period of 2017 to 2037. 

72. As further example, on January 6, 2010, nine European North Sea countries 

(Germany, France, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Great Britain and the 

Netherlands) announced an investment of $40 billion in an offshore undersea energy 

super smart grid for dedicated transmission of renewable energy. This investment and 

development supports a model that could be followed by the United States as well as 

other countries. [Petitioners Exhibit #23, January 6, 2010. "European Communities 

Unite to Invest $40 Billion in Huge Off-Shore Renewable Energy Super Grid," and 

Petitioners' Exhibit #24, January 7, 2010, Renewable Energy (Wind, Solar & Tide 

Power) Will Be Distributed Through A Super Grid in Europe"] As mentioned, in the 
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Davis-Besse region of interest, both the Great Lakes shoreline, as well as the 

coastiine off of New Jersey, provide just such promising potential areas for offshore 

wind power development. 

73. Consequentiy, the Petitioners contend that the Applicant's assertion in the 

Environmental Report that wind power is not and will not be "baseload," and thus is 

not suitable to replace Davis-Besse in the time frame 2017-2037, is inaccurate and not 

based on scientific analysis nor current events and is not sufficiently supported by 

expert documentation and expert agency comment. Similarly, with specific regard to 

the Applicant's region of interest, the Applicant's proffered description of wind and 

intermittency as projected into the requested federal relicensing action again does not 

provide a sufficiently complete or accurate scientific analysis of the potential 

altemative provided by the potential for both offshore and on land wind for 2017 to 

2037. Again, the Applicant's hasty and premature dismissal of the wind energy 

altemative absent any discussion of the growing volume of current events, scientific 

studies, commercial ventures, and published expert reviews about solutions to 

intermittency suggests more avoidance by FENOC than an effort to inform the federal 

agency so that it can fulfill its NEPA duties. 

74. The Petitioners further submit the expert document "Electric power from offshore 

wind via synoptic-scale interconnection," by authors from the Center for Carbon-free 

Power Integration, College of Earth, Ocean and Environment, University of 

Delaware, Newark, DE and School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, Stony 

Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, and published by the experts agency in the 
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Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) of the United States in 

2009. 

75. The University of Delaware and Stony Brook University study concludes that: 

"Based on 5 yr of wind data from 11 meteorological stations, distributed over a 2,500 

km extent along the U.S. East Coast, power output for each hour at each site is 

calculated. Each individual wind power generation site exhibits the expected power 

ups and downs. But when we simulate a power line connecting them, called here the 

Atlantic Transmission Grid, the output from the entire set of generators rarely 

reaches either low or full power, and power changes slowly. Notably, during the 5-yr 

study period, the amount of power shifted up and down but never stopped. " 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #25, "Electric power from offshore wind via synoptic-scale 

interconnection," University of Delaware and Stony Brook University, Proceedings 

ofthe National Academy of Sciences, 2009, Abstract, page 1 of 6] This information 

is applicable to the FENOC Davis-Besse license extension ER in that New Jersey is 

within FENOC's region of interest, hence discussion of East Coast offshore wind is 

relevant. But in addition, insights gained from studying wind power interconnections 

and transmission technologies in the Atlantic Ocean could provide valuable 

information useful for offshore wind power development in the Great Lakes, as in 

Lake Erie. 

76. The University of Delaware and Stony Brook University study underscores that the 

interconnectedness of wind farms by way of high voltage direct current transmission 

systems is reasonably foreseeable as a solution to intermittency of wind power to 

provide a baseload energy altemative with significantly less adverse human 
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environmental consequence. They state: "In the study region, using our 

meteorologically designed scale and orientation, we find that transmission affects 

output by reducing variance, slowing the rate of change, and, during the study 

period, eliminating hours of zero production. The result is that electric power from 

wind would become easier to manage, higher in market value, and capable of 

becoming a higher fraction of electric generation (thus more C02 displacement). " 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #25, "Electric power from offshore wind via synoptic-scale 

interconnection," University of Delaware and Stony Brook University, Proceedings 

ofthe National Academy of Sciences, 2009, Abstract, page 6 of 6] The expert study 

further identifies "The variability of wind power is not as problematic as is often 

supposed, since the electric power system is set up to adjust to fluctuating loads and 

unexpected failures of generation or transmission. However, as wind power becomes 

a higher proportion of all generation, it will become more difficult for electric system 

operators to effectively integrate additional fluctuating output Thus, solutions that 

reduce power fluctuation are important if wind is to displace significant amounts of 

carbon-emitting energy sources. There are four near-term ways to level wind power 

and other fluctuating generation sources, 1) Expand the use of existing control 

mechanisms already set up to handle fluctuating load and unexpected equipment 

outages—mechanisms such as reserve generators, redundant power line routes, and 

ancillary service markets. This is how wind is integrated today (5). (ii) Build energy 

storage, as part ofthe wind facility or in another central location. (Hi) Make use of 

distributed storage in loads, for example home heaters with thermal mass added or 

plug-in cars that can charge when the wind blows or even discharge to the grid 
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during wind lulls (6). (iv) Combine remote wind farms via electrical transmission, the 

subject of this article. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #25, "Electric power from offshore 

wind via synoptic-scale interconnection," University of Delaware and Stony Brook 

University, Proceedings ofthe National Academy of Sciences, 2009, Abstract, page 1 

of 6] 

77. Petitioners additionally submit expert documentation published by the Department of 

Energy's National Renewable Energy Laboratory in January 2010 further 

illuminating the tremendous penetration that wind energy can reasonably be expected 

to make during the requested federal relicensing action from 2017 to 2037. The 

"Eastern Wind Integration and Transmission Study," (EWITS) focuses on an 

aggressive technological push to merge wind power with innovative transmission 

systems principally High Voltage Altemating Current and Extremely High Voltage 

DC. NREL foresees that by 2024 it is reasonable to conclude that 20% to 30% of our 

electricity could be contributed from wind power. The study introduces the vision, 

''Just a few years ago, 5% wind energy penetration was a lofty goal, and to some the 

idea of integrating 20% wind by 2024 might seem a bit optimistic. And yet, we know 

from the European experience—where some countries have already reached wind 

energy penetrations of 10% or higher in a short period of time—that change can 

occur rapidly and that planning for that change is critically important. Because 

building transmission capacity takes much longer than installing wind plants, there is 

a sense of urgency to studying transmission. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #26, "Eastern 

Wind Integration and Transmission Study," National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL), Department of Energy, January 2010, Preface, p. 15] FENOC's region of 
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interest falls within the Eastern Interconnection, making this study directly relevant to 

this proceeding. 

78. Petitioners submit that rapidly developing technological improvements making wind 

a reliable, more efficient, less-adverse-to-the-human-environment generation source 

for the requested relicensing action time are not merely reasonably foreseeable but are 

in fact nearly at hand, and growing by leaps and bounds. 

79. According to the Global Wind Energy Council, installed wind capacity alone by 2014 

will reasonably reach 400 gigawatts, whereas current nuclear power capacity is about 

376 gigawatts according to the World Nuclear Association. [Petitioners' Exhibit 

#27, "Global Wind Power Capacity May Rival Nuclear Within Four Years," 

Bloomberg News, September 23, 2010] 

80. In fact, the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration reported 

on December 22, 2010 that renewable energy now rivals nuclear power in the U.S., in 

that both provide 1 \% of primary energy production. But of course, renewable energy 

- especially wind power - is growing dramatically. In the meantime, any new 

reactors in the U.S. are years off still. Thus, renewable energy can be expected to 

surpass nuclear power by percentage of contribution to U.S. primary energy 

production in the near future, thanks in large part to the remarkable growth of wind 

power in the U.S., despite the economic downturn. [Petitioners' Exhibit #28, "What's 

new in ElA," Dec. 22,2010] 

81. NEPA case law requires consideration of "reasonably foreseeable" impacts, and not 

resolution of all unresolved scientific issues. Jicarilla Apache Tribe v. Morton, 471 

F.2d 1275, 1280 (9th Cir. 1973). An environmental effect is "reasonably foreseeable" 
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if it is "sufficiently likely to occur that a person of ordinary prudence would take it 

into account in reaching a decision." Sierra Club v. Marsh, 976 F.2d 763, 767 (P^ Cir. 

1992). Mid States Coalition for Progress v. Surface Transportation Board, 345 F.3d 

520 (8th Cir. 2003). 

82. "NEPA is not designed to postpone analysis of an environmental consequence to the 

last possible moment. Rather, it is designed to require such analysis as soon as it can 

reasonably be done." Kern v. United States Bureau of Land Management, 284 F.3d 

1062, 1072 (9th Cir. 2002). It is incumbent upon the NRC to realistically embrace 

the probabilities of technological advancements in sustainable energy development. 

The NRC cannot allow FENOC to game the license renewal process by claiming that 

technologies which are already here (for years wind, in fact, is the fastest-growing 

electrical generating source in North America, although in the past year or two, in 

terms of percentage growth, solar has the fastest growing) are infeasible or 

unreasonable seven or even twenty-seven years from now (2017 to 2037, the period 

of Davis-Besse's license extension for which FENOC has applied). This is 

particularly egregious if one considers where renewables were, in terms of technology 

and deployment, only 20 years in the past. 

83. The Petitioners therefore contend that the assertion in the Applicant's Environment 

Report that the alternative of wind power is, and will remain, "unreasonable" during 

the relicensing action period of 2017 to 2037, and unsuitable to replace Davis-Besse, 

provides an incomplete and inaccurate scientific analysis. FENOC has not supported 

its conclusions with expert documents and expert agency comments. 
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84. The Petitioners further maintain that the Applicant's Environmental Report is 

significantly incomplete and inaccurate in analyzing the quality and potential of 

offshore wind power for the region of interest, specifically Lake Erie. FENOC does 

state that; "Areas suitable for wind energy applications must be wind-power Class 3 

or higher (NREL 1986, Chapter 1). Coastal regions along Lake Erie in northwestem 

Ohio have an estimated wind power of Class 3, increasing to Class 5 over offshore 

areas (NREL 1986, Chapter 3) and some Class 6 areas mid-lake (USDOE 2009a)." 

Thus it's odd that a few sentences later, where FENOC does admit that "wind power 

in coastal Ohio along Lake Erie ...is a feasible altemative to Davis-Besse license 

renewal in theory," it does not explicitiy mention offshore Lake Erie or mid-lake 

Lake Erie as especially promising areas of wind power potential. [FENOC ER, Page 

7.2-9] 

85. There is great potential for offshore wind power development in the Great Lakes, 

including in Lake Erie, to grow dramatically and quickly. A report by Michigan State 

University's Land Policy Institute, entitied "Michigan's Offshore Wind Potential," 

published September 30, 2008, estimated that over 320,000 megawatts of wind power 

potential, all told, was accessible to the State of Michigan in the Great Lakes on its 

borders. Included in this calculation was but a very thin slice of Lake Erie's Westem 

Basin. But the bulk of Lake Erie's wind power potential, stretching for hundreds of 

miles to the east, is accessible to the State of Ohio, as well as to the State of 

Pennsylvania. [Petitioners' Exhibit #29, Michigan State University, Land Policy 

Institute, Michigan's Offshore Wind Potential, September 30, 2008.] This report 

complements the efforts of Michigan Govemor Granholm's Great Lakes Offshore 
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Wind (GLOW) initiative. GLOW has proposed three offshore wind farms in the 

Great Lakes around Michigan: one in extreme southem Lake Michigan, near New 

Buffalo; another in extreme northem Lake Michigan, near Escanaba; and the last 

where Saginaw Bay opens into Lake Huron. 

86. A map published by AWS Truewind, entitied "Wind Resource of Ohio: Mean Annual 

Wind Speed at 100 Meters," show that vast stretches ofthe Lake Erie shoreline, as 

well as vast stretches of Lake Erie itself, are home to tremendous wind power 

potential. Broad bands of wind speeds from 8.0 to 8.5 meters/second along the shore 

build to even broader bands of wind speeds 8.5 to 9.0 meters/second further out. By 

mid-Lake Erie, areas with wind speeds of 9.0 to 9.5 meters/second are documented, 

as are smaller pockets with remarkable wind speeds topping 9.5 meters/second. 

NREL, as mentioned above, recognizes areas with wind speeds of 6.5 meters/second, 

or higher, as developable for their wind power potential.[Petitioners' Exhibit #30, 

"Wind Resource of Ohio: Mean Annual Wind Speed at 100 Meters," AWS 

Truewind.] Such wind power potential along the shore and offshore continues 

eastward in Pennsylvania, of course, also in FENOC's region of interest. 

87. Another map published by AWS Truewind, entitled "Wind Resource of Ohio: Mean 

Annual Power Density at 100 Meters," shows that such wind speeds correspond to 

Wind Power Classes 5,6, and 7 -the very highest on the scale, thus one ofthe most 

powerful wind power potential sites in the United States. [Petitioners' Exhibit #31, 

"Wind Resource of Ohio: Mean Annual Power Density at 100 Meters," AWS 

Truewind.] 
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88. The Applicant's ER has not cited such institutions as the European Wind Energy 

Association (EWEA). EWEA reported in September 2009 that '̂ There are currently 

830 wind turbines now installed and grid connected, totaling 2,063 MW in 39 wind 

farms in nine European countries." This nearly doubled a global figure reported by 

the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

in 2008 that "Only 1,077 MW of offshore wind capacity has been installed 

worldwide.'' [Petitioners' Exhibit #32,"Oceans of Opportunity: Hamessing Europe's 

largest domestic resource," European Wind Energy Association. 09/27/2010.] This 

shows how fast offshore wind power can grow. 

89. But EWEA later reported that "In 2010 1,000 MW expected to be installed during 

2010, a71% market growth compared to 2009. Currently there are 16 offshore wind 

farms under construction, totaling over 3,500 MW and a further 52 wind farms have 

been fully consented, totaling more than 16,000 MW." [Petitioners' Exhibit 

#32,"Oceans of Opportunity; Harnessing Europe's largest domestic resource," 

European Wind Energy Association. 09/27/2010.] Offshore wind power's rate of 

growth is increasing as time goes on. 

90. EWEA goes on to report that ''By 2020, most ofthe EU's renewable electricity will be 

produced by onshore wind farms. Europe must, however, use the coming decade to 

prepare for the large-scale exploitation of its largest indigenous energy resource, 

offshore wind power. That the wind resource over Europe's seas is enormous was 

confirmed in June by the European Environment Agency's (EEA) Europe's onshore 

and offshore wind energy potential'. The study states that offshore wind power's 

economically competitive potential in 2020 is 2,600 TWh, equal to between 60% and 
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70%) of projected electricity demand, rising to 3,400 TWh in 2030, equal to 80% of 

the projected EU electricity demand. The EEA estimates the technical potential of 

offshore wind in 2020 at 25,000 TWh, between six and seven times greater than 

projected electricity demand, rising to 30,000 TWh in 2030, seven times greater than 

projected electricity demand. The EEA has clearly recognised that ojfshore wind 

power will be key to Europe's energy future. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #32,"Oceans of 

Opportunity: Harnessing Europe's largest domestic resource," European Wind 

Energy Association. 09/27/2010.] Petitioners note that such time frames are within 

the proposed Davis-Besse license renewal, and that the inland sea of Lake Erie is 

Ohio's and Pennsylvania's equivalent of Europe's seacoasts in terms of wind power 

potential, albeit on a smaller physical scale. New Jersey, within FENOC's region of 

interest, also has tremendous offshore wind power potential. 

91. More specific to the Applicant's stated region of interest, the Petitioners contend that 

the Environmental Report's discussion and evaluation ofthe offshore wind altemative 

contribution is overly vague, significantly inaccurate and not sufficiently complete. 

92. In June, 2010, the Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL) produced its expert assessment of offshore wind energy potential for the 

United States. The NREL document provides that "Table 1 shows the offshore wind 

resource by available square kilometers (km ) of water and potential installed 

capacity in gigawatts (GW) for annual average wind speeds greater than 7.0 

meters/second (m/s) at 90 m above the surface. A uniform factor of 5 megawatts/km^ 

was applied to calculate the potential installed capacity. The resource is presented for 

individual states and the country as a whole. These resource estimates have not been 
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reduced by any environmental or water-use considerations. Detailed information by 

database element for each state is presented in Appendix B. The data presented in this 

report represents the first version ofthe offshore database." [Petitioners' Exhibit 

#33, "Assessment of Offshore Wind Energy Resources for the United States," NREL, 

June 2010, Table 1, "Offshore wind resource area and potential by wind speed 

interval and state within 50 nm of shore."] By NREL's assessment at Table 1 for 

FENOC's region of interest (OH, PA, NJ) there is a total resource of 155.5 gigawatts 

(GW) of offshore and deepwater wind alone (within 50 nautical miles). Petitioners 

submit that the omission of significant amounts of data and planning from these states 

within the region of interest is a significant failing ofthe FENOC Environmental 

Report that potentially leaves the NRC not only uninformed but misinformed for 

preparing an Environmental Impact Statement on the altematives for the requested 

relicensing action from 2017 to 2037. 

93. As such. Petitioners' contend that the Applicant's assertion that wind is not a 

reasonable altemative, in the face of such tremendous documented potential, is 

misleading, inaccurate and unfounded, as evidenced by current expert documentation 

and expert agency comments. The lack of scientifically accurate, substantially 

complete and timely documentation dooms the Applicant's assertion that wind is not 

a "reasonable altemative" and is meaningless for informing the NRC of projections of 

wind's alternative resource availability for the requested federal relicensing action. 

94. FENOC must update its ER to recognize a major Obama administration event 

promoting offshore wind power in the Great Lakes. From October 26 to 27,2010, 

leaders from the Obama administration, such as the Chair ofthe White House Council 
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on Environmental Quality Nancy Sutiey, and the Secretary of Energy Steven Chu, 

joined with Great Lakes offshore wind power proponents in Chicago to promote 

expanding wind power in the Great Lakes. Sutiey was quoted as saying: "President 

Obama has made an unprecedented commitment to renewable energy development in 

the United States. Increasing our wind power generation is a critical component to 

building greater energy independence and creating jobs here at home. We must 

improve and increase the lines of communication to bring wind development in the 

Great Lakes closer to fruition." Chu was quoted as saying: "The country's vast 

offshore wind resources have the potential to dramatically reduce America's 

dependence on fossil fuels, make us more economically competitive, and support new 

manufacturing jobs in the U.S. By working collaboratively with private industry and 

our state and Federal partners, we can help to accelerate and support the development 

of wind energy in the Great Lakes." FENOC must update its ER to reflect, and the 

NRC in its EIS must acknowledge, such major support from the White House and 

Department of Energy and its promise for wind power's potential development in the 

Great Lakes. [Petitioners' Exhibit #34, U.S. Department of Energy, Executive Office 

ofthe White House, and Great Lakes Wind Collaborative press release, "Obama 

Administration Hosts Great Lakes Offshore Wind Workshop in Chicago with Great 

Lakes Wind Collaborative," October 27, 2010.] The Applicant's cursory treatment 

and uninformative discussion of offshore wind energy is thus already significantly 

dated, inaccurate and substantially incomplete, given such breaking news. 

95. With the rise of numerous wind advocacy consortia in the Great Lakes, such as the 

Ohio Wind Working Group [Petitioners' Exhibit #35, "Ohio Energy Resources 
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Division | Wind Farm Development," and Petitioners' Exhibit #36, "Welcome to 

Ohio Wind Working Group" homepage], the Great Lakes Wind Collaborative 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #37, "The Great Lakes Wind Collaborative" homepage.], the 

Michigan Great Lakes Wind Council [Petitioners' Exhibit #45, "Govemor Granholm 

Signs Executive Order Creating Great Lakes Wind Council," February 6, 2009], and 

the Pennsylvania Wind Working Group [Petitioners' Exhibit #38, "Pennsylvania 

Wind Working Group" homepage.], offshore and on land wind power in such places 

as Ohio, Pennsylvania, Lake Erie, and beyond in the region of interest, and nearby, is 

poised to take off. The Great Lakes Wind Collaborative lists planned wind power 

projects in the Great Lakes region, including a 20 MW offshore wind power 

development near downtown Cleveland. [Petitioners' Exhibit #39, Great Lakes Wind 

Collaborative, "Proposed Offshore Wind Projects in the Great Lakes."] So is offshore 

and even deep water wind power off the New Jersey coast, thanks to Google's 

investment in the "backbone cable" transmission line, as mentioned above. The Great 

Lakes Wind Collaborative (GLWC) has undertaken numerous projects, including a 

"GLWC Regional Transmission Wind Workgroup Workplan, January 2010 to June 

2011," [Petitioners' Exhibit #40, "GLWC Regional Transmission Wind Workgroup 

Workplan, January 2010 to June 2011."] The GLWC has also undertaken a "GLWC 

Wind Atlas Workgroup Workplan, January 2010 - June 2011." [Petitioners' Exhibit 

#41, "GLWC Wind Atias Workgroup Workplan, January 2010 - June 2011."] 

96. The Ohio Wind Working Group states on its homepage 

[http://ohiowind.org/Offshore-Wind.cms.aspx] that, regarding offshore wind power: 

"The Great Lakes represent one ofthe largest offshore wind market opportunities of 
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the next several decades. By some estimates, the wind resource technically available 

for electricity production is 250 gigawatts (GW), which is enough power for 75 

million households. The State of Ohio is striving to make the Great Lakes home to the 

world's first offshore wind turbine in fresh water and become a center for wind 

innovation...As the shallowest and centrally-located lake. Lake Erie is favorably 

positioned to serve the emerging Great Lakes offshore wind market. Ohio is moving 

to take the lead on this opportunity by supporting the Great Lakes Wind Energy 

Center, which is a public-private partnership working to become a center of 

excellence for research, testing, and certification of new designs and equipment for 

offshore wind technologies. The goal is for Ohio to serve as the home of installation 

and support services needed to ship, install, maintain, and repair future offshore wind 

facilities in the Great Lakes." The Ohio Wind Working Group also reports that Ohio 

has 66,000 MW of potential wind power, enough to power the state two times over, 

and that by 2030 - during most of Davis-Besse's proposed license extension - $7.6 

billion of wind power related revenue could accme within the State of Ohio. It 

concludes that "Lake Erie is uniquely positioned to serve the emerging Great Lakes 

offshore wind market." 

97. Petitioners contend that FENOC does not provide a complete discussion and 

evaluation of significant State and Federal sponsored activities that can be reasonably 

considered to impact the federal relicensing action for the region of interest during the 

2017 to 2037 timeframe. Under NEPA's "rule of reason," while an agency is not 

required to consider all possible altematives for each aspect of a proposed action, the 

agency does need to consider "a reasonable number of examples, covering the full 
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spectrum of altematives." Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d 

827 (D.C Cir. 1972). In Citizens Against Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.2d 190, 

197-98 (D.C.Cir.l991), then-judge Thomas warned that outcome-controlled "rigging" 

of purpose and need violates NEPA, which "does not give agencies license to fulfill 

their own prophecies," id. at 195. Justice Thomas continued, "an agency may not 

define the objectives of its action in terms so unreasonably narrow that only one 

altemative from among the environmentally benign ones in the agency's power would 

accomplish the goals ofthe agency's action...." Id. 

98. NEPA requires: (1) that altematives be presented in comparative form to provide 

meaningful choices to decision-makers and the public (40 C.F.R. §1502.14); (2) that 

"substantial treatment" be devoted to each alternative considered in detail, to enable 

reviewers to evaluate the comparative merits of each altemative (40 C.F.R. § 1502.14 

(b)); and (3) that during the course ofthe NEPA process, no actions go forward that 

have adverse environmental impacts or would limit the choice of reasonable 

altematives (40 C.F.R. § 1506.1). 

99. Agencies must, to the fullest extent possible, "[sjtudy, develop, and describe 

appropriate altematives to recommended courses of action in any proposal..." 42 

U.S.C. § 4322(2)(E); Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508,1519-20 

(9th Cir. 1992). It means examination of every altemative within the "nature and 

scope ofthe proposed action," California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 761 (9th Cir. 1982), 

"sufficient to permit a reasoned choice." Methow Valley Citizens Council v. Regional 

Forester, 833 F.2d 810, 815 (9th Cir. 1987). 
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100. "The existence of a viable, but unexamined alternative renders an environmental 

impact statement inadequate." Idaho Conservation League, supra. Agencies must 

"study... significant altematives suggested by other agencies or the public...." 

DuBois V. U.S Dept ofAgric, 102 F.3d 1273, 1286 (1st Cir. 1996), cert, denied, 117 

S.Ct. 1567 (1997). Even an altemative which would only partially satisfy the need 

and purpose of the proposed project must be considered by the agency if it is 

"reasonable," Natural Resources Defense Council v. Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, 93 (2nd 

Cir. 1975), because it might convince the decision-maker to meet part ofthe goal with 

less impact. North Buckhead Civic Ass'n V. Skinner, 903 F.2d 1533, 1542 (11th Cir. 

1990). When developing reasonable altematives for NEPA purposes, the scope of 

altematives must include the altematives noted above and those reasonable 

altematives outside the agency's jurisdiction (40 CFR § 1502.14(c). Consequently, 

these altematives, "...include those [altematives] that are practical or feasible ways 

from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than 

simply desirable from the standpoint ofthe applicant." CEQ's Forty Most Asked 

Questions Concerning CEQ 's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, 

Question 2a. 

101. Petitioners assert that the complete omission of significant State, Federal, private 

industry, and non-govemmental environmental support for numerous projects already 

in the advanced planning and development stages and scheduled to be operational in 

the region of interest in time for the proposed relicensing action (2017-2037) must be 

included by "the rule of reason" for this Environmental Report so that the NRC can 

prepare a meaningful Environmental Impact Statement. 
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102. However, the Applicant omits "high quality," "accurate scientific analysis," and 

"expert agency comments" with reference to the current planning and development of 

offshore wind, as well as on land wind, for the region of interest. 

103. Contrary to the Applicant's uninformative silence, the Petitioners contend that 

there is substantial high quality, accurate scientific analysis with expert agency 

comment, substantial State and Federal expert documentation and support for 

aggressive development of offshore (in Lake Erie) and deep water (off the New 

Jersey coast) wind power that the Applicant has simply ignored or excluded from its 

Environmental Report, leading to a significantly deficient application for a 20 year 

license extension. 

104. Significant federal govemment support for offshore wind development, through the U.S. 

Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), 

Wind and Water Power Program, is outlined in "Creating an Offshore Wind Industry in the 

United States: A Strategic Work Plan for the United States Department of Energy, Fiscal 

Years 2011-2015. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #42, ''Creating an Offshore Wind Industry in the 

United States: A Strategic Work Plan for the United States Department of Energy, Fiscal 

Years 2011-2015," U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and 

Renewable Energy (EERE), Wind and Water Power Program, September 2010, Pre-

decisional] The Petitioners acknowledge that the DOE has identified that "Key barriers to the 

development and deployment of offshore wind technology include the relatively high cost of 

energy, technical challenges surrounding installation and grid intercormection, and the 

untested permitting requirements for siting wind projects in federal and state waters." 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #42, ''•Creating an Offshore Wind Industry in the United States: A 

Strategic Work Plan for the United States Department of Energy, Fiscal Years 2011-2015," 
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U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 

(EERE), Wind and Water Power Program, September 2010, Pre-decisional, Executive 

Summary, Key Points, p.ii.] 

105. However, Petitioners argue that, contrary to the Applicant's Environmental Report's 

unsubstantiated assertions, these barriers are not without solutions and remedies which can 

be deployed in a timely manner, that they are not only reasonably surmountable, but already 

being aggressively addressed in pursuit of expansive offshore wind power development for 

the requested relicensing action period of 2017 to 2037. 

106. The Petitioners point again to the referenced September 2010 DOE Strategic Work Plan 

as it has laid out a resourced work plan, schedule and details in the Offshore Wind Innovation 

and Demonstration Initiative to include the Applicant's region of interest that "will work to 

lead the national effort to overcome these barriers and achieve the scenario of 54 GW at 7-9 

cents per kilowatt-hour by 2030, with an interim target of 10 GW at 13 cents per kilowatt-

hour by 2020." [Petitioners' Exhibit #42, ''Creating an Offshore Wind Industry in the United 

States: A Strategic Work Plan for the United States Department of Energy. Fiscal Years 

2011-2015," U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 

Energy (EERE), Wind and Water Power Program, September 2010, Pre-decisional, Executive 

Summary, Key Points, p.ii.] This report goes on to state: "...offshore wind resource data 

for the Great Lakes, U.S. coastal waters, and Outer Continental Shelf [including off 

of New Jersey's coast] up to 50 nautical miles from shore indicate that for annual 

average wind speeds above 8.0 m/s, the total gross resource ofthe United States is 

2,957 GW or approximately three times the generating capacity ofthe current U.S. 

electric grid.. .The scale of this theoretical capacity implies that under reasonable 

economic scenarios, offshore wind can contribute to the nation's energy mix to 
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significant levels." [emphasis and note about New Jersey coast added by Petitioners; 

"Creating an Offshore Wind Industry in the United States," page 3.] Tellingly, the 

Great Lakes are nearly as oft mentioned in this study as is the Eastern seaboard. 

107. The Petitioners argue that FENOC's omission of significant expert documentation (much 

of which was available prior to the publication ofthe application) renders the current 

Environmental Review to be an amassing of meaningless detail, or worse. The Petitioners 

therefore contend that the application is clearly unacceptable to inform the NRC's 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. FENOC certainly must update the ER by 

including current data reflecting the dramatic growth of wind power, both on and offshore. 

108. Because the Applicant's Environmental Report omits significant expert 

documents and expert statements, it cannot be said to be "sufficiently complete" to 

inform the NRC on the altemative of wind energy for the relicensing action for the 

period of 2017 to 2037. As the Petitioners have previously presented, the on- and 

offshore wind power potential for the region of interest is neither recognized nor 

tagged, nor is the significant development of federal, state, and non-govemmental 

organization involvement in promoting wind power. All this is simply omitted, 

leaving the NRC unawares and uninformed. 

109. Nor does the Applicant's Environment Report provide any specificity for the 

significant potential development of offshore (Lake Erie in OH and PA) and 

deepwater (NJ) wind energy for the region of interest to raise its evaluation to such a 

level as NEPA sets forth to "rigorously explore and objectively evaluate" the energy 

alternatives for this requested relicensing action for period of 2017 to 2037. 
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110. The Applicant omits the most significant and germane information for the region 

of interest regarding wind power potential. The Applicant simply makes no effort to 

reasonably evaluate the wind power altemative's potential, and is completely silent 

for the requested relicensing action period. In view ofthe Applicant's silence, the 

Petitioners have submitted expert documentation from federal agencies as well as 

state groups, showing, for example, that up to 250 gigawatts (250,000 megawatts, or 

well over 250 times the electrical production of Davis-Besse) of developable wind 

power potentials exists on the Great Lakes. 

111. The Petitioners further point out that contrary to the aim and intent of NEPA, to 

thoroughly discuss and evaluate the altematives to the requested federal action "to the 

fullest extent possible," as set forth at Sec. 102 [42 USC § 4332] (C)(iii), the 

Applicant's Environmental Report has provided very little specificity, and certainly 

not a sufficiently complete evaluation, ofthe wind power potential for the region of 

interest. 

112. Petitioners have submitted expert documentation that further illuminates the 

substantial support for implementing offshore, deepwater, and land-based wind 

harvesting for a power as a reasonable alternative to FENOC's requested relicensing 

action, where the current potential for offshore and deepwater wind is estimated at 

nearly 155.5 gigawatts of electricity from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #33, "Assessment of Offshore Wind Energy Resources for the 

United States," NREL, June 2010, Table I, "Offshore wind resource area and 

potential by wind speed interval and state within 50 nm of shore."] To that figure can 

be added the on land wind power potential in those states. 
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113. While the Applicant should have known about the expert documentation from 

circa 2008, and more recently, by the Department of Energy and NREL for wind 

energy potential, they chose not to include any such reports in their evaluation for the 

Environmental Report for the requested relicensing action period of 2017 to 2037. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #43, "20% Wind Energy by 2030: Increasing Wind Energy's 

Contribution to U.S. Electricity Supply," July 2008] 

114. Furthermore, in addition to the Applicant's significant omission of little to no 

analysis or evaluation of expert documentation, as well as the support of state and 

federal govemment agencies and industry groups, not to mention environmental 

groups, the Applicant has not provided sufficient analysis and evaluation, or even 

insight, for any planning by any ofthe states in the region of interest to develop 

offshore or onshore wind power potential for delivery to the electricity market by the 

requested relicensing action period of 2017 to 2037. 

115. Petitioners submit that the assertions made by the Applicant in the Environmental 

Report continue to be superseded by current events and expert documents so as to 

render their conclusion that the wind power altemative will not be viable to offset the 

requested relicensing action in 2017 to 2037 as incomplete, insufficient and 

unsupported. The Petitioners submit the expert document "Large Scale Offshore 

Wind Power in the United States: Assessment of Opportunities and Barriers, US 

Department of Energy National Renewable Energy Laboratory, September 2010. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #44, "Large Scale Offshore Wind Power in the United States: 

Assessment of Opportunities and Barriers," US Department of Energy National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory, September 2010] The NREL document identifies that 
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deepwater wind technology is already in the demonstration phase, launched in 2009 

off the coast of Norway. [Petitioners' Exhibit #44, "Large Scale Offshore Wind 

Power in the United States: Assessment of Opportunities and Barriers," US 

Department of Energy National Renewable Energy Laboratory, September 2010, 

Executive Summary, Page 6.] NREL states that "Under reasonable economic 

assumptions, offshore wind can be expected to penetrate the U.S. market on a large 

scale without introducing substantial new technology—such as large-scale grid 

storage or smart grid load management. Although these analyses are still preliminary, 

NREL's Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) model (formerly called the 

Wind Deployment System [WinDS] model) shows offshore wind penetration of 

between 54 GW and 89 GW by 2030 when economic scenarios favoring offshore 

wind are applied." [Petitioners' Exhibit #44, "Large Scale Offshore Wind Power in 

the United States: Assessment of Opportunities and Barriers," US Department of 

Energy National Renewable Energy Laboratory, September 2010, Executive 

Summary, Page 7.] 2030 falls well within the 2017 to 2037 timeframe of Davis-

Besse's proposed license extension. The Petitioners submit that a significant 

proportion of that penetration can be within the Applicant's region of interest. 

116. The NREL document further states at Section 2.4, The Contribution of Offshore Wind, 

''Offshore wind has the potential to address all three issues: the energy supply, the 

environment, and the economy. Offshore wind uses the vast renewable wind resources 

adjacent to the ocean perimeter ofthe United States, which are domestic, indigenous, 

inexhaustible energy supplies in close proximity to our urban energy load centers. Offshore 

wind turbines can convert the strong ocean winds into clean, renewable power with no 
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harmful emissions. Offshore wind has the potential to contribute significantly to the 

revitalization ofthe U.S. manufacturing sector, which will help strengthen both the 

economies of coastal states and the U.S. economy as a whole...Recognizing these issues, 

the Obama administration has strengthened the nation's commitment to renewable 

e n e r ^ and clarified some ofthe actions needed to reduce our dependence on fossil 

fuels and bring emission levels in line with IPCC recommendations. The 

administration has set forth the following specific clean energy actions for the United 

States (White House 2009): 

• Double this nation's supply of renewable energy in the next 3 years. 

• Invest $15 billion per year to develop technologies like wind power and solar 

power, advanced biofuels, clean coal [sic], and more fuel-efficient cars and trucks. 

• Cut our carbon pollution by about 80% by 2050, and create millions of new jobs. 

• Lease federal waters for projects to generate electricity from wind, as well as from 

ocean currents and other renewable sources. 

• Put the nation on the path to generating 20% or more of our energy from renewable 

sources by 2020. 

As a contributor to the overall solutions, the offshore wind resource in the United 

States has the potential to deliver substantial amounts of clean electricity to U.S. 

consumers. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimates that the 

gross U.S. offshore wind resource over all water depths, in regions with annual 

2 

average wind Speeds greater than 8.0 m/s, is 2,957 GW(1 GW = 1,000 MW). If 

average winds of 7.0 m/s are included, the estimated wind resource grows to 4,150 

GW (Heimiller et_QL, 2010; see also Section 4).This is approximately four times the 
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electricity generating capacity of the U.S. electric grid. " [Petitioners' Exhibit #44, 

"Large Scale Offshore Wind Power in the United States: Assessment of Opportunities 

and Barriers," US Department of Energy National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 

September 2010, pages 12-13.] 

117. The Petitioners submit that the Applicant has not only summarily dismissed the 

wind energy alternative from its Environmental Review without sufficient review, 

evaluation and the support of expert documents and expert comments, but also has 

similarly dismissed all ofthe other renewable energy altematives that include solar 

generated electricity, as well as efficiency, which will make significant contributions 

to the region of interest for the requested relicensing action from 2017 to 2037, so as 

to make the relicensing action unnecessary. This dismissal without taking the "hard 

look" as required by NEPA serves more to misinform the US Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission than provide the agency with an adequate evaluation so that it can carry 

out its duties as required by NEPA. 

118. Finally, development of wind energy is a legal binding requirement for 

FirstEnergy. As pointed out by Dr. Alvin D. Compaan, Distinguished University 

Professor of Physics, Emeritus, The University of Toledo, at the People's Hearing on 

Davis-Besse's proposed license extension held December 18, 2010 at St. Mark's 

Episcopal Church in Toledo, Ohio, Ohio Senate Bill 221 (SB 221, passed in the 

spring of 2008) and the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard requires FirstEnergy to 

achieve I2.5%i generation from renewables by 2025. On-land wind power, offshore 

wind power, and distributed generation qualify for SB 221 credit. Dr. Compaan 
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points out the important fact that costs for achieving such legally binding 

requirements can be passed on to ratepayers, making implementation that much easier 

for FirstEnergy to accomplish. Dr. Compaan pointed out that the quality of certain 

regions of wind power potential on Lake Erie rival those of Texas and the Great 

Plains states. He adds that stimulating renewable energy such as wind power creates 

jobs in Ohio, an added socio-economic benefit associated with the altemative. 

Specifically, Ohio has a large number of manufacturers that are suppliers for wind 

turbines, and that maintenance of wind turbines creates many jobs. [Petitioners' 

Exhibit #50, Dr. Al Compaan presentation at People's Hearing on Davis-Besse 

license extension, St. Mark's Episcopal Church, Toledo, Ohio, December 18, 2010.] 

119. Bolstering Dr. Compaan's points about the job creation and economic benefit 

potential of wind power - both in the present and ever more so in the future - the 

Ohio Wind Working Group asserts on its website that: "Wind power provides 

tremendous economic benefits to local communities"; "When it comes to wind, Ohio 

has the best supply chain in the country"; "In 2006, wind generated $250 million in 

revenue, creating a total of 1,700 direct and indirect jobs in Ohio"; and "By 2030, 

Ohio could benefit from $7.6 billion in revenue from the wind industry". [Ohio Wind 

Working Group homepage, http://ohiowind.org/, scrolling headlines transcribed by 

Petitioners on December 26, 2010.] 

120. Regarding jobs, wind power ranks among the top job generators in the energy 

industry, outperforming coal and nuclear. Wind generates 13.3 jobs per million 

dollars invested, twice coal (6.86 jobs per million dollars invested) and three times 
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nuclear (4.2 jobs per million dollars invested). [Petitioners' Exhibit #51, "Job 

Creation per $1 Million Investment," Heidi Garrett-Peltier and Robert Pollin, 

University of Massachusetts Political Economy and Research Institute; infrastructure 

multipliers and assumptions are presented in "How Infrastmcture Investments 

Support the U.S. Economy: Employment, Productivity and Growth," Political 

Economy Research Institute, January 2009 - see Petitioners' Exhibit #52.] Again, this 

is relevant to FENOC's ER due to the tremendous socio-economic benefits to be 

derived from development of wind power's potential. 

CONCLUSION 

121. The contention rule is not a "fortress to deny intervention." Matter of Duke 

Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Power Plant), 49 NRC at 335 (quoting Philadelphia 

Elec. Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), 8 AEC 13, 20-21 

(1974), rev'dinpart, CLI-74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974), rev'dinpart, York Committee 

for a Safe Environment v. N.R.C., 527 F.2d 812 (D.C. Cir. 1975)). There is no 

requirement that the substantive case be made at the contention stage. Matter of 

Entergy Nuclear Generation Co., et al. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), 50-293-LR 

(ASLB Oct. 16, 2006), 2006 WL 4801142 at (NRC) 85 (quoting Oconee, 49 NRC at 

342)). 

122. The Commission has explained that the requirement at § 2.309(f)(l)(v) 'does not 

call upon the intervenorto make its case at [the contention] stage ofthe proceeding, 

but rather to indicate what facts or expert opinions, be it one fact or opinion or many, 

of which it is aware at that point in time which provide the basis for its contention.' A 
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petitioner does not have to provide a complete or final list of its experts or evidence 

or prove the merits of its contention at the admissibility stage. And, as with a 

summary disposition motion, the support for a contention may be viewed in a light 

that is favorable to the petitioner, so long as the admissibility requirements are found 

to have been met. The requirement 'generally is fulfilled when the sponsor of an 

otherwise acceptable contention provides a brief recitation of the factors underlying 

the contention or references to documents and texts that provide such reasons.' 

(Emphasis supplied) The Petitioners' recitation in support of its contention is not 

brief; the evidence of FENOC's poor consideration of wind power as a serious 

altemative to the continuation of Davis-Besse's operation from 2017 to 2037 is 

overwhelming. The Environmental Report fails the standards of NEPA, and as well, 

NRC regulations and case law interpretations. Petitioners seek admission as 

intervenors in this relicensing to set the record straight, and to prove that the licensee 

must take a hard look at far more than it has revealed so far in its perfunctory ER. 

The presumption that an operating Davis-Besse atomic reactor is the best that can be 

done respecting the environment is therefore less supportable than ever. 

CONTENTION TWO: SOLAR POWER 

Declaration and Curriculum Vitae of Alvin Compaan, 
Intervenors' Expert Witness of Contention #2 embedded here. 

123. Contention Two: Solar Electric (Photovoltaic) Power. The FirstEnergy Nuclear 

Operating Company (hereinafter, FENOC) Environmental Report fails to adequately 

evaluate the full potential for renewable energy sources, such as solar electric power or 

photovoltaics (hereinafter "solar power"), to offset the loss of energy production from 
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Davis-Besse, and to make the requested license renewal action from 2017 to 2037 

unnecessary. In violation ofthe requirements of 10 C.F.R. §51.53(c)(3)(iii) and ofthe 

GEIS § 8.1, the FENOC Environmental Report (§ 7.2) treats all ofthe altematives to 

license renewal except for natural gas and coal plants as unreasonable and does not 

provide a substantial analysis of the potential for significant altematives, such as solar 

power, in the Region of Interest for the requested relicensing period of 2017 to 2037. 

The scope of the Supplemental Environment Impact Statement (SEIS) is improperly 

narrow, and the issue of the need for Davis-Besse as a means of satisfying demand 

forecasts for the relicensing period must be revisited due to dramatically-changing 

circumstances in the regional energy mix that are currently underway already during this 

decade of Davis-Besse's remaining operating license (2010 to 2017), and can especially 

be expected to accelerate and materialize over two decades to come covering FENOC's 

requested license extension period (2017 to 2037). 

Basis 

124. The entire discussion of solar power in the First Energy application for renewal is 

reproduced below. This illustrates the shallow and cursory treatment of this very viable 

altemative to a 20-year license extension of Davis-Besse. 

From: Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, License Renewal Application, Environmental 
Report (pp. 7.2-9,10} 

Solar Power 

Solar power technologies, both photovoltaic (PV) and thermal, depend on the 
availability and strength of sunlight. As such, it is an intermittent source of energy, 
requiring energy storage or a supplemental power source to provide electric power at night. 
Solar resource availability In Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and northern West 
Virginia is low compared to other parts of the United States. The three-state region, for 
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example, has about 3.3 kV\/h per square meter per day of solar radiation, which is less 
than half of that available in the southwestern United States {NRC 1996, Figure 8.2). 

The land requirement for solar technology is large. As noted in the GEIS, it requires 
14 to 35 acres for every 1 MWe generated, depending on the solar technology 
(NRC 1996, Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3). At a minimum, it would require approximately 
12,740 acres to replace the 910 MWe produced by Davis-Besse. In addition, although 
solar technologies produce no air pollution, little or no noise, and require no 
transportable fuels, many solar power technologies are still in the demonstration phase 
of development and cannot be considered competitive with fossil or nuclear-based 
technologies in grid-connected applications, due to high costs per kilowatt of capacity 
(NRC 1996, Section 8.3.2). Lastly, since the output of solar generated power is 
dependent on the availability of sunlight, supplemental energy sources would be 
required to meet the base-load capacity of Davis-Besse. 

For the reasons noted, FENOC does not consider solar power to be a reasonable 
alternative to renewal of Davis-Besse's operating license. 

Overview of claims 

125. In the following discussion, we will introduce and support the following claims 

regarding the omissions, errors, and inadequacies in the Environmental Report ofthe 

First Energy Nuclear Operating Company (hereinafter FENOC) License Renewal 

Application; 

l. FENOC has failed to recognize that the solar industry has developed rapidly since 

1996. FENOC uses only one reference to support its case against solar power and 

that reference is seriously outdated, the publication itself being over 14 years old 

(Petitioners' Exhibit #53, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License 

Renewal of Nuclear Plants: Main Report (NUREG-1437, Volume 1)). In those 14 

or 15 years, the quality and availability of solar modules has increased 

dramatically while the cost of solar power has dropped substantially. 
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2. The cost of solar power has been falling dramatically and is projected to continue 

falling so that "grid parity" is likely to occur around 2014-2016, just when the 

license extension is proposed to start. 

3. Suitability of solar in the FENOC territory. FENOC's discussion ofthe solar 

resource appropriate for fiat solar modules (kWh of sunlight per square meter per 

day) in the region is seriously understated. It is not appropriate to take an average 

over the FENOC service area but to take the best regions, which actually coincide 

closely with the location of Davis-Besse. Furthermore, FENOC considered only 

direct solar radiation (clear sky conditions) when all fiat solar panels also collect 

indirect solar radiation scattered from clouds and haze. 

4. Solar power has a CO2 footprint that is much smaller than the full fuel chain of 

nuclear. 

5. FENOC, as well as other utilities, is curtently under a State-of-Ohio mandate to 

generate at least 25% of its electricity from advanced and renewable sources, 

including solar. An extension ofthe Davis-Besse operating license would not 

meet any of these requirements. However, the State of Ohio provides incentives 

to FENOC to build or contract for the installation of solar power resources in 

Ohio. 

6. Solar power is an intermittent power source, however, the delivery of solar power 

closely follows the time-of-day demand curve. 

7. Economical sources of energy storage and back-up power are available to provide 

good base-load power, in conjunction with solar. One example will be discussed 

in this document, namely, underground compressed air storage. In fact FENOC, 
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in a press release 13 months ago, announced the acquisition ofthe Norton Energy 

Storage facility which in the near term could generate at least "268 MW" of 

electricity and "has the potential to be expanded to up to 2,700 MW of capacity." 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #54, First Energy Press Release of 11/23/2009.] This 

facility, already owned by First Energy, thus has the potential to deliver about 

three times the power of Davis-Besse. 

1. Solar industry development since 1996. 

126. The discussion and single citation used by FENOC in their claim to the inadequacy 

of solar power as an altemative to a 20 year extension ofthe Davis-Besse operating 

license are badly out of date. [Petitioners' Exhibit #23] In fact the solar industry 

worldwide has developed very rapidly since 1996. The data from Table I show the 

annual production of solar electric modules by country and region from 1988 onward. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #55, Data assembled by A. Compaan from yearly issues of PV 

News, April issue] Note that the worldwide production showed relatively slow growth 

until about 1997 which marked the beginning of national incentive programs, notably in 

Japan and Germany. However, in the decade between 1997 and 2006 the compound 

annual grovrth rate (CAGR) has been about 40% per year and much higher in the last 

three years (between 50% and 100%). For 2010, preliminary estimates indicate that the 

growth will be almost 100%, with annual production doubled over the 10,000 MW 

production of 2009. In fact, the world's largest manufacturer of solar modules in 2009 

was First Solar which has its only U.S. manufacturing plant in Perrysburg, OH, only a 

few miles from Davis-Besse. 
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127. Whereas in 1996 the total worldwide production of solar panels was under 89 MW or 

less than 10% ofthe power output ofthe Davis-Besse reactor, in 2010 the worldwide 

production will be more than 20 times the Davis-Besse output. Of course the installation 

of solar power as an altemative would be expected to occur smoothly over several years. 

128. Consequently, we argue that the FENOC Environmental Report is seriously deficient 

in its consideration ofthe solar power industry as a viable altemative power source for 

FENOC customers. 
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Table 1. Solar Module Production by country or region (in MW) [Data from PV News, 
Petitioners' Exhibit #55] 

Year 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 

Rest of World 
3 
4 

4.7 
5 

4.6 
4.4 
5.6 

6.35 
9.75 
9.4 

18.7 
20.5 

23.42 
41 
53 
81 

140 
312.5 

687 
1484 
3440 
6627 

Europe 
6.7 
7.9 

10.2 
13.4 
16.4 

16.55 
21.7 
20.1 
18.8 
30.4 
33.5 

40 
60.66 
86.38 

135 
210 
314 

472.6 
680 

1063 
1949 
1930 

Japan 
12.8 
14.2 
16.8 
19.9 
18.8 
16.7 
16.5 
16.4 
21.2 

35 
49 
80 

128.6 
171.22 

251 
364 
602 
833 

926.9 
937 

1268 
1508 

United States 
11.1 
14.1 
14.8 
17.1 
18.1 

22.44 
25.64 
34.73 
38.85 

51 
53.7 
60.8 

74.97 
100.3 

121 
103 
139 
153 

179.0 
269 
399 
595 

Total 
33.6 
40.2 
46.5 
55.4 
57.9 

60.09 
69.44 
77.6 
88.6 

125.8 
154.9 
201.3 

287.65 
390.5 

562 
742 

1195 
1771 
2474 
3753 
7056 

10660 

Increase (yroveryr) 

1.20 
1.16 
1.19 
1.05 
1.04 
1.16 
1.12 
1.14 
1.42 
1.23 
1.30 
1.43 
1.36 
1.44 
1.32 
1.61 
1.48 
1.40 
1.52 
1.88 
1.51 

2. Cost of solar power 

129. According to Sam Baldwin, Director ofthe Office of Energy Efficiency and 

Renewable Energy, U.S. DOE in a presentation on 6/2/05 the levelized cost of electricity 

(LCOE) from solar in 1996 was $0.25/kwh. [Petitioners' Exhibit #56, slide 13 of 

presentation.] However, as seen in Fig. I of Baldwin, the cost of solar modules has been 

dropping rapidly, driving down the LCOE from solar. In addition, installation costs are 

being reduced and larger projects are being built that also drive down the costs of solar. 

The latest data and projections are given in the graph from Deutsche Bank in 2009. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #57, Deutsche Bank presentation by Steven O'Rourke.] The data 

and projections show that by 2014 the lowest cost solar electricity will be $0.15 / kWh 
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and by 2017 the cost of solar electricity will be equivalent to conventionally generated 

electricity. 

130. Again, it is ironic that the lowest cost producer of solar modules is First Solar in 

Perrysburg, OH. First Solar has announced that their module manufacturing cost is 

$0.75/peak watt. A solar power facility requires mounting racks and inverters to convert 

the DC power into AC. This balance of systems must be added to the module cost. 

However, with the standard 20-25 year warranty offered by module manufacturers, the 

levelized cost of electricity from a large, utility-scale installation in Nevada of First Solar 

panels reached grid parity in 2008 with a generating cost of 7.5 cents per kilowatt-

hour. [Petitioners' Exhibit #58, Greentech Media, December 12, 2008] 

131. Thus, the contention of prohibitively high solar electricity costs by FENOC in the 

Environmental Report of their License Renewable Application is badly outdated and does 

not account for the rapid decrease in costs since the 1996 data they have cited. 

PV Costs and Shipments 
slide from 6/2/05 presentation by Sam Baldwin, Olfice of Energy Efficierrcy and Renewable Energy, U.S. DOE 
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lectricity Pdce Conve^ence - 5 to 6 Years 
Solar PV industry - long-term outlook 

a-Si( 
ElMtrieitv from io(>r PV li 

becoming cheaper... 

Definitions: 
First Generation PV: bulk crystalline silicon (monocrystalline, multicrystalline) 
Secor̂ d Generation PV: Inorganic thin films (CdTe, a-Si:H, a-SIGe, nc-Si:H, GIGS) 
Third Generation PV: nanostructures, organic/hybrid, advanced concepts 

Source: Deutsche Bank 2009 

Fig. 2. from Petitioners' Exhibit #57 
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3. Suitability of solar in the FENOC territory. 

132. In its application dismissing the potential of solar power, FENOC appears to rely 

almost exclusively on data from [Petitioners' Exhibit #53 (NUREG-1437}]. NUREG-

1437 states: "The most promising geographic area for the expansion of PV systems 

is the West; the Midwest and South have some potential." However this claim is 

based on the common misperception that solar energy from flat modules, the most 

common type of photovoltaic panel, is only generated from direct radiation from the 

sun, so-called "direct solar" irradiance. However, all flat panel modules collect light 

quite well over much ofthe sky. Thus the appropriate measure of photovoltaic solar 

energy production is the full-sky or global radiation. The distinctions are clear from 

two solar maps ofthe U.S. included below. 

133. The first map on the next page (Fig. 3) [Petitioners' Exhibit #59] from the NREL web 

site, shows that much of Ohio and other First Energy territory receives about 45 to 50% 

ofthe direct solar radiation that might be received in the very best area ofthe U.S., 

namely the Mojave Desert in south-eastern California and southem Nevada. However, 

the appropriate resource is "direct plus indirect" solar radiation or the global solar 

radiation which is shown in the second map. Considering full sky radiation, the ratio of 

insolation between northem Ohio and the Mojave Desert is about 67%. This ratio is the 

appropriate comparison for the amount of electricity that would be generated by a large 

or small array of flat solar panels. This is shown in the second map. Fig. 4. [Petitioners' 

Exhibit #60.] 
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134. Considerations of economic potential for FENOC customers would need to include 

the cost of long distance transmission of power from the southwestern U.S. In addition, 

the absence of adequate capacity extremely high voltage transmission lines would 

provide some barriers to dependence on remote generation of solar power. 

135. In recognition ofthe viability of solar power with current incentives and its growing 

cost-effectiveness even without incentives, FENOC's neighboring utility AEP [American 

Electric Power] has completed a 10 MW solar farm near Upper Sandusky, Ohio. This 

solar power farm is adjacent to FENOC service territory with equivalent or higher solar 

irradiance. 
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Average Daily Solar Radiation 1961-1990 
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136. Is there enough suitable roof area for BIPV? This question has been addressed in 

a comprehensive study by Paidipati, Frantzis, Sawyer, and Kurrasch of Navigant 

Consulting. Paidipati, et al [J. Paidipate, L. Frantzis, H. Sawyer, and A. Kurrasch, 

"Rooftop Photovoltaics Market Penetration Scenarios," Subcontract Report, NREL/SR-

581-42306.] [Petitioners' Exhibit #61] analyzed rooftop data on a state-by-state basis, 

including the "PV access factors" of tree shading, other shading, structural soundness, 

orientation, etc, and concluded that, on-average the access factor for PV is about 25%) for 

residential rooftops and 60% for commercial rooftops. They then used various business 

models with a variety of incentives from "business-as-usual," to various incentivized 

policies. Their "best case. Solar America Initiative" incentivized results are shown in 

Table 2. 

137. Note that this study does not indicate the limits of rooftop availability but only 

Paidipate, et al's best judgment ofthe BIPV penetration ofthe utility market that could be 

achievable by 2015. The result shows that about 3.5% ofthe electricity market could be 

provided by rooftop PV already by 2015 under suitable incentives. This translates into a 

cumulative installation of 24,712 MW of PV on rooftops by 2015 and would generate 

jobs for more than 33,000 full-time installers by 2015. 

138. A large amount of additional rooftop space is available for more PV. This study was 

focused on the small fraction that could be installed under various incentive models. The 

important consideration is that PV installations on rooftops require no separately 
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dedicated land area, contrary to the claim by FENOC in the Environmental Report that 

"The land requirement for solar technology is large." A much larger opportunity for 

solar installations is on highway right-of-ways. An example of this is the installation of 

solar power for the Toledo Veterans Skyway Bridge on overpass embankments nearby. 

This was reported in the Toledo Blade, April 14,20)0. The installations have now been 

completed. 

Table 2. Nationwide PV Penetration for the Best Incentive Case, SAI System Pricing. [From 
Paidipate, et al., Petitioners' Exhibit #61] 

> f̂5>jaJ CumiiSaiive Installers ^!a^ket 
J n stall aliens Ir^tatlaSofi Required Penetralkm 

2007 

2G0S 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

251 

1.237 

622 

1.1 S7 

1.496 

2,383 

2.B€7 

6.724 

7.522 

733 

1.970 

2,583 

3.780 

5.278 

7.858 

10.466 

17.1M 

24.7 f 3 

t.864 

7.7S3 

4,328 

7.974 

9,357 

13.898 

14.9SS 

32,780 

33.30S 

0.16% 

0.41% 

D.51% 

0.70% 

0.92% 

1.27% 

t.S4% 

2.55% 

3.47% 

4. Solar power's CO2 emission footprint 
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139. Although nuclear power has 

low carbon dioxide emissions 

during power production, the 

carbon emissions from the 

overall fuel and power plant 

lifecycle are significant. An 

analysis of more than 100 

lifecycle emission studies was 

done by B. Sovacool and 

published vn Energy Policy 36, 

2950-2963 (2008).[Petitioners' 

Exhibit #1] The best estimate of 

emissions from nuclear power 

plants was given as 66 grams of 

CO2 equivalent per kWh. These 

emissions come, e.g., mostly 

from the mining, milling, 

enrichment, waste management 

and disposal and 

decommissioning. Solar power 
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also has no emissions during power generation. Again there are some emissions during 

manufacture, mining, milling and purification. Several groups have analyzed emissions 

from PV power, most recently Kim and Fthenakis. [Petitioners' Exhibit #62, V.M. 
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Fthenakis, H.C. Kim, and E. Alsema, Environ. Sci. Technol 42, 2168-2174 (2008).] 

Their data are summarized in the figure adjacent and include emissions from all energy 

sources including from mining, purification, materials suppliers and the electricity used 

in module production. For energy used in solar module production, Kim and Fthenakis 

used the average generation mix currently in the U.S. Their results show even lower CO2 

equivalent emissions from solar power than from nuclear. 

5. State of Ohio mandates for solar and other renewable power generation 

140. Starting in 2009, the electric utilities in Ohio are required, by Senate Bill 221 which 

became State law in 2008 [Petitioners' Exhibit #63, Ohio Revised Code, O.R.C. 4928.64-

.66), to meet benchmarks that increase year by year to a total fraction of 25% of advanced 

energy by 2025. Half of this, or 12.5%, must come from renewable sources including at 

least 0.5% from solar. The progressive mandates are summarized in Table 3 below 

assembled by the law firm of Brickler and Eckler. [Petitioners' Exhibit #64] 

141. Table 3. Summary of Ohio's Altemative Energy Portfolio Standard 
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142. It should be noticed that "advanced nuclear" can be used to satisfy the State 

requirement for some of this mandate, up to 12.5%. However, an extension of operation 

ofthe current Davis-Besse facility will not satisfy this requirement By contrast, solar 

power has a specific set-aside requirement. One ofthe important features of SB221 is 

that the costs to a utility such as FENOC are permitted to be passed on to the ratepayers. 

However, if First Energy fails to meet the mandated step requirements in any given year, 

it will be assessed a substantial penalty (for 2010 the penalty is $400/MWh) that cannot 

be passed on to the customer. 
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143. Thus, were FENOC to choose the solar power altemative to a Davis-Besse license 

extension, it would simultaneously satisfy the State of Ohio mandate included in SB221. 

In fact, the full renewable energy mandate of 12.5% by 2025 is substantially greater than 

the 8.3% fraction of power currently supplied by Davis-Besse. (FENOC Environmental 

Report, page 7.1-3) 

6. Solar power meets electricity time-of-day demand curve 

144. Solar power naturally is an intermittent resource, but it carries an important advantage 

from the fact that it closely follows the demand curve for electricity. Denholm, MargoHs, 

and Milford (NREL/TP-581-42305) [Petitioners' Exhibit #65, P. Denholm, R. Margolis, 

and J. Milford, "Production Cost Modeling for High Levels of PV Penetration"] in their 

2008 study have provided an analysis for Colorado that includes the details ofthe state's 

fuel mix and how it changes during seasons and time-of-day. This analysis for Colorado 

can illustrate similar issues for the territory of FENOC, although the mix of power 

sources is different. For example much more coal is used by FENOC and some nuclear. 

Figure 6 below shows that PV contributes strongly to reducing the demand on fuels used 

for peak power generation because PV contributes near the peak ofthe demand curve. 

Whether the PV penetration is 2% or 10%, PV always reduces the peak demand. With a 

PV penetration of 10% of overall electricity generation, the peak demand is reduced by 

about 12% and solar will contribute 13.5% ofthe annual load. This peak demand 

typically draws on the most expensive fuel sources such as gas turbines in Colorado. 
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Simulated Dispatch in Colorado for a Summer Day in 2007 with Various PV 
Penetration Scenarios. [CT=combustion gas turbine, CC=combined cycle gas 
turbine, PS=pumped hydro storage] [from Petitioners' Exhibit #65] 

145. Displacement of coal for electricity generation has the greatest direct environmental 

benefits, but some analysts argue that displacing natural gas has the greater economic 

benefit because it is very useful as a transportation fuel and in the production of chemical 

feedstocks. PV is particularly effective at displacing natural gas for electricity 

generation. Thus, as shown in Claim 7 below, PV will replace natural gas as a peak load 

power source releasing natural gas to be used more effectively in combination with 

underground compressed air storage for load smoothing. 

146. Considerations of time-of-day availability of PV and details ofthe fuel mix will vary 

from state-to-state. On average the GHG [green house gas] emissions will be less than 

derived without consideration of these factors. However, it is likely that carbon cap and 
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trade policies will be implemented during the time frame ofthe requested Davis-Besse 

license extension and these would place a premium on generation sources with the lowest 

emissions. This would further favor solar power. 

7.Energy storage for solar—underground pressurized air caverns 

147. There are many technologies suitable for storage of energy produced by solar power. 

Of these, pumped water into existing reservoirs has been used for many years. Others 

such as batteries and water electrolysis combined with hydrogen fuel cells remain 

expensive for utility-scale operations. However, one ofthe least expensive and widely 

available is the use of compressed air storage in underground caverns (e.g., old natural 

gas reservoirs). This has been discussed by Ken Zweibel, James Mason and Vasilis 

Fthenakis. [Petitioners' Exhibit #66. Scientific American, January 2008, pp. 64-73.] We 

quote from their discussion of "Pressurized Caverns" (p. 68, 69): 

The great limiting factor of solar power, of course, is that it generates little electricity 
when skies are cloudy and none at night. Excess power must therefore be produced 
during sunny hours and stored for use during dark hours. Most energy storage systems 
such as batteries are expensive or inefficient. 

Compressed-air energy storage has emerged as a successful alternative. Electricity from 
photovoltaic plants compresses air and pumps it into vacant underground caverns, 
abandoned mines, aquifers and depleted natural gas wells. The pressurized air is 
released on demand to turn a turbine that generates electricity, aided by burning small 
amounts of natural gas. Compressed-air energy storage plants have been operating 
reliably in Huntorf, Germany, since 1978 and in Mcintosh, Ala., since 1991. The turbines 
burn only 40 percent of the natural gas they would if they were fueled by natural gas 
alone, and better heat recovery technology would lower that figure to 30 percent. 
Studies by the Electric Power Research Institute in Palo Alto, Calif., indicate that the cost 
of compressed-air energy storage today is about half that of lead-acid batteries. The 
research indicates that these facilities would add three or four cents per kWh to 
photovoltaic generation, bringing the total 2020 cost to eight or nine cents per kWh. 
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Electricity from photovoltaic farms in the Southwest would be sent over high-voltage DC 
transmission lines to compressed-air storage facilities throughout the country, where 
turbines would generate electricity year-round. The key is to find adequate sites. 
Mapping by the natural gas industry and the Electric Power Research Institute shows 
that suitable geologic formations exist in 75 percent ofthe country, often close to 
metropolitan areas. Indeed, a compressed-air energy storage system would look similar 
to the U.S. natural gas storage system. The industry stores eight trillion cubic feet of gas 
in 400 underground reservoirs. By 2050 our plan would require 535 billion cubic feet of 
storage, with air pressurized at 1,100 pounds per square inch. Although development 
will be a challenge, plenty of reservoirs are available, and it would be reasonable for the 
natural gas industry to invest in such a network." 

148. In their analysis above, Zweibel, et al, focused on the use of solar in the U.S. 

southwest and is predicated on the establishment of new, efficient long-distance 

transmission infirastructure. However, their analysis is valid also for regional energy 

storage with regional solar power. 

149. In fact, the importance of compressed air energy storage in underground reservoirs in 

the First Energy service territory was recognized by First Energy very recently with their 

announcement ofthe purchase ofthe Norton Energy Storage Project in Ohio. 

[Petitioners' Exhibit #54, FE Press Release, November 23,2009]. We quote from that 

press release: 

AKRON, Ohio - FirstEnergy Generation Corp., a subsidiary of Akron, Ohio-based 
FirstEnergy Corp. (NYSE: FE) today announced that it has purchased the rights to 
develop a compressed-air electric generating plant on a 92-acre site In Norton, Ohio, 
from CAES Development Company, LLC. The transaction includes rights to a 600-acre 
underground cavern, formerly operated as a limestone mine, that is ideal for energy 
storage technology. 

"The compressed-air technology envisioned at this site would essentially operate 
like a large battery, storing energy at night for use during the day when it is needed," 
said Anthony J. Alexander, president and chief executive officer of FirstEnergy. "Because 
many renewable energy sources - such as wind - are intermittent, they don't always 
produce power when electricity demand is high. The energy storage aspects of this 
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project would provide a way to harness renewable energy to be used when customers 
need it, making this project a key component to our region's overall renewable energy 
strategy." 

* * * * 

"A compressed-air energy storage project of this size has the potential to be a 
major step in advancing electricity storage and balancing load demand," said Arshad 
Mansoor, vice president of Power Delivery and Utilization at the Electric Power 
Research Institute. "This could be a key component in integrating large-scale 
Intermittent renewables onto the nation's grid system." 

The company is evaluating its options related to the project, but has not yet 
committed to development scope or timing. However, an initial phase could involve 
installing two to four units capable of generating a minimum of 268 megawatts (MW) of 
electricity. With 9.6 million cubicmetersof storage, the Norton Energy Storage Project 
has the potential to be expanded to up to 2,700 MW of capacity. 

Currently, there are two commercial-scale compressed air electric generating 
facilities: a 110 MW plant in Mcintosh, Ala., operated by PowerSouth Cooperative that 
began service in 1991; and a 290 MW facility in Bremen, Germany, that has been in 
operation since 1978. While there are other compressed-air projects under 
development, none is expected to be comparable in size and scope to the Norton 
facility. 

150. As detailed in the press release, this single facility has the capacity to provide storage 

for up to 2700 MW of capacity which is about three times the size ofthe 908 MW Davis-

Besse nuclear plant. 

151. Thus, it is our contention that wide-scale installation of solar power combined with a 

storage facility such as the Norton Project, already acquired by First Energy, is a very 

viable altemative to the license extension for 20 more years of operation ofthe Davis-

Besse nuclear facility. We have also shown that compressed air storage in underground 

caverns is a very cost-effective technology for energy storage to complement solar 

power. In fact First Energy has already purchased a facility in Ohio with more than three 

times the capacity of Davis-Besse. Furthermore, in Ohio, the Advanced Energy Portfolio 
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Standard enacted by Senate Bill 221 provides significant incentives to First Energy and 

FENOC to develop solar power as a major part of its renewable energy portfolio. 

Legal Arguments in Support of Contention 2 

152. NEPA (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-37) requires the NRC to examine environmental impacts 

that could be caused by its discretionary decision to allow a license extension to FENOC. 

NEPA obliges a federal agency to consider every significant aspect ofthe environmental 

impact of a proposed action and (2) ensure that the federal agency will inform the public 

that it has indeed considered environmental concerns in its decision-making process. 

Baltimore Gas <& Elec. Co. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 462 U.S. 87, 97 

(1983); see also 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(c) (identifying requirements of an EIS). 

153. The FENOC Environmental Report must contain "any new and significant 

information regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal of which the 

applicant is aware." 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv). Respecting "Category 2" issues, (1) 

the applicant must make a plant-specific analysis of environmental impacts in its 

Environmental Report, 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii), and (2)NRC Staff must prepare a 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), id. § 51.95(c). Contentions 

implicating Category 2 issues ordinarily are deemed to be within the scope of license 

renewal proceedings. See Matter ofAmergen Energy Co. (Oyster Creek), 50-0219-LP, 

2006 NRC Lexis 195 (Feb. 27, 2006). Although the environmental review mandated by 

NEPA need not include all theoretically possible environmental effects arising out of an 

action, the NRC is obliged to make reasonable forecasts ofthe future. Northern States 
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Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 

41, 48, 49 (1978); Hydro Res., Inc., LBP-04-23, 60 NRC 441, 447 (2004), review 

declined, CLI-04-39, 60 NRC 657 (2004). 

154. In the context ofthe required NEPA review to ascertain whether there are less 

harmful altematives to the proposed federal license extension of Davis-Besse, the 

renewable energy altemative of solar photovoltaic is demonstrably unique, significant, 

and compelling when compared to the proposed Davis-Besse relicensing activity because 

such alternative can be demonstrated to have significantly less adverse human 

environmental impacts than nuclear power. This unique quality is owed to the abundant 

availability ofthe energy source and the sheer reality that it does not have a carbon 

producing fuel cycle as does uranium. The solar altemative further does not have the 

radiological impacts and risks ofthe uranium fuel chain, which is an inevitable part of 

the environmental impacts associated with a 20 year license extension at Davis-Besse. 

155. The latest facts, then, depict significant and accelerating increases in use of solar 

photovoltaic energy as a generating source in 2010, and suggest that nuclear will soon be 

passed by because of safety, waste disposal and its comparative economic disadvantages. 

In light ofthe evidence produced herein by Petitioners', FENOC's depiction in the ER of 

out-of-date data and Applicant's fundamental misunderstanding ofthe technological 

concepts which are rapidly altering the prospects for solar power threaten to "defeat the 

purpose of an EIS by 'impairing the agency's consideration ofthe adverse environmental 

effects' and by 'skewing the public's evaluation' ofthe proposed agency action." Hughes 

River Watershed Conservancy v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437,446-48 (4th Cir. 1996). 
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156. NEPA requires: (1) that altematives be presented in comparative form to provide 

meaningful choices to decision-makers and the public (40 C.F.R. §1502.14); (2) that 

"substantial treatment" be devoted to each alternative considered in detail, to enable 

reviewers to evaluate the comparative merits of each altemative (40 C.F.R. § 

1502.14(b)); and (3) that during the course ofthe NEPA process, no actions go forward 

that have adverse environmental impacts or would limit the choice of reasonable 

altematives (40 C.F.R. § 1506.1). Agencies must, to the fullest extent possible, "[sjtudy, 

develop, and describe appropriate altematives to recommended courses of action in any 

proposal... " 42 U.S.C. § 4322(2)(E); Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 

1508, 1519-20 (9th Cir. 1992). There must be examination of every altemative within 

the "nature and scope ofthe proposed action," California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753,761 

(9th Cir. 1982), "sufficient to permit a reasoned choice." Methow Valley Citizens Council 

V. Regional Forester, 833 F.2d 810, 815 (9th Cir. 1987). "The existence of a viable, but 

unexamined alternative renders an environ-mental impact statement inadequate." Idaho 

Conservation League, supra. Agencies must "study... significant altematives suggested 

by other agencies or the public " DuBois v. U.S. Dept ofAgric, 102 F.3d 1273, 1286 

(1st Cir. 1996), cert denied, 117 S.Ct. 1567 (1997). Even an altemative which would 

only partially satisfy the need and purpose ofthe proposed project must be considered by 

the agency if it is "reasonable," Natural Resources Defense Council v. Callaway, 524 

F.2d 79,93 (2""̂  Cir. 1975), because it might convince the decision-maker to meet part of 

the goal with less impact. North Buckhead Civic Ass'n v. Skinner, 903 F.2d 1533, 1542 

(11th Cir. 1990). 

157. When developing reasonable altematives for NEPA purposes, the scope of 
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altematives must include the alternatives noted above and those reasonable alternatives 

outside the agency's jurisdiction (40 CFR § 1502.14(c)). Consequently, these altematives 

".. .include those that are practical or feasible ways from the technical and economic 

standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of 

the applicant." CEQ's Forty Most-Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National 

Environmental Policy Act Regulations, Question 2a. Petitioners' factual presentation 

exposes significant deficiencies in the Environmental Report, which NEPA requires be 

corrected prior to serious consideration ofthe ER under NEPA. 

CONTENTION 3: SOLAR AND WIND IN COMBINATION 

The Relicensing GEIS Is Stale, Dated and NEPA Non-Compliant; 
Commercial Wind And Solar Photovoltaic Baseload Power Should Be Considered 

Under NEPA as a Single, Combined-Source Alternative 

158. NEPA further requires in the consideration of altematives to the license extension for 

Davis-Besse a combination of commercial wind-generated baseload power, combined with 

commercial solar photovoltaic-generated baseload power. Petitioners incorporate as though 

rewritten fully herein the facts, arguments, legal points and authorities and rationales contained 

in Contentions 1 and 2 of this Petition. 

Legal Argument in Support of Admission ofthe Contention 

159. Petitioners submit that the requirement that "discrete" power generating sources must be 

compared to the nuclear option on their sole merits and not in combination with any other 

altemative is unfair and a denial of due process under NEPA. It is unfair because as wind and 

photovoltaic sources proliferate and become directly competitive at the cost per installed 
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kilowatt, there is a strong likelihood that both will (indeed, are) experiencing dramatic 

expansion. Hence market realities seem to be excluded from serious NEPA consideration as a 

matter of agency policy, something which the Commission affirmed just two years ago. Exelon 

Generation Co., LLC (Early Site Permit for Clinton ESP Site), CLI-05-29, 62 NRC 801, 806 

(2005); see also Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), LBP-08-13, 68 

NRC 43, 205 (2008) (neither the NRC nor the applicant have the mission (or power) to 

implement a general societal interest in energy efficiency). 

160. It is incumbent on the Commission to not indulge in a self-imposed ignorance, the tuming 

of a blind eye or actual censure of expert opinion and material fact to define otherwise "reason

able altematives" out of existence. "NEPA's requirement for forecasting environmental con

sequences far into the future implies the need for predictions based on existing technology and 

those developments which can be extrapolated from it." Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 

V. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Vermont Yankee I), 547 F.2d 633, 637, 6 ELR 20615 (D.C. 

Cir. 1976), rev'd on other grounds sub nom. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural 

Resources Defense Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 8 ELR 20288 (1978). Similarly, FENOC is not 

free to favor legitimate technical information over bad. See, Seattle Audubon Society v. Espy, 998 

F.2d 699, 703-04 (9th Cir. 1993) (overtuming decision which "rests on stale scientific evidence, 

incomplete discussion of environmental effects . . . and false assumptions"). 

161. NRC regulation's (10 C.F.R. § 51.45(b)(3)) requires that "[t]he discussion of altematives 

shall be sufficiently complete to aid the Commission in developing and exploring, pursuant to 

section 102(2)(E) of NEPA, 'appropriate altematives to recommended courses of action in any 

proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning altemative uses of available resources.' 
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To the extent practicable, the environmental impacts ofthe proposal and the altematives should 

be presented in comparative form...." It appears from this regulation that it is obligatory for 

FENOC as applicant to combine solar and wind altematives into a single renewable power 

generation source for consideration under NEPA using, of course, up-to-date data and assump

tions about both, such as have been presented in this Petition. 

162. The NRC announced years ago that it intended to review and update its GEIS every 

decade: "On a 10-year cycle, the Commission intends to review the material in this appendix and 

update it if necessary." Footnote 2, 10 CFR Part 51, Subpt A, App. B at 47. Yet despite the fact 

that in the intervening 14 years, many changes have emerged concerning the availability, fast-

improving economics, and technological progress of energy altematives and conservation 

strategies, there has been no review nor upgrade ofthe GEIS to address the realities of today's 

power generation market. Admittedly, there is a revised NUREG-1437 under consideration, but 

the same appears not to have been finalized by the NRC. See http://w^ww.nrc.gov/reading 

-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl437/rl/v2/index.html. The public comment period on this 

new document closed in late April 2010, prior to the notice of FENOC's application for the 

Davis-Besse license renewal. If the revised Generic EIS is finalized as promulgated, the 

objections raised by Intervenors in this Petition conceming the pressing need to revisit Category 

1 issues will not have been favorably redressed via regulation. 

163. The 1996 Generic EIS' parameters must be deemed legally void under NEPA's require

ment that "every significant aspect of environmental impact" be considered. Baltimore Gas & 

Elec. Co. V. Natural Res. Def Counsel, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983) (NEPA "places upon an 
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agency the obligation to consider every significant aspect ofthe environmental impact of a 

proposed action"). 

164. A 2005 Indian Point options analysis discussed how in practical terms the advance notice of 

retirement of Indian Point via NRC denial of license renewal, only 8 years in the future, would 

stimulate developers of competing energy sources to complete various projects which were 

contemplated or in some stage of development but not yet built: 

Project developers are keenly tuned to market dynamics in New York. They 

would realize that retiring IP would cause market energy and capacity values to 

increase across the downstate region. These price signals would be important, 

given IP's size and location, to encourage the development of new generation 

and/or transmission projects that would replace the lost capacity. These new 

generation projects could include decentralized and renewable resource options. If 

the retirement of IP were announced in advance, developers would be able to 

calculate the economic feasibility of their projects and pursue those that make 

financial sense in time to maintain the state's reliability requirement. 

Indian Point Retirement Options, Replacement Generation, Decommissioning/Spent Fuel Issues, 

and Local Economic/Rate Impacts, prepared for the County of Westchester and the County of 

Westchester Public Utility Service Agency, by Levitan & Associates, Inc., June 9,2005, pp. 30 

and 31. 

165. Petitioners suggest a similar effect would be visible across FENOC's region of interest: that 

over the coming 7 years, with the regulatory certainty there would be no more power generated 
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at Davis-Besse, that market forces would support a (continuation ofthe) boom that wind and 

solar photovoltaic will be delivering throughout much ofthe country. It is unques-tionably time 

to let the market decide. 

166. When an agency is identifying reasonable alternatives for NEPA purposes, the scope of 

reasonable alternatives includes altematives outside the sponsor's and NRC's jurisdiction. 40 

CFR 1502.14(c). These altematives "...include those [altematives] that are practical or feasible 

ways from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense, rather than simply 

desirable from the standpoint ofthe applicant." CEQ's Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning 

CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, Question 2a. NEPA requires an 

applicant to look at feasible, nonspeculative, reasonable altematives. The reasonable altematives 

for license renewal proceedings must be feasible technically and available commercially. 

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), LBP-08-13, 68 NRC 43, 205 

(2008). Commercial wind and solar photovoltaic fulfill all of these criteria. 

167. In sum, "when a reasonable altemative has been identified, it must be objectively consid

ered by the evaluating agency so as not to fall victim to 'the sort of tendentious decisionmaking 

that NEPA seeks to avoid.'" Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage 

Installation), LBP-01-34, 54 NRC 293, 302 (2001), citing 1-291 Why? Association v. Burns, 372 

F. Supp. 223, 253 (D. Conn. 1974), aff'd 517 F.2d 1077 (2d Cir. 1975). A "hard look" for a 

superior altemative is a condition precedent to a licensing determination that an applicant's 

proposal is acceptable under NEPA. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, 

Units 1 & 2), ALAB-471, 7 NRC 477, 513 (1978). 
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168. FENOC has not undertaken the requisite "hard look" at commercial wind energy or solar as 

alternatives, as has previously been established by the evidence submitted in support of Con

tentions Nos. 1 and 2 of this Petition. Moreover, NRC's misunderstanding both of NEPA and of 

its own regulations conceming supplementation ofthe Davis-Besse EIS are unfairly and 

incorrectly denying serious consideration ofthe coming, combined effects of solar and wind 

within the FENOC ROI. The NEPA interpretation which limits comparisons of nuclear 

discretely to renewables ignores practical market realities even as it denies the public the due 

process assurances and environmental democracy which are NEPA guarantees. Petitioners urge 

that this contention be admitted for litigation. 

169. Petitioners proffer Exhibit #67, "Notes from Davis-Besse re-licensing community hearing" 

by Kathryn Hoepfl, undergraduate student of physics at the University of Toledo. This is a 

summary of her presentation made at the People's Hearing on the Davis-Besse license extension 

held at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Toledo on December 18, 2010. In her prepared remarks, 

conclusions, and graphs, Kathryn Hoepfl shows that a combination of wind power and solar 

power can readily replace not only the electricity output from Davis-Besse after 2017, but also 

the jobs. It should be mentioned that, given the long process of decommissioning at Davis-Besse 

post permanent shutdown, the extensive clean up of radioactive and toxic chemical 

contamination ofthe soil and groundwater as well as Lake Erie sediments needed, as well as the 

need to safeguard and secure Davis-Besse's on-site irradiated nuclear fuel indefinitely into the 

future, many jobs will persist at the site long after the reactor is closed. 

170. Kathryn Hoepfl's conclusions are summarized in her following "closing points": 
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Benefits of Mixed-Renewable Energy 
Generation Systems 
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CONTENTION FOUR: SEVERE ACCIDENT COST UNDERESTIMATED 

171. Contention Four: Severe Accident Cost Underestimated. 

172. An Environmentally-related Contention Supported by Evidence. If a 

hearing is granted. Petitioners intend to bring forward expert testimony in support 

of this contention during succeeding stages of this proceeding. Key aspects of 

Contention Four are discussed individually under headlines below. 

Petitioners acknowledge and give credit to Friends ofthe Coast and New England 

Coalition for their ground-breaking work on this Contention's conception, to which 

Petitioners are deeply indebted. Friends ofthe Coast and New England Coalition 

submitted their contention, "D. CONTENTION FOUR- SEVERE ACCIDENT COST 

UNDERESTIMATED" as part of their "PETITION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE, 

REQUEST FOR HEARING, AND ADMISSION OF CONTENTIONS, In the Matter 
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of FPL Energy Seabrook, LLC (NextEra, Inc) (Seabrook Station, Unit 1 - License 

Renewal Application)," submitted to the Secretary ofthe NRC on October 20, 2010 

(Docket No. 50-443). However, Petitioners take sole responsibility for any errors of 

omission or commission contained in this contention. 

173. Contention Four: The Environmental Report (ER) is Inadequate Because 

It Underestimates the True Cost of a Severe Accident at Davis-Besse in Violation 

of 10 C.F.R. 51.53 (C)(3)(II)(L) and Further Analysis by the Applicant, FENOC, 

Is Called For. 

174. Contention Four Is Within the Scope of These Proceedings: Under 10 

CFR §2.309, a petitioner is required to show that the issue raised in the 

contention is within the scope ofthe proceeding. The National Environmental 

Policy Act, NEPA, 42 USC § 4332, is the "basic charter for protection ofthe 

environment." 40 CFR § 1500.1(a). Its fundamental purpose is to "help public 

officials make decisions that are based on understanding of environmental 

consequences, and take decisions that protect, restore and enhance the 

environment." 40 CFR § 1500.1(c). The NRC regulations implementing NEPA 

for Nuclear Plant license renewals are in 10 CFR §51(c) "Operating license 

renewal stage." 

175. In its application for license renewal of Davis-Besse, FENOC was 

required under 10 CFR § 51 to provide an analysis ofthe impacts on the 

environment that will result if it is allowed to continue beyond the initial license. 

The primary method by which NEPA ensures that its mandate is met is the 

"action-forcing" requirement for preparation of an EIS. Robertson v. Methow 
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Valley, 490 U.S. at 348-49 (1989).The environmental impacts that must be 

considered in an EIS include those which are "reasonably foreseeable" and have 

"catastrophic consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low." 40 

CFR §1502.22(b)(l). The fact that the likelihood of an impact may not be easily 

quantifiable is not an excuse for failing to address it in an EIS. NRC regulations 

require that "to the extent that there are important qualitative considerations or 

factors that cannot be quantified, these considerations or factors will be discussed 

in qualitative terms." 10 CFR§51.71. 

176. The regulation governing licensing renewals requires the Applicant 

FENOC for renewal to submit an Environmental Report. 10 CFR 51.53(c)(1). 

The NRC then uses the ER to prepare an EIS or Environmental Assessment, 

although it has an independent obligation to "evaluate and be responsible for the 

reliability" ofthe information. 10 CFR §51.70. 

177. In a petition for intervention, contentions that seek compliance with NEPA 

must be based on the applicant's Environmental Report (ER). 10 

CFR§2.309(f)(2). Under 10 CFR §51 (c)(3)(ii) the plant is required to provide an 

ER that contains analyses ofthe environmental impacts ofthe proposed action, 

including the impacts of refurbishment activities, if any, associated with license 

renewal and the impacts of operation during the renewal term for those issues 

identified as Category 2 issues in Appendix B to subpart A of that part. Under 10 

CFR §51(c)(ii)(L) "if the staff has not previously considered severe accident 

mitigation alternatives for the applicant's plant in an environmental impact 

statement or related supplement or in an environmental assessment, a 
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consideration of altematives to mitigate severe accidents must be provided." 

Severe Accidents are a Category 2 issue in Subpart B to Appendix A of section 

51, which states "the probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, 

fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to ground water, and societal and 

economic impacts from severe accidents are small for all plants. However, 

altematives to mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plants that 

have not considered such altematives." Contentions implicating Category 2 

issues ordinarily are deemed to be within the scope of license renewal 

proceedings. See In the Matter of Florida Power & Light Company (Turkey Point 

Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), 54 NRC 3, 11-13 (hereinafter, Turkey 

Point). As FENOC did not consider mitigation altematives for accidents in the 

environmental impact statement of its original licensing, this issue is within the 

scope of this proceeding. 

THE ISSUE RAISED IN THE CONTENTION IS MATERIAL 

178. 10 CFR 2.309(f)(iv) requires that the Petitioner "Demonstrate that the 

issue raised in the contention is material to the findings the NRC must make to 

support the action that is involved in the proceeding." In discussing the 

materiality requirement, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board considering the 

license renewal for Millstone Nuclear Power Station stated "In order to be 

admissible, the regulations require that all contentions assert an issue of law or 

fact that is material to the outcome of a licensing proceeding; that is, the subject 

matter ofthe contention must impact the grant or denial of a pending license 

application. Where a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application, 
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the deficiency or error must have some independent health and safety 

significance." In the Matter of Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone 

Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3) Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-LR 

ASLBP No. 04-824-01-LR July 28, 2004, p. 7. See Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. 

(Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP-98-7,47 NRC 142, 179-80 

(1998), affd in part, CLI-98-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998). The deficiency highlighted 

in this contention has enormous independent health and safety significance. By 

underestimating the cost of a severe accident in its SAMA analysis FENOC 

incorrectly discounts possible mitigation altematives. This could have enormous 

implications for public health and safety because a potentially cost effective 

mitigation alternative might not be considered that could prevent or reduce the 

impacts of that accident. Petitioners allege the Environmental Report's SAMA 

analysis is deficient and the deficiency could significantly impact health and 

safety. 

THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR THE CONTENTION 

179. The ER is required to include "a consideration of altematives to mitigate 

severe accidents (SAMA)." 10 C.F.R. 51.53 (c)(3)(ii)(L). That analysis depends 

on an accurate calculation ofthe cost of a severe accident in order to have a base 

line against which to measure proposed mitigation measures. However, 

FENOC's SAMA analysis for Davis-Besse instead minimized costs likely to be 

incurred in a severe accident, but this appears not to be justified. Each ofthe 

following, individually and together with one or more ofthe others, improperly 

minimized costs likely to result in a severe accident: 
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a. FENOC's use of probabilistic modeling underestimated the deaths, injuries, and 

economic impact likely from a severe accident by multiplying consequence values, 

irrespective of their amount, with very low probability numbers, the consequence 

figures appeared minimal. 

b. Minimization ofthe potential amount of radioactive material released in a severe 

accident. 

c. Use of an outdated and inaccurate proxy, the MACCS2 computer program, to 

perform its SAMA analysis. 

d. Use of an inappropriate air dispersion model, the straight-line Gaussian plume, 

and meteorological data inputs that did not accurately predict the geographic 

dispersion and deposition of radionuclides at Davis-Besse's Great Lakes shoreline 

location. 

e. Use of inputs that minimized and inaccurately reflected the economic 

consequences of a severe accident, including decontamination costs, cleanup costs 

and health costs, and that either minimized or ignored a host of other costs. 

f. Use of inappropriate statistical analysis ofthe data - specifically the Applicant 

chose to follow NRC practice, not NRC regulation, regarding SAMA analyses by 

using mean consequence values instead of, for example, 95 percentile values. 

FENOC'S USE OF PROBABILISTIC MODELING UNDERESTIMATED 
THE TRUE CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT 

BASIS 

180. The regulatory requirement that nuclear plants perform a SAMA analysis 

states: "The probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout 
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onto open bodies of water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic 

impacts from severe accidents are small for all plants. However, alternatives to 

mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plants that have not 

considered such altematives." (Appendix B to Subpart A of 10 CFR §51.53.) 

Petitioners contend, contrary to NRC, that the "societal and economic impacts 

from severe accidents" are unlikely to be small for all plants and simply appear 

so by the use of methods that minimized consequences as set forth in this Motion. 

181. In other words, even though the probability of a severe accident is so low 

that the impacts can be considered small, all plants must still consider altematives 

to mitigate the consequences of those accidents. 

182. In its ER, Entergy estimated the severe accident risk by using the 

Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) Model and a Level 3 model developed by the 

MACCS2 code. Using this method, the application states that "Risk is defined as 

the product of consequence and frequency of accidental release." Application ER 

E.4.20. In using the PSA Model to estimate risk, Seabrook was following 

standard NRC and industry practice. However "practice" is not a regulation. 

183. In the license renewal proceeding for Turkey Point, the board used the 

following interpretation ofthe regulations to dismiss the Petitioners concems 

about particular severe accidents. It stated,"... the commission's environmental 

regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 51 do not require probabilistic risk assessments. 

Section 51.53(c) lists the information the Applicant must include in its 

environmental report, and a probabilistic risk analysis of multiple failures is not 

specified. Likewise sections 51.71(d) and 51.95(c) set forth the requirements the 
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agency must follow in preparing the draft and final SEIS for the Turkey Point 

license renewal, and nowhere do those provisions require the preparation of a 

probabilistic risk analysis of multiple failures." Turkey Point, supra at 23-24. It 

went on to say, " . . . section 51.53(c) does not require the Applicant broadly to 

consider severe accident risks. Rather, it only requires the Applicant to consider 

"severe accident mitigation altematives" (SAMA). 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L). 

Id. at 26. While in that instance the licensing board used this argument to reject 

the Petitioners contention related to Emergency Preparedness, the board's 

reading ofthe regulatory requirement is also instructive here. It would make no 

sense for the NRC to require Severe Accident Mitigation Analysis if an 

Applicant could simply muhiply all consequences of an accident by extremely 

low probability and thus reject all possible mitigation as too costly. 

184. It is widely recognized that probabilistic modeling can underestimate the 

deaths, injuries, and economic impact likely from a severe accident. By 

multiplying high consequence values with low probability numbers, the 

consequence figures appear far less startling. For example a release that would 

cause 100,000 cancer fatalities would only appear to cause 1 cancer fatality per 

year if the associated probability ofthe release were 1/100,000 per year. This 

issue was central to a New York case, Indian Point Special Proceeding, US 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, 

Recommendations to the Commission, October 24, 1983, p. 107. Before the 

proceeding, the NRC ruled that all testimony on accident consequences must also 

contain a discussion of accident probabilities. In its decision, the three-judge 
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ASLB panel concluded that "the Commission should not ignore the potential 

consequences of severe-consequence accidents by always multiplying those 

consequences by low probability values." Further, Kamiar Jamali's (DOE Project 

Manager for Code Manual for MACCS2) Use of Risk Measures in Design and 

Licensing Future Reactors in Reliability Engineering and System Safety 95 

(2010) 935-943 (see "Jamali Attachment") makes clear that "PRA" uncertainties 

are so large and so unknowable that it is a huge mistake to use a single number 

coming from them for any decision regarding adequate protection. "Examples of 

these uncertainties include probabilistic quantification of single and common-cause 

hardware or software failures, occurrence of certain physical phenomena, human 

errors of omission and commission, magnitudes of source terms, radionuclide release 

and transport, atmospheric dispersion, biological effects of radiation, dose 

calculations, and many others." (Jamali, Pg., 935) 

185. In addition, in his report on the likely consequences of an accident at the 

Indian Point Nuclear Plant, Dr. Edwin S. Lyman (Union of Concemed Scientists, 

Senior Scientist) stresses that intentional acts represent a class of accidents that 

should not be considered using probabilistic modeling, "Accident probabilities 

are not relevant for scenarios that are intentionally caused by sabotage. Severe 

releases resulting from the simultaneous failure of multiple safety systems, while 

very unlikely if left up to chance, are precisely the outcomes sought by terrorists 

seeking to maximize the impact of their attack. Thus the most unlikely accident 

sequences may well be the most likely sabotage sequences." Edwin S. Lyman, 

PhD, Chernobyl on the Hudson? The Health and Economic Impacts of a 
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Terrorist Attack at the Indian Point Nuclear Plant, Union of Concemed 

Scientists, p. 16 (September, 2004 - Available on the intemet at: 

http://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear_power/nuclear_power_riskysabotage_and_attacks 

_on_reactors/impacts-ofa-terrorist-attack.html. FENOC failed to model 

intentional acts in its analysis of extemal events. FENOC ER E.3.1.2 (FENOC 

ER, E.3.1.2, Pages E-25 to E-27, "Extemal Events," only considers Intemal 

Fires, Seismic Events, and Other Extemal Events (namely, high winds, extemal 

floods, extreme rainfall, and transportation and nearby facility accidents.) 

THE SAMA ANALYSIS FOR DAVIS-BESSE MINIMIZES THE POTENTIAL 
AMOUNT OF RADIOACTIVE RELEASE IN A SEVERE ACCIDENT 

BASIS 

186. FENOC's SAMA analysis minimized the potential amount of radioactive 

releases in a potential severe accident at Davis-Besse by: (1) not considering a 

severe accident in the irradiated nuclear fuel pool, either alone or in combination 

with a reactor core accident; and (2) using a source term to estimate the 

consequences ofthe most severe accidents with early containment failure based 

on radionuclide release fractions generated by the MAAP code (a proprietary 

industry code that has not been validated by NRC), which are smaller for key 

radionuclides than the release fractions specified in NRC guidance such as 

NUREG-1465 and its recent reevaluation for high-burnup fuel. (L. Soffer, et al. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Accident Source Terms for Light-Water 

Nuclear Power Plants: Final Report," NUREG-1465, February 1995; Energy 

Research, Inc., "Accident Source Terms for Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants: 
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High-Bumup and MOX Fuels: Final Report," ERI/NRC 02-202, November 

2002.) Therefore the source term used by NextEra results in lower consequences 

than would be obtained from NUREG-1465 release fractions and release 

durations. 

SAMA Analysis of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel Risks Is Required By NRC Regulations 

187. FENOC did not consider a severe accident involving the irradiated nuclear 

fuel pool at Davis-Besse resulting from either human error, mechanical failure or 

an act of malice, although such accidents are reasonably foreseeable. The offsite 

cost risk of a pool fire is substantially higher than the offsite cost of a release 

from a core-damage accident. Further, SAMAs designed to avoid or mitigate 

conventional accidents may be different than SAMAs designed to avoid or 

mitigate irradiated nuclear fuel accidents. Moreover, the radiological 

consequences of an irradiated-nuclear-fuel-pool fire are significantly different 

from the consequences of a core-damage accident. 

188. Further, FENOC did not consider the potential interactions between the 

pool and the reactor in the context of severe accidents at Davis-Besse. There the 

irradiated-nuclear-fuel storage pool is located outside but immediately adjacent to 

the reactor's containment and shares some essential support systems with the 

reactor. There could be at least three types of interactions between the pool and 

reactor. (Dr. Gordon Thompson, Risks of Pool Storage of Spent Fuel at Pilgrim 

Nuclear Power Station and Vermont Yankee, A Report for the Massachusetts 

Attorney General by IRSS, May 2006, Pgs., 12, 16. NRC Electronic Library, 

Adams Accession Number ML061630088.) 
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189. First, a pool fire and a core-damage accident could occur together, with a 

common cause. For example, a severe earthquake could cause leakage of water 

from the pool, while also damaging the reactor and its supporting systems to such 

an extent that a core-damage accident occurs. Second, the high radiation field 

produced by a pool fire could inifiate or exacerbate an accident at the reactor by 

precluding the presence and functioning of operating personnel. Third, the high 

radiation field produced by a core-damage accident could inifiate or exacerbate a 

pool fire, again by precluding the presence and functioning of operafing 

personnel. Many core-damage sequences would involve the interruption of 

cooling to the pool, which would call for the presence of personnel to provide 

makeup water or spray cooling of exposed irradiated nuclear fuel. The third type 

of interaction was considered in a license-amendment proceeding in regard to 

expansion of irradiated-nuclear-fuel-pool capacity at the Harris nuclear power 

plant. Such accidents are conceivable and would result in a very high magnitude 

of release. 

190. Although 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L), does not provide a definition of 

severe accidents, the GEIS (See NUREG-1437, Generic Environmental Impact 

Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (May 1960) [hereinafter GEIS]; 

Final Rule, "Environmental Review for Renewal of Nuclear Power Plant 

Operating Licenses," 61 Fed., Reg., 28,467 (June 5, I960, amended by 61 Fed. 

Reg. 66, 537 (Dec. 18, 1996); 10 C.F.R. Pt. 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, p. 1), 

which provides the factual background for the SAMA requirement in the 

regulafions, does define a "severe accident." According to Section 5.2.1 of 
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NUREG 1437 "General Characteristics of Accidents," the "term 'accident refers 

to any unintentional event outside the normal plant operafional envelope that 

results in a release or the potenfial for release of radioactive materials into the 

environment" and 'severe' ... [includes] those involving multiple failures of 

equipment or function and, therefore, whose likelihood is generally lower than 

design basis accidents but where consequences may be higher..." (emphasis 

added). This section recognizes the potential for a severe accident in which there 

are "releases substantially in excess of permissible limits for normal operation. 

(The term "accident" refers to any unintentional event outside the normal plant 

operational envelope that results in a release or the potential for release of 

radioactive materials into the environment. Generally, the U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC) categorizes accidents as "design basis" (i.e., the 

plant is designed specifically to accommodate these) or "severe" (i.e., those 

involving multiple failures of equipment or function and, therefore, whose 

likelihood is generally lower than design-basis accidents but where consequences 

may be higher), for which plants are analyzed to determine their response. The 

predominant focus in environmental assessments is on events that can lead to 

releases substantially in excess of permissible limits for normal operation. 

Normal release limits are specified in the NRC's regulations (10 C.F.R. Part 20 

and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A). GEIS, 5.2.1, Italics added.) 

191. Section 5 focuses on potential consequences to determine whether or not a 

potential accident is severe - and thus within the scope of a Severe Accident 

Mitigation Analysis. The question is not whether the source ofthe Severe Accident is 
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the first or second largest inventory of radioactive materials. (Due to 40 years of 

operations, the "inventory of radioactive materials" in Davis Besse's irradiated 

nuclear fuel pool will be many times over that in its reactor core. Any claims that the 

irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool contains the second largest inventory after the 

reactor core has long not been true at Davis-Besse, as the storage pool has filled to 

capacity - and beyond- with irradiated nuclear fuel.) 

192. Perhaps FENOC confused Section 6 ofthe GEIS with Section 5. Section 6 

deals with normal operations (see, for example, section 6.1: "Accidental releases 

... could conceivably result in releases that would cause moderate or large 

radiological impacts. Such conditions are beyond the scope of regulations 

controlling normal operations....'' (Emphasis added). Section 5, not Section 6, 

deals with severe accidents. Nothing in Section 5 excludes severe accidents 

involving what at Davis-Besse has long been the largest inventory of radioactive 

materials - the irradiated nuclear fuel storage pool. 

Source Terms Used By FENOC 
to Estimate the Consequences of Severe Accidents 

193. The source terms used by FENOC to estimate the consequences of severe 

accidents (radionuclide release fractions generated by the Modular Accident 

Analysis Progression, MAAP 14) code, has not been validated by NRC. They are 

consistently smaller for key radionuclides than the release fractions specified in 

NUREG-1465 and its recent revision for high-burnup irradiated nuclear fuel. The 

source term used results in lower consequences than would be obtained from 

NUREG-1465 release fractions and release durations. 
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194. It has been previously observed that MAAP generates lower release 

fractions than those derived and used by NRC in studies such as NUREG-1150. 

A Brookhaven National Laboratory study that independentiy analyzed the costs 

and benefits of one SAMA in the license renewal application for the Catawba and 

McGuire plants noted that the collective dose results reported by the applicant for 

early failures 

.. .seemed less by a factor between 3 and 4 than those found for NUREG-

1150 early failures for comparable scenarios. The difference in health risk 

was then traced to differences between [the applicant's definitions ofthe 

early failure release classes] and the release classes from NUREG-1150 

for comparable scenarios ... the NUREG-1150 release fractions for the 

important radionuclides are about a factor of 4 higher than the ones used 

in the Duke PRA. The Duke results were obtained using the Modular 

Accident Analysis Package (MAAP) (See, for example, FENOC ER. Page 

4.20-1 and E-17) code, while the NUREG-1150 results were obtained with 

the Source Term Code Package [NRC's state-of-the-art methodology for 

source term analysis at the time of NUREG-1150] and MELCOR. 

Apparently the differences in the release fractions ... are primarily 

attributable to the use ofthe different codes in the two analyses. (J. Lehner 

et al., "Benefit Cost Analysis of Enhancing Combustible Gas Control 

Availability at Ice Condenser and Mark III Containment Plants," Final 

Letter Report, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, December 

23, 2002, p. 17. ADAMS Accession Number ML031700011.) 
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195. Thus the use of source terms generated by MAAP, a proprietary industry 

code that has not been independently validated by NRC, appears to lead to 

anomalously low consequences when compared to source terms generated by 

NRC staff. In fact, NRC has been aware of this discrepancy for at least two 

decades. In the draft "Reactor Risk Reference Document" (NUREG-1150, Vol. 

1), NRC noted that for the Zion plant (a four-loop PWR), that "comparisons 

made between the Source Term Code Package results and MAAP results 

indicated that the MAAP estimates for environmental release fractions were 

significantly smaller. It is very difficult to determine the precise source ofthe 

differences observed, however, without performing controlled comparisons for 

identical boundary conditions and input data." (U.S. NRC, "Reactor Risk 

Reference Document: Main Report, Draft for Comment," NUREG-1150, Volume 

1, Febmary 1987, p. 5-14.) We are unaware of NRC having performed such 

comparisons. 

196. The NUREG-1465 source term was also reviewed by an expert panel in 

2002, which concluded that it was "generally applicable for high-bumup fuel." 

(J. Schaperow, U.S. NRC, memorandum to F. Eltawila, "Radiological Source 

Terms for High-Bumup and MOX Fuels," December 13,2002.) This and other 

insights by the panel on the NUREG-1465 source term are being used by the 

NRC in "radiological consequence assessments for the ongoing analysis of 

nuclear power plant vulnerabilities." (J. Schaperow (2002), op cit. In light of this, 

it is clear that Next Era should not have used a MAAP-generated source terms in 

its SAMA analysis.) 
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THE SAMA ANALYSIS FOR DAVIS-BESSE USES AN OUTDATED AND 
INACCURATE PROXY TO PERFORM ITS SAMA ANALYSIS, THE MACCS2 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

BASIS 

197. The MACCS2 Code: The Applicant's SAMA analysis uses MELCOR 

Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS2) computer program. (See, for 

example, FENOC ER, E.3.4, Page E-33; E.3.4.3, Page E-35, Table E.3-13, Page 

E-87; Table E.3-19, Page E-96; Page E-192, footnotes 16 and 17; as well as Page 

4.20-2) There is no NRC regulation requiring thQ use of that code, or any other 

particular code. It was a choice by FENOC and the wrong choice, certainly 

without considerably updating it. The code is not QA'd (Chanin, D.I. (2005), 

"The Development of MACCS2: Lessons Teamed," [written for:] EFCOG Safety 

Analysis Annual Workshop Proceedings, Santa Fe, NM, April 29-May 5, 2005. 

Available online at: Full text: 

http://chaninconsulting.eom/downloads/the%20development%20of%20maccs2.p 

df, revised 12/17/2009. http://chaninconsulting.com/index.php7resume.) -the 

codes MACCS & MACCS2 were developed for research purposes not licensing 

purposes -for that reason they were not held to the QA requirements of NQA-a 

(American Society of Mechanical Engineering, QA Program Requirements for 

Nuclear Facilities, 1994). Rather they were developed using following the less 

rigorous QA guidelines of ANSI/ANS 10.4. [American Nuclear Standards 

Institute and American Nuclear Society, Guidelines for the Verification and 

Validation of Scientific and Engineering Codes for the Nuclear Industry, 

ANSI/ANS 10.4, La Grange Park, IL (1987). ] A further defect ofthe code is that 
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there is no explanation of exactly how it works - its assumptions and bases for 

those assumptions- how it interacts with long-term dose accumulation models. 

The cost formula and assumptions contained in the MACCS2 underestimate the 

costs likely to be incurred as a result of a severe accident, as explained further 

below. The cost formula and assumptions contained in the MACCS2 

underestimate the costs likely to be incurred as a result of a severe accident, 

explained in greater detail further below. As an example, the code incorrectly 

models doses in the code's EARLY and CHRONC modules. In CHRONC (7 

days after the accident to 30 years) the code incorrectly assumes the indoor dose 

is essentially zero; whereas in reality, the indoor dose at this stage ofthe accident 

becomes equivalent to the outdoor dose. If correctiy modeled, the indoor dose 

would increase by a factor of 2-4. 

USE OF AN INAPPROPRIATE AIR DISPERSION MODEL, THE STRAIGHTLINE 
GAUSSIAN PLUME, AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA INPUTS THAT DID 

NOT ACCURATELY PREDICT THE GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION AND 
DEPOSITION OF RADIONUCLIDES AT DAVIS-BESSE'S 

GREAT LAKES SHORELINE LOCATION. 

BASIS 

198. In determining the geographic concentration of radionuclides released in a 

severe accident, FENOC used an atmospheric dispersion model not appropriate 

for Davis-Besse's Great Lakes shoreline site. They used a steady-state, straight-

line Gaussian plume model that is incorporated, or embedded, in the MACCS2 

code. The plume model underestimated the area likely to be affected in a severe 

accident and the dose likely to be received in those areas. Instead, FENOC should 

have modeled transport and deposition using a site appropriate variable plume 
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model such as AERMOD or CALPUFF. Meteorological research performed at 

coastal sites, including along the coast of Massachusetts, support our contention. 

(Regarding sea breezes, see for example: Miller, Samuel T.K.; Keim, Barry; 

Synoptic-Scale Controls on the Sea Breeze ofthe Central New England Coast, 

AMS Journal Online, Volume 18, Issue 2 (April 2003), available on line at: 

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.ll75/l520-

0434%282003%.29018%3C0236%3ASCOTSB%3E2.0.CO%3B2; Angevine, 

Wayne; Trainer, Michael; McKeen, Stuart; Berkowitz, Carl; Mesoscale 

Meteorology ofthe New England Coast. Gulf of Maine and Nova Scotia: 

Overview, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 101, NO. D22, 

PP. 28,893-28,901, 1996 doi:10.1029/95JD03271, available on line at: 

http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/1996/95JD03271.shtml; Thorp, Jennifer E., 

Eastern Massachusetts Sea Breeze Study, Thesis Submitted to Plymouth State 

University in Partial Fulfillment ofthe Requirements for the Degree of Master of 

Science in Applied Meteorology, May 2009; Colby Jr, F.P.., 2004: Simulation of 

the New England Sea Breeze (Attachment B): The effect of grid spacing. WEA 

Forecast., 19, 277-285; Joumal of Applied Meteorology and Climatology 2006; 

45: 137-154; Modeling ofthe Coastal Boundary Layer and Pollutant Transport in 

New England, Wayne M. Angevine, Michael Tjemstrom and Mark Zagar, 

available on line at: http://joumals.ametsoc.0rg/doi/pdf/lO.l 175/JAM2333.1. 

Regarding similar dynamics on the Great Lakes shoreline, the U.S. National 

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration's National Weather Service 

states on its website "The Sea Breeze" that "While the sea breeze is generally 
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associated with the ocean, they can occur along the shore of any large body of 

water such as the Great Lakes." See 

http://www.srh.weather.gov/srh/jetstream/ocean/seabreezes.htm. Keith C, 

Heidom, PhD., also wrote on May 10, 2000 that "The lake breeze is similar to the 

sea breeze found along sea coasts." See his discussion of Great Lakes breeze 

phenomena at 

http://www.islandnet.com/~see/weather/almanac/arc2000/alm00may2.htm.) 

The straight-line Gaussian plume model 

199. The straight-line Gaussian plume model assumes that a released 

radioactive plume travels in a steady-state straight-line, i.e., the plume functions 

much like a beam from a flashlight. The MACCS2 code used by FENOC is based 

upon this straight-line, steady-state model; it also assumes meteorological 

conditions that are steady in time and uniform spatially across the study region. 

However, site specific meteorological conditions at Davis-Besse's location shows 

that the assumption of a steady-state, straight-line plume is inappropriate - winds 

are variable and dose will be more concentrated than modeled and extend over a 

larger area. 

200. The accuracy of a straight-line steady-state Gaussian air dispersion model 

decreaces with distance from the source ofthe release. For that reason, EPA does 

not approve of use of a straight-line Gaussian plume to predict the dispersion of a 

pollutant beyond 32 miles. Therefore the Applicant's use ofthe ATMOS model 

(see ER Page E-36, E.3.5.2.3 ATMOS at Page E-44-45, etc.) to predict dispersion 

in a 50-mile radius ofthe plant, an area which includes the highest population 
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concentrations, is unacceptable. Within 50 miles of Davis-Besse are the 

following major population centers: southem Metro Detroit, including 

downtown; almost all of Windsor, Ontario, Canada; Monroe, Michigan; all of 

Toledo; and the westem edge of Metro Cleveland [see "Map Showing 50 Mile 

Radius around Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant."] 

201. FENOC's straight-line, steady-state Gaussian plume model does not allow 

consideration for the fact that the winds for a given time period may be spatially 

varying, and it ignores the presences of Great Lakes "sea breeze" circulations which 

dramatically alter air flow pattems. Because of these failings the straight-line 

Gaussian plume model is not appropriate for the Davis-Besse's Great Lakes shoreline 

location. 

202. The immediately adjacent presence of Lake Erie (the drinking water 

supply for many millions of people downstream in the U.S., Canada, and 

numerous Native American/First Nations) greatly affects atmospheric dispersion 

processes and is of great importance to estimating the consequences in terms of 

human lives and health effects of any radioactive releases from the facility, and 

that the transport, diffusion, and deposition of airborne species emitted along a 

shoreline can be influenced by mesoscale atmospheric motions. These cannot be 

adequately simulated using a Gaussian plume model. 

The Sea Breeze Effect 

203. The sea breeze effect, ignored by FENOC's model, is a critical feature to 

consider at Davis-Besse's Great Lakes shoreline location. Great Lakes "sea 

breeze" winds heading initially "out to sea" on Lake Erie are drawn back on 
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shore when the land becomes warmer than the water - sometimes penetrating 

inland here 20-40 miles. (See, for example, attached document, Thorp, Jennifer 

E., Eastern Massachusetts Sea Breeze Study, Thesis Submitted to Plymouth State 

University in Partial Fulfillment ofthe Requirements for the Degree of Master of 

Science in Applied Meteorology, May 2009, "Thorp Sea Breeze" Attachment. 

Again, as mentioned above, "While the sea breeze is generally associated with 

the ocean, they can occur along the shore of any large body of water such as the 

Great Lakes." (NOAA NWS) and "The lake breeze is similar to the sea breeze 

found along sea coasts." (Keith C. Heidom, PhD.)) 

The reverse occurs as the land cools. Great Lakes "sea breeze" pulls the plume down 

towards the land surface increasing dose to the population. If the same meteorological 

conditions (strong solar insolation, low synoptic-scale winds) that are conducive to 

the formation of "sea breezes" at a coastal or Great Lakes shoreline site occurred at a 

non-coastal location, the resulting vertical thermals developing over a pollution 

source would carry contaminants aloft. In contrast, at a coastal or Great Lakes 

shoreline site, the "sea breeze" would draw contaminants across the land and inland 

subjecting the population to potentially higher radiation doses from a radiological 

release from Davis-Besse. Straight-line Gaussian plume are thereby non-conservative. 

FENOC, by ignoring this important and well-documented sea coast and Great Lakes 

shoreline phenomena, underestimates consequence. 

204. The presence of a Great Lakes shoreline "sea breeze" circulation changes 

the wind directions, wind speeds, and turbulence intensities, both spatially and 

temporally, throughout its entire area of influence. The classic reference 
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Meteorology and Atomic Energy, (Section 2-3.5) (Slade, David, Meteorology and 

Atomic Energy, 1968. Prepared by Air Resources Laboratories, et al. For the 

Division of Reactor Development and Technology, US AtomicEnergy 

Commission.) succinctly comments on the importance of sea breeze circulations 

as. 

The sea breeze is important to diffusion studies at seaside locations 

because ofthe associated changes in atmospheric stability, turbulence and 

transport pattems. Moreover its almost daily occurrence at many seaside 

locations during the warmer seasons results in significant differences in 

diffusion climatology over rather short distances. 

Again, as mentioned previously, "While the sea breeze is generally associated 

with the ocean, they can occur along the shore of any large body of water such as 

the Great Lakes," (NOAA NWS) and "The lake breeze is similar to the sea breeze 

found along sea coasts." (Keith C. Heidom, PhD.) 

Behavior of Plumes over Water 

205. FENOC's Gaussian plume model appears to assume that plumes blowing 

"out to sea" (offshore over Lake Erie) would have no impact. However a plume 

over water, rather than being rapidly dispersed, will remain tightly concentrated 

due to the lack of turbulence, and will remain concentrated until winds blow it 

onto land [Zager et al.; Angevine et al. 2006]. This can lead to hot spots of 

radioactivity in places along the sea coast or Great Lakes shoreline, certainly to 

Detroit/Windsor, Toledo, and Cleveland, bringing larger doses over a greater 

geographic area than modeled and with high population concentrations. (In 
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addition to Angevine, Miller and Thorp see: Jan Beyea, Ph.D., Report to The 

Massachusetts Attomey General on the potential consequences of a spent fuel 

pool fire at the Pilgrim or Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant, May 25, 2006 

Pg., 11, NRC Electronic Library, Adams Accession No. ML061640329, also 

viewable online at 

http ://www .cipi .com/PDF /Bey ea_Pilgrim_Vermont_ Yankee_report_for_M ass_A 

G_may_25_2006.pdf) 

Terrain Effects 

206. Although FENOC claims that "The terrain in the westem Lake Erie region 

is mostly flat and has little influence on the weather." (ER, Page 2.10-1), it is still 

very troubling that ATMOS does not allow consideration ofthe fact that the 

winds for any given period of time may be spatially varying. The 1997 User 

Guide for MACCS2, SAND 97-0594 (Chanin, D.I., and M.L. Young, Code 

Manual for MACCS2:Volume 1, User's Guide, SAND97-0594 Sandia National 

Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, (1997), available on line at: 

http://www.doeal.gov/SWEIS/OtherDocuments/481 %20MACCS2%20Vol%201. 

pdf) makes the point: "The atmospheric model included in the code does not 

model the impact of terrain effects on atmospheric dispersion." Terrain effects 

can have a highly complex impact on wind field pattems and plume dispersion. 

Wind blowing inland will experience the frictional effects ofthe surface which 

decrease speed and direction. EPA has recognized that "geographical variations 

can generate local winds and circulations, and modify the prevailing ambient 

winds and circulations" and that "assumptions of steady-state straight-line 
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transport both in time and space are inappropriate." [EPA Guidelines on Air 

Quality Models (Federal Register Nov. 9, 2005, Section 7.2.8, Inhomogeneous 

Local Winds, italics added.] EPA's November 9,2005 modeling Guideline 

(Appendix A to Appendix W) lists EPA's "preferred model;" the Gaussian plume 

model used by FENOC (ATMOS) is not on the list. EPA recommends that 

CALPUFF, a non-straight-line model, be used for dispersion beyond 50 

kilometers. (Appendix A to Appendix W to 40 CFR Part 51, EPA Revision to the 

Guideline on Air Quality Models: Adoption of a Preferred General Purpose (Flat 

and Complex Terrain) Dispersion Model and Other Revisions; Final Rule, 

November 9,2005. http://www.epa.gov/ 

scram001/guidance/guide/appw_05.pdf.) 

207. The essential difference between the models that EPA recommends for 

dispersion studies and the two-generation-old Gaussian plume model (ATMOS) 

used by FENOC is more than determining where a plume will likely to go. Major 

improvements in the simulation of vertical dispersion rates have been made in the 

EPA models by recognizing the importance of surface conditions on turbulence 

rates as a function of height above the ground (or Lake Erie) surfaces. We know 

that turbulence rates and wind speeds vary greatly as a function of height above a 

surface depending upon whether the surface is rough or smooth (trees vs. over 

water transport) (Roughness), how effectively the surface reflects or absorbs 

incoming solar radiation (Albedo) and the degree that the surface converts latent 

energy in moisture into thermal energy (Bowen ratio). These parameters are 

included in the AERMOD and CALPUFF models and determine the structure of 
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the temperature, wind speed and turbulent mixing rate profiles as a function of 

height above the ground. FENOC's ATMOS model does not include these 

parameters. This is an especially important deficiency when modeling facilities 

located along coastlines, such as Davis-Besse. 

208. Additionally, the MACCS2 Guidance Report, June 2004 (28 MACCS2 

Guidance Report June 2004 Final Report page 3-8:3.2 Phenomenological 

Regimes of Applicability) itself warns that the "code does not model dispersion 

close to the source (less than 100 meters from the source)," thereby ignoring re-

suspension of contamination blowing offsite and affecting deposition in offsite 

communities and adding to costs. 

209. The fact that the MACCS2's ATMOS model was inappropriate for use at 

Davis-Besse should have been apparent to FENOC from reading the MACCS2 

Guidance Report, June 2004, referenced directly above. It additionally wamed 

that the code "should be applied with caution at distances greater than ten to 

fifteen miles, especially if meteorological conditions are likely to be different 

from those at the source of release." There are large potentially affected 

population concentrations more than 10-15 miles from Davis-Besse - for 

example: Detroit^Windsor; Toledo; Cleveland. Further, the MACCS2 Guidance 

Report, June 2004 said that, "Gaussian models are inherently flat-earth models, 

and perform best over regions where there is minimal variation in terrain." 

Although FENOC states at ER 3.1.1 (see also Page 2.1-1) that "The topography 

ofthe site and vicinity is flat with marsh areas bordering the lake and the upland 

area rising to only 10 to 15 feet above the lake low water datum level in the 
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general surrounding area. The site itself varies in elevation from marsh bottom, 

below lake level, to approximately six feet above lake level," even slight 

variations in the surrounding region's topography, including forests and urban 

cityscapes, make overly simplistic meteorological radiation plume dispersion 

models inappropriate. 

Input Data 

210. Another significant defect in FENOC's model is that its meteorological 

inputs (e.g., wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability and mixing 

heights) into the MACCS2 are based on data collected from just one site - at 

Davis-Besse itself. In addition, data from just three years were collected, 2006 to 

2008, and, worse, "2008 meteorological data were deemed to be not viable as 

MACCS2 input." (FENOC ER, E.3.4.3, METEOROLOGICAL DATA) Such 

scant measurement data, from one meteorological station, will definitely not 

suffice to define the Great Lakes "sea breeze" or capture variability. 

Government and Independent Studies 

211. Govemment and independent studies support Petitioners' claim that a 

straight line Gaussian plume model cannot account for the effects of complex 

terrain on the dispersion of pollutants from a source. Therefore its use is 

inappropriate for use for FENOC's analysis to determine the potential area of 

impact and deposition in a severe accident at Davis-Besse. Take the following 

examples from Nuclear Regulatory Commission, EPA, DOE, and National 

Research Council: 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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212. 1972: NRC Regulatory Guide 123 (Safety Guide 23) On Site 

Meteorological Programs 1972, states that, "at some sites, due to complex flow 

pattems in non-uniform terrain, additional wind and temperature instrumentation 

and more comprehensive programs may be necessary." 

213. 1977: NRC began to question the feasibility of using straight line 

Gaussian plume models for complex terrain. See U.S.NRC, 1977, Draft for 

Comment Reg. Guide l .I l l at lc(pages 1.111-9 to 1.111-10). 

214. 1983: In January 1983, NRC Guidance [ NUREG-0737, Supplement 1 

"Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," January 1983 Regulatory 

Guide 1.97-Application to Emergency Response Facilities; 6.1 Requirements], 

suggested that changes in on-site meteorological monitoring systems would be 

warranted if they have not provided a reliable indication of monitoring conditions 

that are representative within the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ (emergency 

planning zone). 

215. 1996; The NRC acknowledged the inadequacy of simple straight-line 

Gaussian plume models to predict air transport and dispersion of a pollutant 

released from a source in a complex terrain when it issued RTM-96, Response 

Technical Manual, which contains simple methods for estimating possible 

consequences of various radiological accidents. In the glossary of that document, 

the NRC's definition of "Gaussian plume dispersion model" states that such 

models have important limitations, including the inability to "deal well with 

complex terrain." NUREG/BR-0150, Vol.1 Rev.4, Section Q; ADAMS 

Accession Number ML062560259, 
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216. 2004: A NRC research paper. Comparison of Average Transport and 

Dispersion Among a Gaussian, a Two-Dimensional and a Three-Dimensional 

Model, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, October, 2004 at 2, 

("Livermore Report") had an important caveat added to the Report's summary 

about the scientific reliability ofthe use of a straight-line Gaussian model in 

complex terrains: 

. . . [Tjhis study was performed in an area with smooth or favorable terrain and 

persistent winds although with stmcture in the form of low-level nocturnal jets 

and severe storms. In regions with complex terrain, particularly if the surface 

wind direction changes with height, caution should be used. Livermore Report at 

72 (Emphasis added) 

217. 2005: In December, 2005, as part of a cooperative program between the 

governments ofthe United States and Russia to improve the safety of nuclear 

power plants designed and built by the former Soviet Union, the NRC issued a 

Procedures Guide for a Probabilistic Risk Assessment, related to a Russian 

Nuclear Power Station. The Guide, prepared by the Brookhaven National 

Laboratory and NRC staff, explained that atmospheric transport of released 

material is carried out assuming Gaussian plume dispersion, which is "generally 

valid for flat terrain." However, the Guide added the caveat that in "specific cases 

of plant location, such as, for example, a mountainous area or a valley, more 

detailed dispersion models may have to be considered." Kalinin WER-IOOO 

Nuclear power Station Unit 1 PRA, Procedures Guide for a Probabilistic Risk 

Assessment, NUREG/CR- 6572, Rev. 1 at 3-114; excerpt attached as Exhibit 
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"Kalinin PRA," full report available at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-

co llection s/nuregs/contract/cr6 572. 

218. 2007: NRC revised their Regulatory Guide 1.23, Meteorological 

Monitoring Programs for Nuclear Power Plants. On page 11, the section entitied 

Special Considerations for Complex Terrain Sites says that, "At some sites, 

because of complex flow patterns in nonuniform terrain, additional wind and 

temperature instrumentation and more comprehensive programs may be 

necessary. For example, the representation of circulation for a hill-valley 

complex or a site near a large body of water may need additional measuring 

points to determine airflow pattems and spatial variations of atmospheric 

stability. Occasionally, the unique diffusion characteristics of a particular site 

may also warrant the use of special meteorological instrumentation and/or 

studies. 

The plant's operational meteorological monitoring program should provide an 

adequate basis for atmospheric transport and diffusion estimates within the plume 

exposure emergency planning zone [i.e., within approximately 16 kilometers" (10 

miles)]. (For example, if the comparison ofthe primary and supplemental 

meteorological systems indicates convergence in a lake breeze setting, then a 

"keyhole" protective action recommendation (e.g., evacuating a 2-mile radius.) 

These excerpts from Regulatory Guide 1.23 demonstrate that the NRC recognizes 

there are certain sites, such as those located in coastal areas, like Seabrook, that 

multiple meteorological data input sources are needed for appropriate air dispersion 

modeling. Not simply one or two meteorological towers onsite. Since the straight-line 
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Gaussian plume model is incapable of handling complex flow pattems and 

meteorological data input from multiple locations, Regulatory Guide 1.23 

demonstrates NRC's recognition that it should not be used at any site with complex 

terrain. 

219. 2009: NRC made a presentation to the National Radiological Emergency 

Planning Conference (Ibid.) concluded that the straight-line Gaussian plume 

models cannot accurately predict dispersion in a complex terrain and are 

therefore scientifically defective for that purpose [ADAMS - ML091050226, 

ML091050257, and ML091050269 (page references used here refer to the 

portion attached. Part 2, ML091050257).] Most reactors, if not all, are located in 

complex terrains. In the presentation, NRC said that the "most limiting aspect" of 

the basic Gaussian Model, is its "inability to evaluate spatial and temporal 

differences in model inputs" [Slide 28]. Spatial refers to the ability to represent 

impacts on the plume after releases from the site e.g., plume bending to follow a 

river valley or sea breeze circulation. Temporal refers to the ability ofthe model 

to reflect data changes over time, e.g., change in release rate and meteorology 

[Slide 4]. Because the basic Gaussian model is non-spatial, it cannot account for 

the effect of terrain on the trajectory ofthe plume - that is, the plume is assumed 

to travel in a straight line regardless ofthe surrounding terrain. Therefore, it 

cannot, for example, "'curve' a plume around mountains or follow a river 

valley." NRC 2009 Presentation, Slide 33. Further NRC says that it cannot 

account for transport and diffusion in coastal sites subject to the sea breeze. The 

NRC says that the sea breeze causes the plume to change direction caused by 
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differences in temperature ofthe air above the water versus that above the land 

after sunrise. If the regional wind flow is light, a circulation will be established 

between the two air masses. At night, the land cools faster, and a reverse 

circulation (weak) may occur [Slide 43]. Turbulence causes the plume to be 

drawn to ground level [Slide 44]. The presentation goes on to say that, 

"Additional meteorological towers may be necessary to adequately model sea 

breeze sites" [Slide 40]. The significance of all this is that Davis-Besse is 

immediately adjacent to Lake Erie, and thus subject to Great Lakes shoreline "sea 

breezes," and, despite FENOC's ER claims that the surrounding region is 

completely flat, there are forested hills (such as Ottawa Hills, Ottawa Park, and 

the former Stranahan Estate, now known as Wlldwood Preserve Metropark, near 

Toledo), especially to the southeast beginning about 50 miles away; there are also 

river valleys in the region, including the Detroit River valley between Michigan 

and Ontario, the Maumee River valley that flows into Lake Erie at Toledo, the 

Sandusky River valley that flows into Lake Erie at Sandusky County, and the 

Cuyahoga River valley that flows into Lake Erie at Cuyahoga County, to name 

but a few. [Petitioners' Exhibit, Map showing Ohio rivers.] 

220. Significantly, the NRC 2009 Presentation then discussed the methods of 

more advanced models that can address terrain impact on plume transport, 

including models in which emissions from a source are released as a series of 

puffs, each of which can be carried separately by the wind, (NRC 2009 

Presentation Slides 35, 36). This modeling method is similar to CALPUFF. 

Licensees are not required, however, to use these models in order to more 
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accurately predict where the plume will travel to base protective action 

recommendations. 

EPA 

221. Likewise, EPA recognized the need for complex models. For example: 

EPA's 2005 Guideline on Air Quality Models says in Section 7.2.8 

Inhomogenous Local Winds that, 

In very mgged hilly or mountainous terrain, along coastlines, or near large 

land use variations, the characterization ofthe winds is a balance of 

various forces, such that the assumptions of steady-state straight line 

transport both in time and space are inappropriate. (Fed. Reg., 11/09/05). 

222. EPA goes on to say that, "In special cases described, refined trajectory air 

quality models can be applied in a case-by-case basis for air quality estimates for 

such complex non-steady-state meteorological conditions." This EPA Guideline 

also references an EPA 2000 report, Meteorological Monitoring Guidance for 

Regulatory Model Applications, EPA-454/R-9 9-005, Febmary 2000. Section 3.4 

of this Guidance for Coastal Locations, discusses the need for multiple inland 

meteorological monitoring sites, with the monitored parameters dictated by the 

data input needs of particular air quality models. 

223. EPA concludes that a report prepared for NRC (31 Raynor, G.S.P. 

Michael, and S. SethuRaman, 1979, Recommendations for Meteorological 

Measurement Programs and Atmospheric Diffusion Prediction Methods for Use 

at Coastal Nuclear Reactor 5'//^5.NUREG/CR-0936, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, Washington, DC.) provides a detailed discussion of considerations 
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for conducting meteorological measurement programs at coastal sites, for 

reactors on large bodies of water. Most important, EPA's November 2005 

Modeling Guideline (Appendix A to Appendix W) lists EPA's "preferred 

models" and the use of straight line Gaussian plume model, called ATMOS, is 

not listed. Sections 6.1 and 6.2.3 discuss that the Gaussian model is not capable 

of modeling beyond 50 km (32 miles) and the basis for EPA to recommend 

CALPUFF, a non - straight line model. 

(http://www.epa.gov/scram001/guidance/guide/appw_05.pdf) 

DOE 

224. DOE, too, recognizes the limitations ofthe straight-line Gaussian plume 

model. They say for example that Gaussian models are inherently flat-earth 

models, and perform best over regions of transport where there is minimal 

variation in terrain. Because of this, there is inherent conservatism (and 

simplicity) if the environs have a significant nearby buildings, tall vegetation, or 

grade variations not taken into account in the dispersion parameterization. 

(MACCS2 Guidance Report June 2004 Final Report, page 3-8:3.2 

Phenomenological Regimes of Applicability) 

National Research Council 

225. Tracking and Predicting The Atmospheric Dispersion of Hazardous 

Material Releases Implications for Homeland Securitv. Committee on the 

Atmospheric Dispersion.of Hazardous Material Releases Board on Atmospheric 

Sciences and Climate Division on Earth and Life Studies, National Research 
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Council ofthe National Academies, 2003. The.report discusses how the 

analytical Gaussian models were used in the 1960s and tested 

against limited field experiments in flat terrain areas performed in earlier decades. 

226. In the 1970s the US passed the Clean Air Act which required the use of 

dispersion models to estimate the air quality impacts of emissions sources for 

comparison to regulatory limits. This resulted in the development and testing of 

advanced models for applications in complex terrain settings such as in 

mountainous or coastal areas. In the 1980s, further advances were made with 

Lagrangian puff models and with Eulerian grid models. Gaussian models moved 

beyond the simple use of sets of dispersion coefficients to incorporate Monvn-

Obukhov and other boundary layer similarity measures which are the basis of 

contemporary EPA models used for both short range and long range transport 

applications. Helped enormously by advances in computer technologies, in the 

1990s, significant advances were made in numerical weather prediction models 

and also further improve dispersion models through the incorporation of field 

experiment results and improved boundary layer parameterization. The decade 

starting with the year 2000 has seen improved resolution of meteorological 

models such as MM5 and the routine linkage of meteorological models with 

transport and dispersion models as exemplified by the real time forecasts of 

detailed fine grid weather conditions available to the public at Olympic 

events. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models which involve very fine 

grid numerical simulations of turbulence and fluid flow began to see applications 
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in atmospheric dispersion studies. The next decade will see routine application of 

CFD techniques to complex flows associated with emergency response needs. 

227. The nuclear industry does not show evidence of keeping up with these 

technological advances. For use in modeling air quality concentrations, the NRC uses 

straight-line Gaussian dispersion algorithms that date back to the 1960s. Complex 

flow situations such as those associated with flow around complex terrain features 

(such as urban cityscapes, forested hills, or river valleys in the region around Davis-

Besse) or that would incorporate Great Lakes shoreline "sea breeze" circulations are 

not simulated. For emergency response applications, the NRC does not seem to 

require any advanced modeling to be installed at nuclear power plants. As but one 

example ofthe complex topographical features in Davis-Besse's region, consider the 

Cuyahoga River Valley - meaning "Crooked River" in the original Native American 

language, which gives way to deep forests and rolling hills. [Petitioners' Exhibit, 

"National Park Service: Cuyahoga Valley National Park, Ohio."] 

Atmospheric Scientists and Meteorologists 

228. For over three decades atmospheric scientists and meteorologists have 

been identifying problems in the use of models similar to ATMOS for such 

settings. Example: Steven R. Hanna, Gary A, Briggs, Rayford P. Hosker, Jr., 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Atmospheric Turbulence and 

Diffusion Laboratory, Handbook on Atmospheric Diffusion (1982). 

229. The inability of a simple Gaussian plume model to accurately predict air 

transport and dispersion in complex terrains is such a basic flaw that it is 

discussed in a textbook for a college-level introductory course in environmental 
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science and engineering (Environmental Science and Engineering, J. Glynn 

Henry & Gary W. Heinke, (Prentice-Hall 1989) at 528 (Chapter 13 authored by 

William J. Moroz). In listing the assumptions that are made to develop a simple 

straight line Gaussian plume model, the textbook wams that: 

The equation is to be used over relatively flat, homogeneous terrain. It 

should not be used routinely in coastal or mountainous areas, in any area 

where building profiles are highly irregular, or where the plume travels 

over warm bare soil and then over colder snow or ice covered surfaces. 

182. In addition, FENOC used NRC's "practice" of using mean consequence values in 

their SAMA analysis, resulting in averaging of potential consequences that minimized the 

findings and conclusions on the meteorological modeling. 

USE OF INPUTS THAT MINIMIZED AND INACCURATELY REFLECTED 
THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT, INCLUDING 
DECONTAMINATION COSTS, CLEANUP COSTS AND HEALTH COSTS, AND 

THAT EITHER MINIMIZED OR IGNORED A HOST OF OTHER COSTS 

Basis 

183. The ER is required to include "a consideration of altematives to mitigate severe 

accidents (SAMA)." 10 CFR 51.53(c )(30(ii)(L) That analysis depends upon an accurate 

calculation ofthe cost of a severe accident in order to have a base line against which to 

measure proposed mitigation measures. FENOC, instead, severely minimized 

decontamination and clean-up costs, health costs (that includes inaccurately modeling 

evacuation time estimates), and minimized and ignored a myriad of other economic costs 

that belong in a SAMA analysis. 

Decontamination and Clean Up Costs 
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184. The SAMA analysis for Davis-Besse uses the outdated and inaccurate 

MACCS2 code to calculate decontamination and clean up costs. The cost formula used in 

the MACCS2 underestimates costs likely to be incurred as a result of a dispersion of 

radiation. Therefore FENOC's SAMA analysis significantiy underestimates the costs 

associated with an accident, 

185. The MACCS2 Decontamination Plan is described in part in the Code Manual for 

MACCS2: Volume I, User's Guide (NUREG/CR-6613, Vol. I) Prepared by D. Chanin 

and M.I. Young, May 1998. Section 7.5 Decontamination Plan describes some ofthe 

assumptions. It says at 7-10 that. 

Many decontamination processes (e,g., plowing, fire hosing) reduce 

groundshine and resuspension doses by washing surface contamination 

down into the ground. Since these processes may not move contamination 

out ofthe root zone, the WASH-1400 based economic cost model of 

MACCS2 assumes that farmland decontamination reduces direct exposure 

doses to farmers without reducing uptake of radioactivity by root systems. 

Thus decontamination of farmland does not reduce the ingestion doses 

produced by the consumption of crops that are contaminated by root 

uptake. 

Simply from this section ofthe document, it becomes clear what is wrong. For example: 

(1) It says the economic cost model, is based on WASH-1400; WASH-1400, in tum, was 

based on clean up after a nuclear explosion. However, cleanup after a nuclear bomb 

explosion is not comparable to clean up after a nuclear reactor accident and assuming so 

will underestimate cost. Nuclear explosions result in larger-sized radionuclide particles; 
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reactor accidents release small sized particles. Decontamination is far less effective, or 

even possible, for small particle sizes. Nuclear reactor releases range in size from a 

fraction of a micron to a couple of microns; whereas nuclear bomb explosions fallout is 

much larger ~ particles that are ten to hundreds of microns. These small-sized nuclear 

reactor particulate releases can get wedged into small cracks and crevices of buildings 

making clean up extremely difficult or impossible. 

186. WASH-1400's referenced nuclear weapon clean up experiments involved 

cleaning up fallout involving large mass loading where the there was a small amount of 

radioactive material in a large mass of dirt and demolished material. Only the bottom 

layer will be in contact with the soil and the massive amount of debris can be swept up 

with brooms or vacuums resulting in a relatively effective, quick and cheap cleanup that 

would not be the case with a nuclear reactors fine particulate. 

187. Third, a weapon explosion results in non-penetrating radiation so that workers 

only require basic respiration and skin protection. This allows for cleaning up soon after 

the event. In contrast a reactor release involves gamma radiation and there is no gear to 

protect workers from gamma radiation. Therefore cleanup cannot be expedited and 

decontamination is less effective with the passage of time. 

188. Also ignored is radioactive waste disposal. In a weapon's wake, the waste could 

be shipped to Utah or to the Nevada Test Site. The Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC) waste 

expected in a reactor accident would not have a repository likely available to receive such 

a large quantity of material in the foreseeable future. Also, the costs incurred for 

safeguarding the wastes and preventing their being re-suspended are not accounted for in 

the model. Even optimistically assuming a repository becoming available, (Utah's site is 
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approximately one-square mile and the volume of waste from a severe accident at 

Davis-Besse would likely require a larger facility) it seems unlikely that there would be a 

sufficient quantity of transport containers and communities not objecting to the hazardous 

materials going over their roads, rails, and/or waterways and through their communities 

during transport. 

189. (2) The User's Guide described decontamination processes as "plowing" and "fire 

hosing." We know that CERLA, EPA and local authorities would not allow use of those 

methods. Fire hosing and plowing does not decontaminate, it simply moves the 

contamination from one place to another -only to reappear again later in groundwater, 

re-suspended into the air, or in food. Therefore cleanup will take far longer, be more 

expensive, and its success (defined as returning to pre-accident status) unlikely. 

190. Apparently missing from consideration is that forests, wetiands and shorelines 

cannot realistically be cleaned up and decontaminated. The area within 50-miles of 

Davis-Besse consists of miles of beaches, rivers, wetiands, forests and park land 

191. Additionally, urban areas will be considerably more expensive and time 

consuming to decontaminate and clean than rural areas. There are numerous water and 

urban areas within 50-miles. 

192. The US Department of Homeland Security has commissioned studies for the 

economic consequences of a Rad/Nuc attack and although much more deposition would 

occur in reactor accident, magnifying consequences and costs, there are important lessons 

to be leamed from these studies. 

193. Barbara Reichmuth's study, "Economic Consequences of a Rad/Nuc attack: 

Cleanup Standards Significantly Affect Cost," 2005 (Economic Consequences of a 
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Rad/Nuc attack: Cleanup Standards Significantly Affect Cost, Barbara Reichmuth, 

Steve Short, Tom Wood, Fred Rutz, Debbie Swartz, Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory, 2005("Reichmuth" Attachment), Table 1, Summary Unit Costs for D &D 

(Decontamination and Decommissioning), Building Replacement, and Evacuation 

Costs, provides estimates for different types of areas, from farm or range land to high 

density urban areas. Reichmuth's study also points out that the economic consequences 

of a Rad/Nuc event are highly dependent on cleanup standards. "Cleanup costs 

generally increase dramatically for standards more stringent than 500 mrem/yr;" 

however currently a cleanup standard is not agreed upon by NRC and EPA and appears 

to range from 15 mrem/yr to 5 rem/yr. 

194. The General Accounting Office (GAO) reports that the current EPA and NRC 

cleanup standards differ and these differences have implications for both the pace and 

ultimate cost of cleanup. (GAO, "Radiation Standards Scientific Basis Inconclusive, and 

EPA and NRC Disagreement Continues," June 2004.) FENOC does not appear to 

account for this issue. 

195. A similar study was done by Robert Luna, Survey of Costs Arising from Potential 

Radionuclide Scattering Events. ("Survey of Costs Arising From Potential Radionuclide 

Scattering Events," Robert Luna, Sandia National Laboratories, Waste Management 2008 

Conference, February 24-28,2008, Phoenix AZ ("Luna" Attachment) Luna concluded that, 

"...the expenditures needed to recover from a successful attack using an RDD 

[radiological dispersal device] type device ...are likely to be significant from the 

standpoint of resources available to local or state govemments. Even a device that 

contaminates an area of a few hundred acres (a square kilometer) to a level that 
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requires modest remediation is likely to produce costs ranging from $10M to 

$300M or more depending on the intensity of commercialization, population 

density, and details of land use in the area." (Luna, Pg., 6) 

196. Therefore a severe accident at Davis-Besse is likely to result in huge costs; costs 

not accounted for by FENOC, because ofthe type and magnitude of radionuclides 

released in comparison with a RDD type device. 

197. In place ofthe outdated decontamination costs figure in the MACCS2 code, the 

SAMA analysis for Davis-Besse should incorporate, for example, the analytical framework 

contained in the 1996 Sandia National laboratories report conceming site restoration 

costs (Site Restoration: Estimation of Attributable Costs from Plutonium-Dispersal 

Accidents, SAND96-0957, David Chanin, Walt Murfin, UC-502, (May 1996), available on 

line at: http://chaninconsulting,com/index.php?resume) as well as studies examining 

Chemobyl and RDD type devices. 

198. The Sandia Site restoration study analyzed the expected financial costs for 

cleaning up and decontaminating a mixed-use urban land and Midwest farm and range 

land. The study was commissioned by DOE to estimate activities likely to be involved 

in the decontamination of an accident involving the dispersal of plutonium. Although 

there would be many differences in a nuclear reactor accident, the methodology and 

conclusions to estimate costs are directly useful. 

199. The study recognized that earlier estimates (such as incorporated in WASH-1400 

and up through and including MACCS2) of decontamination costs are incorrect 

because they examined fallout from nuclear explosion of nuclear weapons that produce 

large particle sizes and high mass loadings. 
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200. For an extended decontamination and remediation operation in a mixed-use urban 

area with an average population density. Site restoration predicted a cleanup cost of 

$311,000,000 per square km using offsite disposal and $309,000,000 per square km using 

on-site disposal. (Site restoration, Pg., 6-5) 

201. The costs would be much higher for example for the metropolitan areas of 

Detroit, Windsor, Toledo, and Cleveland, considering that they are industrial, tourist, 

educational, transportation, port, and financial centers. The economic losses stemming 

from the stigma effects of a severe accident would be staggering. The Sandia Site 

restoration study further says, 

"In comparing the numbers of cancer health effects that could result from 

a plutonium-dispersal accident to those that could result from a severe 

accident at a commercial nuclear power plant, it is readily apparent that 

the health consequences and costs of a severe reactor accident could 

greatly exceed the consequences of even a "worst-case" plutonium-

dispersal accident because the quantities of radioactive material in nuclear 

weapons are a small fraction ofthe quantities present in an operating 

nuclear power plant." (Site restoration, Pg., 2-3, 2-4) 

202. FENOC lists under decontamination costs the costs of farm and non-farm 

decontamination and the value of farm and non-farm wealth. However nowhere is 

there a discussion ofthe loss of, and costs to remediate, the economic infrastructure 

that make business, tourism and other economic activity possible. Economic 

infrastructure is the basic physical and organizational structures needed for the 

operation of a society or enterprise, or the services and facilities necessary for an 
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economy to function. The term typically refers to the technical structures that support a 

society, such as roads, water supply, sewers, power grids telecommunications, and so 

forth. Viewed functionally, 'mfr&sixxxcturQ facilitates the production of goods and 

services; for example, roads enable the transport of raw materials to a factory, and also 

for the distribution of finished products to markets. Also, the term may also include 

basic social services such as schools and hospitals. 

203. FENOC also appears to ignore the indirect economic effects or the "multiplier 

effects." For example, depending on the business done inside the building 

contaminated, the regional and national economy could be negatively impacted. A 

resulting decrease in the area's real estate prices, tourism, and commercial transactions 

could have long-term negative effects on the region's economy. 

204. FENOC must be required to take all of these real cleanup costs into account. 

FENOC's SAMA analysis fails to do so and grossly underestimates costs making 

mitigations not appear cost effective. 

Health Costs 

205. Health costs are an important part of economic consequences. FENOC's "life 

losf value is much too low. EPA values a life lost at $6.1 million (U.S.E.P.A., 1997, 

The Benefits and Costs ofthe Clean Air Act, 1970 to 1990, Report to US Congress 

(October), pages 44-45). The current ER assigns a value of $2,000 per person-rem 

(FENOC ER, E, Page E-48). 

206. The population dose conversion factor of $2,000/person-rem used by FENOC to 

estimate the cost ofthe health effects generated by radiation exposure is based on a 

deeply flawed analysis and seriously underestimates the cost ofthe health consequences 
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of severe accidents. 

207. FENOC underestimates the population-dose related costs of a severe accident by 

relying inappropriately on a $2,000/person-rem conversion factor. FENOC's use ofthe 

conversion factor is inappropriate because it (1) does not take into account the significant 

loss of life associated with early fatalities from acute radiation exposure that could result 

from some ofthe severe accident scenarios included in FENOC's risk analysis; and (2) 

underestimates the generation of stochastic health effects by failing to take into account 

the fact that some members ofthe public exposed to radiation after a severe accident will 

receive doses above the threshold level for application of a dose- and dose-rate reduction 

effectiveness factor (DDREF). 

208. The $2,000/person-rem conversion factor is intended to represent the cost 

associated with the harm caused by radiation exposure with respect to the causation of 

"stochastic health effects," that is, fatal cancers, non-fatal cancers, and hereditary 

effects. (38 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory 

Research, "Reassessment of NRC's Dollar Per Person-Rem Conversion Factor 

Policy," NUREG-1530, 1995, p. 12.) The value was derived by NRC staff by dividing 

the Staffs estimate for the value of a statistical life, $3 million (presumably in 1995 

dollars, the year the analysis was published) by a risk coefficient for stochastic health 

effects from low-level radiation of 7xl0-4/person-rem, as recommended in Publication 

No. 60 ofthe International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). (This risk 

coefficient includes nonfatal stochastic health effects in addition to fatal cancers.) But 

the use of this conversion factor in FENOC's SAMA analysis is inappropriate in two 
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key respects. As a result FENOC underestimates the health-related costs associated 

with severe accidents. 

209. First, the $2,000/person-rem conversion factor is specifically intended to 

represent only stochastic health effects (e.g. cancer), and not deterministic health 

effects "including early fatalities which could result from very high doses to particular 

individuals." (39 U.S. NRC (1995), op cit., p. I.) However, for some ofthe severe 

accident scenarios evaluated by FENOC at Davis-Besse, we estimate that large 

numbers of early fatalities could occur representing a significant fraction ofthe total 

number of projected fatalities, both early and latent. This is consistent with the findings 

ofthe Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants 

(NUREG-1437). (40 U.S. NRC, Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License 

Renewal of Nuclear Plants, NUREG-1437, Vol. 1, May 1996, Table 5.5.) Therefore, it 

is inappropriate to use a conversion factor that does not include deterministic effects. 

210. According to NRC's guidance, "the NRC believes that regulatory issues involving 

deterministic effects and/or early fatalities would be very rare, and can be addressed on a 

case-specific basis, as the need arises." (U.S. NRC, "Reassessment of NRC's Dollar Per 

Person-Rem Conversion Factor Policy (1995), op ch., p.l3.) Based on our estimate ofthe 

potential number of early fatalities resulting from a severe accident at Davis-Besse, this is 

certainly a case where this need exists. 

211. Second, the $2,000/person-rem factor, as derived by NRC, also underestimates 

the total cost ofthe latent cancer fatalities that would result from a given population 

dose because it assumes that all exposed persons receive dose commitments below the 
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threshold at which the dose and dose-rate reduction factor (DDREF) (typically a factor 

of 2) should be applied. However, for certain severe accident scenarios at Davis-Besse 

evaluated by FENOC, we estimate that considerable numbers of people would receive 

doses high enough so that the DDREF should not be applied. (The default value ofthe 

DDREF threshold is 20 rem in the MACCS2 code input.) This means, essentially, 

that for those individuals, a one-rem dose would be worth "more" because it would be 

more effective at cancer induction than for individuals receiving doses below the 

threshold. To illustrate, if a group of 1,000 people receive doses of 30 rem each over a 

short period of time (population dose 30,000 person-rem), 30 latent cancer fatalities 

would be expected, associated with a cost of $90 million, using NRC's estimate of $3 

million per statistical life and a cancer risk coefficient of lxlO-3/person-rem. If a group 

of 100,000 people received doses of 0.3 rem each (also a population dose of 30,000 

person-rem), a DDREF of 2 would be applied, and only 15 latent cancer fatalities 

would be expected, at a cost of $45 million. Thus a single cost conversion factor, based 

on a DDREF of 2, is not appropriate when some members of an exposed population 

receive doses for which a DDREF would not be applied. 

212. A better way to evaluate the cost equivalent ofthe health consequences resulting 

from a severe accident is simply to sum the total number of early fatalities and latent 

cancer fatalities, as computed by the MACCS2 code, and multiply by the $3 million 

figure. Again, we do not believe it is reasonable to distinguish between the loss of a 

"statistical" life and the loss of a "deterministic" life when calculating the cost of 

health effects. 
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213. Another way to explain why FENOC's estimates of how many lives might be lost 

are too low is to look at the 1982 Sandia National Laboratory report, using 1970 census 

data, that estimated the number of cancer deaths at Davis-Besse in a severe accident to 

be 10,000; eariy fatalities 1,400; and eariy injuries 73,000. Peak fatalities were 

estimated by CRAC lo occur within 20 miles of Davis-Besse; and peak injuries to 

occur with 65 miles of Davis-Besse from a core melt. (CRAC-2, Calculation of 

Reactor Accident Consequences, U.S. Nuclear Power Plants, Sandia National 

Laboratory, 1982.) 

214. The population ofthe affected area, no matter what model is used, has greatly 

increased during the intervening almost 40 years. Further CRAC was based on old, and 

now outdated, dose response models. 

215. In the SAMA, cancer incidence was not considered; neither were the many other 

potential health effects from exposure in a severe radiological event (National Academy 

of Sciences, BEIR VII Report, 2005). 

216. FENOC's cost-benefit analysis ignored a marked increase in the value of cancer 

mortality risk per unit of radiation at low doses (2-3 rem average), as shown by recent 

studies published on radiation workers (Elizabeth Cardis et al., "Risk of cancer risk after 

low doses of ionising radiation: retrospective cohort study in 15 countries." British Medical 

Journal (2005) 331:77. Available on line at: 

http://www.bioone.org/doi/abs/l0.1667/RR1443.l?cookieSet=l&prevSearch=) and by the 

Techa River cohort (Krestinina LY, Preston DL, Ostroumova EV, Degteva MO, Ron E, 

Vyushkova OV, et al. 2005. Protracted radiation exposure and cancer mortality in the 

Techa River cohort. Radiation Research 164(5).602-6n. Available on line at: 
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http://www.bioone.Org/doi/abs/l0.1667/RR3452.l). Both studies give similar values for 

low dose, protracted exposure, namely (1) cancer death per Sievert (100 rem). According to 

the results ofthe study by Cardis et al. and use ofthe risk numbers derived from the Techa 

River cohort the SAMA analyses prepared for Seabrook needs to be redone. It seems clear 

that a number of additional SAMAs that were previously rejected by the applicant's 

methodology will now become cost effective. 

217. Cancer incidence and the other many health effects from exposure to radiation in 

a severe radiological event (National Academy of Sciences, BEIR VII Report, 2005) 

must be considered; they were not. Neither did FENOC appear to consider indirect costs. 

Medical expenditures are only one component ofthe total economic burden of cancer. 

The indirect costs include losses in time and economic productivity and liability resulting 

from radiation health related illness and death. 

218. Petitioner's examination of FENOC's Emergency Response analysis 

shows that the Applicant's evacuation time input data into the code were unrealistically low 

and unsubstantiated; and that if correct evacuation times and assumptions regarding 

evacuation had been used, the analysis would show far fewer will evacuate in a timely 

manner, increasing health-related costs. Little to no indication is provided, for example, 

that the following site-specific variables that would slow response time were taken into 

consideration in the analysis: shadow evacuation; evacuation time estimates during 

inclement weather coinciding with high traffic periods such as commuter traffic, peak 

commute time, holidays, summer beach/holiday traffic; notification delay delays because 

notification is largely based on sirens that cannot be heard indoors above normal ambient 

noise with windows closed or air conditioning systems operating. 
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A myriad of other economic costs were underestimated or totally ignored 
by the applicant that when added together would in all likelihood add up collectively 

to a significant amount 

219. For example, FENOC did not appear to include in their economic cost estimates 

the business value of property and the incurred costs such as costs required from job 

retraining, unemployment payments, and inevitable litigation. They used an assumed 

value of non-farm wealth that appeared not justified by review of Banker and 

Tradesmen sales figures. FENOC appears to underestimate Farm Value, for 

example, by not considering the value ofthe farm property for development purposes 

as opposed to agricultural; and farm land assessments are intentionally very low to 

encourage farming and open space. 

Use Of Inappropriate Statistical Analysis Of The Data, Specifically The Applicant 
Chose To Follow NRC Practice, Not NRC Regulation, Regarding SAMA Analyses By 

Using Mean Consequence Values Instead Of, For Example, 95 Percentile Values 

Basis 

220. FENOC fails to consider the uncertainties in its consequence calculation resulting 

from meteorological variations by only using mean values for population dose and offsite 

economic cost estimates. Dr. Edwin S. Lyman, Senior Staff Scientist, Union of Concemed 

Scientists report commissioned by Riverkeeper, Inc., November 2007, "A Critique ofthe 

Radiological Consequence Assessment Conducted in Support ofthe Indian Point Severe 

Accident Mitigation Altematives Analysis" (Report available at NRC Electronic Library, 

Adams Accession Number ML073410093) provides valuable lessons to apply to Davis-

Besse's SAMA. 

221. The consequence calculation, as carried out by the MACCS2 code, generates a 

series of results based on random sampling of a year's worth of weather data. The code 
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provides a statistical distribution ofthe results. We find, based on calculations done at 

other reactors such as Indian Point, that the ratio ofthe 95th percentile to the mean of 

this distribution is typically a factor of 3 to 4 for outcomes such as early fatalities, 

latent cancer fatalities and off-site economic consequences. 

222. Kamiar Jamali {Use of risk in measures in design and licensing of future 

reactors. Reliability Engineering and Safety System 95 (2010) 935-943 

www.elsevier,com/locate/ress; Kamiar Jamali, DOE Project Manager for Code Manual for 

MACCS2: Vol. 1, User's Guide (NUREG/CR 6613/SAND 97-0594, Vol.1; DOE Project 

Manager for Code Manual for MACCS2: Vol. 2, Preprocessor Codes COMIDA A2, 

FGRDCF, DCF2 (NUREG/CR 6613/SAND 97-0594, Vol. 2); member ofthe working 

group for DOB Standard Guidance for Preparation DOE 5480.22(TSR) and DOE 5480.23 

(SAR) Implementation Plans, November 1994.) observes that, 

"It is well" known that quantitative results of PRAs, in particular, are subject to 

various types of uncertainties. Examples of these uncertainties include 

probabilistic quantification of single and common cause hardware or software 

failures, occurrence of certain physical phenomena, human errors of omission or 

commission, magnitudes of source terms, radionuclide release and transport, 

atmospheric dispersion, biological effects of radiation, dose calculations, and 

many others. (935)." 

223. Despite such wamings, FENOC has unconvincingly performed suspect 

sensitivity analyses, inadequately dealing with such "Uncertainty" in its ER. 

Summary 
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224. The SAMA analysis included in the Davis-Besse Environmental Report is 

incomplete. FENOC's SAMA analysis instead minimized costs likely to be incuned in 

a severe accident so as mitigation to reduce risk appeared not to be justified by: (1) 

FENOC's use of probabilistic modeling underestimated the deaths, injuries, and 

economic impact likely from a severe accident by multiplying consequence values, 

irrespective of their amount, with very low probability numbers, the consequence 

figures appeared minimal. (2) Minimization ofthe potential amount of radioactive 

material released in a severe accident. (3) Use of an outdated and inaccurate proxy, the 

MACCS2 computer program, to perform its SAMA analysis. (4) Use of an 

inappropriate air dispersion model, the straight-line Gaussian plume, and 

meteorological data inputs that did not accurately predict the geographic dispersion 

and deposition of radionuclides at Davis-Besse's Great Lakes shoreline location. (5) 

Use of inputs that minimized and inaccurately reflected the economic consequences of 

a severe accident, including decontamination costs, cleanup costs and health costs, and 

that either minimized or ignored a host of other costs. (6) Use of inappropriate 

statistical analysis ofthe data - specifically the Applicant chose to follow NRC 

practice, not NRC regulation, regarding SAMA analyses by using mean consequence 

values instead of, for example, 95 percentile values. 

225. Petitioners do not offer examples of how this cost benefit equation might have 

been skewed in favor of no mitigation. The dramatic minimization of costs by FENOC 

are such that it should be obvious that many SAMAs would be cost effective if the 

described defects in the analysis were addressed. In Duke Energy Corp., at 13, the 

licensee argued that NEPA could not require it to implement any particular SAMA, 
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regardless of the how the cost-benefit calculations come out, and therefore there was 

no remedy possible for the Petitioners. But the board rejected this argument, saying 

"While NEPA does not require agencies to select particular options, it is intended to 

'foster both informed decision-making and informed public participation, and thus to 

ensure the agency does not act upon incomplete information, only to regret its decision 

after it is too late to correct' {citing Louisiana Energy Services (Claiborne Enrichment 

Center), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 88 (1998))." It then said "if 'further analysis' is called 

for, that in itself is a valid and meaningful remedy under NEPA." In this contention. 

Petitioners point to a material deficiency in the Application that the Applicant has 

drastically under counted the costs of a severe accident that could have led to 

erroneously rejecting mitigation altematives and a requirement for further analysis 

could produce a very different outcome ofthe proceeding. 

CONCLUSION: CONTENTIONS ONE TO FOUR 

226. To reiterate verbatim the concluding arguments already given at the conclusion of 

Contention One: Wind Power, above, but this time to apply them to all four 

contentions above: The contention rule is not a "fortress to deny intervention." Matter 

of Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee Nuclear Power Plant), 49 NRC at 335 (quoting 

Philadelphia Elec. Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), 8 AEC 

13,20-21 (1974), rev'd in part, CLI-74-32, 8 AEC 217 (1974), rev'd in part, York 

Committee for a Safe Environment v. NR.C, 527 F.2d 812 (D.C. Cir. 1975)). There is 

no requirement that the substantive case be made at the contention stage. Matter of 

Entergy Nuclear Generation Co., et al. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), 50-293-LR 

(ASLB Oct. 16, 2006), 2006 WL 4801142 at (NRC) 85 (quoting Oconee, 49 NRC at 
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342)). 

227. The Commission has explained that the requirement at § 2.309(f)(l)(v) 'does not 

call upon the intervenor to make its case at [the contention] stage ofthe proceeding, 

but rather to indicate what facts or expert opinions, be it one fact or opinion or many, 

of which it is aware at that point in time which provide the basis for its contention.' A 

petitioner does not have to provide a complete or final list of its experts or evidence or 

prove the merits of its contention at the admissibility stage. And, as with a summary 

disposition motion, the support for a contention may be viewed in a light that is 

favorable to the petitioner, so long as the admissibility requirements are found to have 

been met. The requirement ^generally is fulfilled when the sponsor of an otherwise 

acceptable contention provides a brief recitation of the factors underlying the 

contention or references to documents and texts that provide such reasons.' (Emphasis 

supplied) The Petitioners' recitation in support of its contention is not brief; the 

evidence of FENOC's poor consideration of wind power as a serious alternative to the 

continuation of Davis-Besse's operation from 2017 to 2037 is overwhelming. The 

Environmental Report fails the standards of NEPA, and as well, NRC regulations and 

case law interpretations. Petitioners seek admission as intervenors in this relicensing 

to set the record straight, and to prove that the licensee must take a hard look at far 

more than it has revealed so far in its perfunctory ER. The presumption that an 

operating Davis-Besse atomic reactor is the best that can be done respecting the 

environment is therefore less supportable than ever. 
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/Signed bv Kevin Kamps & submitted bv Digital Certificate Pro Se on behalf of Petitioners/ 
Kevin Kamps 
Radioactive Waste Watchdog 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
Tel. 301.270.2209 ext. 1 
Email: kevin@beyondnuclear.org 
Website: www.beyondnuclear.org 

December 27. 2010 
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December 27, 2010 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

In the Matter of ) 

) 
FIRSTENERGY NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY ) 

) DOCKET NO. 50-346 LRA 
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 1 ) NRC-2010-0298 

) 
Regarding the Renewal of Facility Operating License ) 
NPF-003 for a 20-Year Period ) 

) 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF REQUEST FOR HEARING 

AND PETITION TO INTERVENE 

The Petitioners certify that a copy ofthe foregoing "REQUEST FOR HEARING AND 

PETITION TO INTERVENE" has been provided to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Electronic Information Exchange by Digital Certificate for service to the listed individuals and 

all others on the service list in this proceeding on this 27th day of December, 2010. 

/Signed by Kevin Kamps. Pro Se for Petitioners/ 
Kevin Kamps, Radioactive Waste Watchdog 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
Tel. (301) 270-2209 extension 1 
Email; kevin@beyondnuclear.org 
Website: www.beyondnuclear.org 

/Signed bv Paul Gunter & submitted by Digital Certificate / 

Paul Gunter, Director 
Reactor Oversight Project 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue Suite 400 
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Takoma Park, MD 20912 
Tel. 301,270 2209 ext. 3 
Email: paul@beyondnuclear.org 
Website: www.beyondnuclear.org 

Cc: 

Secretary 
Attention: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff 
Mail Stop 0-16 CI 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
hearingdocket@nrc.gov 

Office of Commission Appellate 
Adjudication 
Mail Stop 0-16 CI 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
E-mail: OCAAMAIL@nrc.gov 

Mary Spencer, Esq. 
Office ofthe General Counsel 
Mail Stop 0-15 D21 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
E-mail: Mary.Baty@nrc.gov 

December 27. 2010 
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Genesky, Donielle 

From: Kevin Kamps <kevin@beyondnuclear.org> 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 7:58 PM 
To: Puco Docketing 
Subject: OPPOSITION COMMENT UNDER CASE # 14-1297-EL-SSO: Defense of Safe Renewable 

Energy and Energy Storage Alternatives to Risky Davis-Besse 20-Year Licence Extension. 
Attachments: Reply RNAL CORR completll].pdf 

OPPOSITION COMMENT UNDER CASE # 14-1297-EL-SSO: Defense of Safe Renewable Energy and 
Energy Storage Altematives to Risky Davis-Besse 20-Year Licence Extension. 

Dear Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 

In follow up to my previous emailed submission, I am now submitting for the record of this proceeding our 
defense of contentions opposing the 20-year license extension sought by FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating 
Company (FENOC) at its age-degraded, problem-plagued Davis-Besse atomic reactor. 

This environmental coalition COMBINED REPLY, in response to Answers filed by FENOC and U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Staff, was filed on Jan. 28, 2011. Envirormiental interveners' COMBINED REPLY is 
posted online at 
http://www.bevondnuclear.org/storage/Joint%20Petitioners%20Combined%20Reply%20Januarv%2028%2020 
11 .pdf and is also attached. 

The merits ofthe arguments in tiie REPLY IN SUPPORT OF CONTENTIONS ONE, TWO AND THREE, are 
found on pages 9 to 28 (Contention 1, Wind Power; Contention 2, Solar Power; Contention 3, Solar and Wind 
in Combination). 

The merits ofthe arguments in the REPLY IN SUPPORT OF CONTENTION FOUR (Severe Accident Cost 
Underestimated), are found on pages 29 to 84. 

Our environmental coalition intervening against Davis-Besse's 20-year license extension includes: Beyond 
Nuclear; Citizen Environment Alliance of Southwestem Ontario; Don't Waste Michigan; and Green Party of 
Ohio. 

Our legal counsel is Terry Lodge of Toledo, OH. 

Our expert witness on renewables and energy storage altematives is Dr. Al Compaan, professor emeritus and 
past chair ofthe Physics Dept. at University of Toledo. 

Given the safe renewable energy and energy storage altematives to the proposed, risky 20-year license 
extension sought by FENOC at Davis-Besse, we urge you to not approve FirstEnergy's requested ratepayer 
bailouts. 

ThanJi you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Kamps, Beyond Nuclear 

mailto:kevin@beyondnuclear.org
http://www.bevondnuclear.org/storage/Joint%20Petitioners%20Combined%20Reply%20Januarv%2028%2020


Kevin Kamps 
Radioactive Waste Watchdog 
Beyond Nuclear 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 400 
Takoma Park, Maryland 20912 
Office: (301) 270-2209 ext. 1 
Celh (240) 462-3216 
Fax:(301)270-4000 
kevin@bevondnuclear.org 
w^ww. bevondnuclear.org 

Beyond Nuclear aims to educate and activate the public about the coimections between nuclear power and 
nuclear weapons and the need to abandon both to safeguard our fiittire. Beyond Nuclear advocates for an energy 
future that is sustainable, benign and democratic. 
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Febmary 23, 2011 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Office of the Secretary 

In the Matter of: 

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company 

Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1 

(Regarding the Renewal of Facility 
Operating License NPF-003 for a 20-Year 
Period) 

Docket No. 50-346 

JOINT INTERVENORS' COMBINED REPLY IN SUPPORT 
OF PETITION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE (CORRECTED VERSION) 

Now come Beyond Nuclear, Citizens Environment Alliance of Southwestem Ontario, 

Don't Waste Michigan, and the Green Party of Ohio, (hereafter "Petitioners") and hereby make 

their CORRECTED reply in support of their Petition for Leave to Intervene submitted on 

December 27, 2010 in this proceeding in accordance with the ASLB's 2/17 /2011 order. 

REPL Y TO FENOC ASSERTION OF PETITIONERS' UNTIMEL Y SUBMISSION 

At pages 11-13 of its Answer, FENOC accuses Petitioners of not timely filing their 

Petition for Leave to Intervene. Significantly, FENOC makes no credible argument of prejudice 

to its interest as a result ofthe shortly before, and shortly after midnight submission by 

Petitioners on December 27-28, 2010. Moreover, the NRC staff does not challenge the 

timeliness of Petitioners' filing. 
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As detailed in the attached "Declaration of Kevin Kamps," Petitioners experienced major 

difficulties with NRC's Electronic Information Exchange system on the night ofthe December 

27,2010, despite their good faith efforts to attain compatible computational status, and having 

earlier obtained assurances from the EIE Help Desk that everything was in good order. Joint 

petitioners' pro se point person for this proceeding is Kevin Kamps of Beyond Nuclear. He 

contacted the EIE Help Desk a week in advance ofthe December 27,2010 filing deadline, and 

spent an extended period of time on the phone and his computer with the EIE Help Desk 

obtaining his EIE digital certificate for the Davis-Besse proceeding, making sure that it was in 

good order. 

On the evening ofthe December 27,2010 deadline, Kevin Kamps again contacted the 

EIE Help Desk at 7:00 p.m., ahead of its closure at 8:00 p.m., to make sure that his digital 

certificate was in good order and that everything would ftinction smoothly for the filing due 

before midnight. He spoke with Debra at the EIE Help Desk, who assured him that the certificate 

was fine and that the filing should proceed smoothly. 

Once Kamps had the petition and request in final form, and all exhibits in order and ready 

to submit, he began the process of submission at 11:00 p.m. It quickly became apparent that the 

EIE system was not working properly. Kamps was only able to get up to the signature page of the 

EIE system, but was unable to get beyond it, no matter how he tried to. 

As an emergency contingency, Kamps contacted his co-worker Paul Gunter, who also had 

a digital certificate for the Davis-Besse proceeding. Fortunately, Gunter was able to submit 

Petitioners' documents into the system after racing to the Beyond Nuclear office (on Christmas 

holiday; Beyond Nuclear takes the Christmas to New Year's time window as holiday) after 11 
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p.m. in order to do so. Kamps transmitted the complete filing, including all exhibits, to Gunter 

via email, then called the NRC Secretary's office and the EIE Help Desk to leave timely mes

sages about the problems he experienced in filing. Gunter handled the filing through the NRC 

EIE as quickly as he was able. 

It should also be noted that all ofthe exhibits, as well as Dr. Al Compaan's curriculum 

vitae and declaration, were embedded as links in the Microsoft Word version ofthe "Request for 

Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene," which FENOC itself admits (FENOC Answer p. 

11) was submitted before the midnight deadline.' Thus, all exhibits, as well as Dr. Compaan's 

supporting documents, were available to FENOC in a timely fashion. 

Kamps spent hours the next day, as delineated in his Declaration, working with EIE Help 

Desk staff, who verbalized their own frustrations with the system and who questioned whether 

there was a software problem that had cormpted Kamps' electronic certificate. After noon on 

December 28, Kamps submitted two exhibits that the EIE system had earlier rejected, after the 

Help Desk staff identified the filing problem. 

Notably, shortiy after 8:00 a.m. on December 28, Kamps spoke to NRC staffer Rebecca 

Gitter, who apologized to him for the difficulties with the EIE system, saying, "This is something 

others have experienced." She added that this is "a common problem others have had at the 

submission stage." Kamps Declaration, p. 2. 

Obviously, the EIE Help Desk's assurances to Kevin Kamps on December 21 and 27, 

2010 that his digital certificate was in good order and he would be able to submit documents to 

^"The text ofthe Petition itself, the standing declarations, and eight exhibits (Exhibits 1, 2, 5-7, 
and 9-11) were submitted by the requisite deadline on December 27,2010." 
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the EIE system were incorrect. Kamps made good faith attempts to file before the midnight 

deadline, followed by Paul Gunter's successful filing of several key documents ahead of 

midnight and Gunter's submission of 73 items in all, one at a time, into the EIE's Davis-Besse 

docket. Kamps immediately followed up the next day at the commencement of NRC business 

hours to straighten out the glitch and filed the remaining two exhibits as soon as the problems 

were identified and solved by the Help Desk. Kamps Deck pp. 2-3. 

Petitioners submit that they have demonstrated "good cause" to have their Petition 

deemed timely submitted and filed. The first factor of those specified in 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 

(c)(1), the timeliness mle, is whether there exists "good cause, if any, for the failure to file on 

time." Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-

595,11 NRC 860, 862 (1980). In considering the "good cause" factor, a strong excuse for 

lateness will attenuate the showing necessary on the other factors of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 (c). Puget 

Sound Power & Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-523, 9 NRC 

58, 63 (1979). See also Florida Power and Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No. 

2), ALAB-420, 6 NRC 8, 22 (1977), affirmed, CLI-78-12, 7 NRC 939 (1978). While a 

satisfactory explanation for failure to file on time does not automatically warrant the acceptance 

of a late-filed intervention petition, because those additional factors specified under 10 C.F.R. § 

2.309(c) must also be considered, it remains that where a late filing of an intervention petition 

has been satisfactorily explained, a much smaller demonstration with regard to the other factors 

of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309 (c) is necessary than would otherwise be the case. Wisconsin Public Service 

Corporation (Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-78-24, 8 NRC 78, 83 (1978). 

Finally, petitioners proceedingjE?ro se will be shown greater leeway on the question of 
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whether they have demonstrated good cause for lateness than petitioners represented by counsel. 

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station), LBP-03-23, 58 NRC 

372, 378 (2003). That principle should be applied to the facts here. 

Against Petitioners' account of what went wrong with the filing - most of which can be 

verified through NRC Help Desk records and the Secretary's phone log - FENOC can make no 

credible showing of prejudice. Unless, that is, FENOC's legal staff awaited the filing at 12:01 

a.m. December 2010 in order to immediately begin work on their response to the Petition for 

Leave to Intervene. FENOC's objection is frivolous, hypertechnical, and rote. There is no issue 

as to the genuine efforts by Petitioners to timely file through an inexperienced, pro se coord

inator in his first adjudicatory filing situation. This is a non-issue, and Petitioners pray the ASLB 

ignore the Applicant's pointless objection. 

REPLY TO CLAIMED LACK OF STANDING OF 
CITIZENS ENVIRONMENT ALLIANCE OF SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO 

In an argument which disrespects the workload facing the ASLB, both FENOC and the 

NRC Staff contrive to object to the standing of Citizens Environment Alliance of Southwestem 

Ontario, a Windsor, Ontario organization. They claim (FENOC Answer p. 9; Staff Answer p. 6), 

that the CEA's two declarants, Rick Coronado and Derek Coronado, live at a Windsor address 

that according to respondents' measurement is 300 feet outside ofthe 50-mile radius (that is, 

50.024 miles), hence outside the radius of proximity which is customarily presumed to establish 

standing to petition the NRC in license extension cases. 

FENOC claims to have measured (FirstEnergy's Answer p. 9 fn. 31) from an aerial map 

ofthe Davis-Besse site "by first locating the Davis-Besse site address . . . and then manually 

moving the location marker to the containment building, which is clearly visible using the 
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'Hybrid'. . . viewer." FENOC does not state whether it measured from the precise center ofthe 

containment building. And FENOC makes no demonstration that the 50-mile proximity pre

sumption is not, in fact, measured from the boundary fence at Davis-Besse. Nor do the Staffer 

FENOC address the issue of whether being inside a 50 mile radius from the Davis-Besse water 

outflow pipe, which easily extends several hundred feet into Lake Erie and which in some 

accident scenarios could dump prodigious amounts of highly-radioactive water into the Lake 

which would evaporate into the air, would not confer standing on CEA under the proximity 

presumption. 

The hairsplitting implicit in the respondents' global positioning overkill postulates a 

reading of the proximity presumption to which the Commission does not subscribe. In Calvert 

Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC and Unistar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC (Combined License 

Application for Calvert Cliffs, Unit 3), CLI-09-20, the Commission stated: 

In practice, we have found standing based on this 'proximity presumption' if a 
petitioner (or a representative of a petitioner organization) resides within apyroximatelv 
50 miles ofthe facility in question. (Emphasis supplied) 

Id. at 5. 

Pertinent emergency preparedness documents on which the proximity presumption is 

based refer to the 50-mile radius as "approximate." See "Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station 

Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure, RA-EP-02245, Protective Action Guidelines, 

Revision 01 (2003)," ADAMS #ML030220458, p. 4, "Definitions:" 

3.5 EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE(S) -The two zones that are established 
around a nuclear power station in which predetermined protective actions plans are 
needed. 

3.5.1 The first zone has an approximate radius of 10 miles for the plume 
exposure pathway. 

3.5.2 The second zone has an approximate radius of 50 miles for the 
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ingestion exposure pathway. (Emphasis supplied) 

See also December 21, 1979 letter, NRC to licensees (ADAMS #ML07352i046): 

Briefly, the proposed mle would.. . (3) Require extending emergency planning 
considerations to the emergency plaiming zones (i.e., within the approximate 10 and 50 
mile radii around the plant). (Emphasis supplied) 

It bears noting that the CEA office in Windsor is located at 1950 Ottawa Street,^ and 

using the same calculator as FENOC did, when the Coronados are at work or meeting in that 

office, they are within 49.751 miles of the containment building at Davis-Besse. The proximity 

presumption applies if the petitioner lives within, or otherwise has frequent contacts with, the 

zone of possible harm from the nuclear reactor. Pa 'ina Hawaii, LLC, LBP-06-4,63 NRC 99,105 

(2006), (citing Fla. Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), 

LBP-01-6, 53 NRC 138, 146 (2001), affdon other grounds, CLI-01-17, 54 NRC 3 (2001). 

Indeed, the NRC has entertained a proximity presumption of greater than 50 miles. 

Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 

1423,1447 (1982) (residence more than 75 miles from a plant will not alone establish an 

interest sufficient for standing as a matter of right), citing Dairyland Power Cooperative 

(LaCrosse Boiling Water Reactor), ALAB-497, 8 NRC 312, 313 (1978); Public Service Co. of 

Oklahoma (Black Fox Units 1 and 2), ALAB-397,5 NRC 1143, 1150 (1977). 

Rick and Derek Coronado have produced sufficient evidence to warrant their being 

allowed to intervene on behalf of Citizens Environment Alliance of Southwestem Ontario. 

REPLY AS TO CLAIMED LACK OF GERMANENESS OF DON'T WASTE MICHIGAN 

FENOC maintains (Answer p. 10) that Don't Waste Michigan fails to demonstrate that 

http://www.citizensenvironmentalliance.org/about_cea.httnl 

http://www.citizensenvironmentalliance.org/about_cea.httnl


the interests it seeks to protect are "germane" to its purpose, arguing that "Don't Waste Michigan 

does not explain how seeking to intervene in this license renewal proceeding for a facility located 

outside of Michigan falls within its organizational interests or purpose." 

FENOC is wrong. The complete corporate purpose statement of Don't Waste Michigan, 

as stated in its articles of incorporation, is as follows: 

A statewide coalition of concemed individuals, citizens groups, and environ
mental organizations dedicated to educating the public about the dangers nuclear 
contamination poses to human health and the environment. 

Taking these broad goals of DWM together with the proximity presumption that hundreds of 

thousands of Michigan residents live within 50 miles of Davis-Besse, it is indisputable that 

DWM claims a valid stake on behalf of its members for purposes of this relicensing case. 

Where a showing of germaneness needs to be made, as a requirement, it is "undemand

ing." The germaneness requirement mandates "mere pertinence between litigation subject and 

organizational purpose." Humane Society ofthe United States v. Hodel, 840 F.2d 45, 58-59, 

268 U.S.App.D.C. 165 (D.C. Cir 1988). Other courts agree: showing germaneness is "unde

manding." See, e.g.. National Constructors Association v. National Electrical Contractors 

Association, 498 F.Supp. 510, 521 (D.Md.l980) (germaneness standard allows suits by groups 

whose purposes are "pertinent or relevant to" claim at issue); American Insurance Association v. 

Selby, 624 F.Supp. 267,271 (D.D.C.1985) (stating that "an association's litigation interests must 

be tmly unrelated to its organizational interests before a court will declare that those interests are 

not germane"); Medical Association of Alabama v. Schweiker, 554 F.Supp. 955, 965 (M.D. 

Ala. 1983) (germaneness test requires that "the injury to [an association's] members has some 

reasonable connection with the reason the members joined the organization and with the 



objectives ofthe organization"). 

Petitioners have demonstrated the requisite "mere pertinence between litigation subject 

and organizational purpose" enunciated in Hodel. Don't Waste Michigan clearly deserves to be 

accorded standing to participate as one ofthe Joint Petitioners. 

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF CONTENTIONS ONE, TWO AND THREE 

A. Dinosaur Denial 

Both FENOC and NRC Staff assert that neither Wind nor Solar provide "baseload 

power" and that neither Wind nor Solar comprise a "single, discrete electric generating source." 

It gainsays FENOC and the Staff nothing to assert that the future of Wind and Solar is 

"remote" and "speculative" when their data dates from 1986 (wind-power classification of Class 

3 or higher necessary for production,, ER p. 221-2); 1996 (GEIS says 214 square miles of land 

needed to replace 910 MW ; 12,740 acres of photovoltaic solar collectors to replace 910 MW); 

and 2009. The ER neither notes nor discusses active plans for deployment of Solar and Wind in 

the near Great Lakes demonsttated by Joint Petitioners in their initial filing. When FENOC 

trvializes the "current status" of altematives as "emerging" and "under development," it is well to 

understand that the utility critiques technologies which have experienced a double-digit 

explosion of deployment in the same decade of a "nuclear revival" that has produced zero new 

nuclear power plant capacity additions. According to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the 

U.S. has gone from 2,472 MW of wind-generated electricity in 1999 to 36,698 MW in 2009.̂  

In the present baseload generation market, Wind and Solar are competing head-on with 

^http://www. windpoweringamerica.gov/wind_installed_capacity.asp 
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nuclear and beating it badly in the cost per installed kilowatt. FENOC's and the Staffs dinosaur 

denial ofthe onslaught of Wind and Solar is studiously misleading, and that misdirection violates 

NEPA straightaway. 

NRC regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 51.92(a)(2) obligate the NRC staff to supplement a final 

environmental impact statement where "[tjhere are new and significant circumstances or 

information relevant to environmental concems and bearing on the proposed action or its 

impacts." Reliance on inaccurate data, coupled with word play aimed at minimizing and 

trivializing these highly-competitive altematives threatens to "defeat the purpose of an EIS by 

'impairing the agency's consideration ofthe adverse environmental effects' and by 'skewing the 

public's evaluation' of the proposed agency action." Hughes River Watershed Conservancy v. 

Glickman. 81 F.3d 437,446-48 (4th Cir. 1996). 

B. The 'Baseload' Mislead 

FENOC and the NRC Staff consider Davis-Besse to be a "baseload" power source. The 

concept of baseload power implies continuously-available power to the grid, but the actual facts 

ofthe record of power delivery from both Davis-Besse and Perry (FENOC's other Ohio nuclear 

plant), show otherwise. Data from the U.S. Energy Information Agency" (EIA) for the twenty 

years from 1989 through 2008 show that the capacity factor for the combination ofthe two plants 

is only 75%. In 2010, the Union of Concemed Scientists published a report, "Walking a Nuclear 

Tightrope: The Unlearned Lessons of Year-Plus Reactor Outages," in which Davis-Besse was 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/nuclear/state_profiles/ohio/oh.html 
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accorded attention for some ofthe longest outages in the domestic industry's history.' 

Thus, "baseload power," at least as FirstEnergy uses the term, certainly does not mean 

100% availability. As between Perry and Davis-Besse, the latter has the notably worse record of 

performance over 30 years, with many major outages lasting more than 12 months, including 

more than one summer during which time the demand for electricity reached its maximum. 

During these long outages, FirstEnergy has had to bring alternative generating sources online or 

to purchase power. 

Contemporary energy storage schemes, such as pumped hydro or compressed air energy 

storage (CAES) do not have the storage capacity to replace the long-duration outages that are 

common with nuclear power. Even under the best of conditions, a nuclear refueling event will 

exhaust these energy storage resources. Hence even "baseload" nuclear power is, itself, not 

always available as baseload, indeed, is unavailable fully one-quarter ofthe time. The capacity 

factor of Solar is about 20%, while Wind is about 30%. The comparison between the 75% 

capacity of nuclear and 30% for wind or 20% for solar is a much lower hurdle than the myth of 

baseload productivity for nuclear posed by FENOC and the NRC Staff 

Considered together, or even discretely, Solar and Wind could provide a credible and 

reliable electric power baseload. The nature of Solar and Wind in the territory of FirstEnergy is 

such that complete outages will never occur, especially during the peak demand summer months. 

This critical insight, which is missing from the Environmental Report, contains great 

significance. Petitioners do not claim 100% availability for solar or wind power; but the 

^http://www .ucsusa.org/nuclear_power/nuclear_power_risk/safety/walking-a-nuclear-tightrope.ht 
ml, pp. 22-23, 26, 32, 34, 36. 
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distinction between Solar or Wind discretely or in combination vs. Nuclear is quantitative, not 

dispositive. It does not legitimately support dismissal ofthe altematives contentions. 

C. Nuclear Is Not 'Discrete' 

Contrary to the implication of FENOC's and the NRC Staffs Answers, nuclear is not 

tmly a "single, discrete electric generating source." Petitioners have noted above that 25% of 

the time, according to the historical record, Davis-Besse has required back-up power. In this 

sense, it cannot truly be considered a single, discrete electric generating source. But beyond this 

obvious difficulty due to refueling, unexpected "events" and "hole in the head" crises, nuclear 

power is coupled with energy storage. A good example of this is the operation ofthe Ludington 

Pumped Storage Plant, operated jointly by DTE Energy and Consumers Energy, [brochure 

62-5117, 15607 5M 12/06]. This hydro plant uses excess power from nighttime baseload 

generators when the demand is low, and produces power during the day when the demand is 

high. Some of this power is drawn from large nuclear and coal plants as far away as Monroe, 

about 200 miles away from Ludington, MI. Consequentiy, even large nuclear power stations 

cannot tmly be considered as "single" and "discrete" sources of power. 

Just as nuclear power can be coupled with energy storage such as pumped hydro. 

Petitioners have proposed the coupling of energy storage with Solar or Wind to compose a 

viable altemative to a twenty-year license extension of Davis-Besse. Again, the distinction is 

quantitative and not dispositive. Recently, Milligan, et al. [Michael Milligan, Kevin Porter, 

Edgar DeMeo, Paul Denholm, Hannele Holttinen, Brendan Kirby, Nicholas Miller, Andrew 

Mills, Mark O'Malley, Matthew Schuerger, and Lennart Soder, "Wind power myths debunked," 
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IEEE Power & Energy Magazine, Nov-Dec 2009 pp. 89-99^] discussed the fact that storage has 

been widely used in the electrical grid network, even before wind or solar became widely used. 

They state: 

Storage is nearly always beneficial to the grid, but this benefit must be weighed 
against its cost. With more than 26 GW of wind power currently operating in the United 
States and more than 65 GW of wind energy operating in Europe (as ofthe date of this 
writing), no additional storage has been added to the systems to balance wind. Storage 
has value in a system without wind, which is the reason why about 20 GW of pumped 
hydro storage was built in the United States and 100 GW was built worldwide, decades 
before wind and solar energy were considered as viable electricity generating technol
ogies. Additional wind could increase the value of energy storage in the grid as a whole, 
but storage would continue to provide its services to the grid - storing energy from a mix 
of sources and responding to variations in the net demand, not just wind. 

Nuclear power and other conventional sources of power use energy storage to facilitate smooth 

grid operation. There is considerable expense and instability caused to the grid if a large so-

called "baseload" coal or nuclear plant departs it suddenly. 

Petitioners contend that the combined resource of Solar and storage or Wind and storage, 

or both together + storage, will form a viable altemative to Davis-Besse. The particular example 

chosen by Petitioners in their initial filing to illustrate this contention was the proposed Norton 

Energy Storage Project for underground CAES announced by First Energy. According to a FE 

press release, the Norton facility could easily handle power production equal to or greater than 

the 900 MW of Davis-Besse. In contrast with the use ofthe Ludington energy storage by DTE 

for power plants, including nuclear, near Detroit, 200 miles distant, the Norton facility is only 85 

miles from the Davis Besse site. Shorter transmission Unes contribute to greater economy of 

operation ofthe combined resource. In fact either the Solar or the Wind resource (or the 

' http ://www. ieee-pes.org/images/pdf open-access-miUigan.pdf 
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combination) would be distributed somewhat across Northem Ohio and/or other parts ofthe FE 

distribution territory, much of which is even closer to the Norton storage location. 

Nuclear power is "in-discrete" in yet an additional aspect. A long, complex uranium fuel 

chain is required for Davis-Besse to operate and generate electricity. This includes such far-flung 

front-end activities as: uranium mining, milling, processing, conversion, enrichment, and fiiel 

fabrication, with all the transportation in between. And it requires such far-flung back end 

activities as: on-site irradiated nuclear fuel storage in the waste storage pool and dry casks, 

perhaps followed by: off-site irradiated nuclear fiiel storage in dry casks in "centralized interim 

storage facilities" ~ surface parking lots often targeted at Native American commimities, an 

environmental justice violation; dirty, dangerous, and expensive reprocessing, as at Department 

of Energy facilities; and ultimate disposal of irradiated nuclear fuel at a permanent geologic 

repository. Also included in back-end nuclear fuel chain activities are various forms of so-called 

"low-level" (but not low-risk) radioactive waste "management" activities, from deconversion of 

depleted uranium at enrichment facilities, to disposal in shallow dirt trenches, to incineration, to 

so-called "recycling" in common use products, an issue that will grow much worse when 

Davis-Besse is decommissioned, its radioactive facilities dismantied and its radioactively 

contaminated soil, groundwaters, and Lake Erie sediments "cleaned up" (if tiiat's even possible) 

someday, a task that will grow more daunting the longer Davis-Besse operates. Without this 

far-flung nuclear fuel chain complex, with its radiological, toxic chemical, and even greenhouse 

gas emissions at each step, Davis-Besse could not operate to generate electricity. Davis-Besse is 

cannot in any respect be considered "discrete." 

The misconception that neither Wind nor Solar represent single, discrete electric 
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generating sources, while nuclear power does, projects d.faux apples-and-oranges comparison. 

Petitioners legitimately seek an apples-to-apples comparison between their postulated alter

natives and Davis-Besse to see who holds the lemon. 

D. The Replacement Power of Wind and Solar 

The NRC Staff states (Answer pp. 15-16) that "Joint Petitioners have not provided 

sufficient information to show a genuine dispute with the ER's conclusions that solar power and 

wind power cannot replace Davis-Besse as a source of 910 MWe of baseload power by the 

commencement ofthe relicensing period, 2017." The Staff suggests that neither solar nor wind 

can be implemented by 2017. 

l.Wind 

If there is no massive installation of wind across the near Great Lakes between now and 

2017, it will be anomalous. On December 1,2010, the National Wildlife Federation issued a 

report on Eastern seaboard wind power potential offshore entitied "Offshore Wind in the 

Atlantic: Growing Momentum for Jobs, Energy Independence, Clean Air, and Wildlife 

Protection.'" The rates of dispersion of commercial-grade wind generators, present and 

projected, is accelerating. Altogether, 908 MW of dependable wind could be installed in time; it's 

not a technical impossibility, but it requires the political will to get it done. 

The European Union is projected to have 40,000 MW of wind power installed by 2020,9 

years from now; China is projected to have 30,000 MW of wind power installed by 2020, 9 years 

from now (in 2007, China had 1.5 MW, which increased to 102 MW by 2010). Id., p. 19. Even 

'www.nwf.org/NewS'and-Magazines/Media-Center/News-by-Topic/Global-Wanning/2010/12-0 
l-lO-Offshore-Atlantic-Wind-is-Next-Clean-Energy-Wave.aspx. Petitioners submitted this report as 
Exhibit 12 along with their December 27, 2010 petition. 
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DOE projects that the US can and will have 10,000 MW of win power installed by 2020,9 years 

from now. Id. If China can grow wind that fast, why can't 2,700 MW be installed in FENOC's 

service area to completely replace D-B in the next 6 years? 2,700 MW. Even assuming a 30% 

capacity factor, such an aggregation of windmills would still generate 900 MWe, replacing 

Davis-Besse. 

Europe has experienced remarkable growth in wind as well: 2,300 MW in 2010; 40,000 

to 55,000 MW by 2020; 150,000 MW by 2030. M. p. 20. 

Approximately 6 GW of offshore wind projects have been proposed along the US 

Atlantic Coast and many are advancing (2.84 - 3.25 GW proposed, another 2.47 - 3.22 GW 

advancing, for a total of 5.32 - 6.47 GW proposed and advancing. This total is 6,000 MW, 

versus David-Besse's 908 MW. Id. p. 20. Maine proposes 5,000 MW of offshore wind by 2030. 

5,000 MW in 19 years averages to 263 MWe per year. If OH matched that rate of growth of 

offshore wind power, as in Lake Erie, it could install 1,578 MWe of offshore wind power 

capacity by 2017. Even at 30%o capacity factor, that would still be 473.4 MWe, replacing over 

half of D-B's output. Combined with onshore wind in OH, and solar PV, D-B would be replaced 

by 2017. Similarly, at p. 36, the report documents that Massachusetts established a goal in 2009 

to go from zero to 2,000 MW of onshore and offshore wind power by 2020. 2,000 MW in 11 

years averages to 181.8 MW per year. So, if Ohio were to match that rate of growth, from 2011 

to 2017, Ohio would see installation of 1,090 MW of wind power. Even at a 30% capacity rate, 

this would replace one-third (1/3) of Davis-Besse's output ~ the other two-thirds (2/3) could be 

replaced by solar PV. 

In MA, the Cape Wind project alone will be 468 MWe of offshore wind, installed 
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between now and 2013. Even accounting for a 30% capacity factor, in two years, a dependable 

140 MWe of electricity will be generated by Cape Wind in the next two years. Even tiny Rhode 

Island plans to install 384 MWe of offshore wind by 2014. And at a 30% capacity factor, that 

will be over 100 MWe of dependable wind power. Ohio has much more potential than that, if it 

chooses to tap it! 

2. Solar 

One ofthe world's largest photovoltaics manufacturers has a plant located in the FE 

service area. In calendar year 2009, First Solar was the world's largest manufacturer, producing 

1,200 MW of solar panels. It is disingenuous to argue that appropriate PV installations could not 

be accomplished in the next six years. Paula Mints of Navigant Consulting^ reported in August 

2010 that the manufacturing capacity of PV modules in 2010 was 35,000 MW. Even with a 

capacity factor of 20% this would represent 7 GW of continuous power in one year's production 

of solar panels at the 2010 capacity. Mints also demonstrates that the historical growth rate of 

module production over the past 35 years has been 42%. Preliminary figures by Mints for 2010 

indicate that the growth over 2009 was 100%!̂  But even at a pessimistic 30% growth rate, 

production will have expanded by another factor of 4.8 in six years to a capacity of 168,000 MW. 

The adequacy of supply of state-of-the-art photovoltaic collectors for the installation of 900 MW 

equivalent of PV power by 2017 simply cannot be used to dismiss this contention. 

E. Solar's Is the Lesser Carbon Footprint 

^http://www.electroiq.com/Electrol'Q/en~us/index/display/Photovoltaics__Article 
_Tools_Template.articles.PhotovoItaics-World.industry-news.2010.august.strong-d 
emand_in_2009.html 

^http://www.electroiq.com/index/display/photovoltaics-article-display/3067170607/ 
articles/Photovoltaics-World/industry-news/2011/l/the-l 2~step_solar.html 
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At p. 23 of its Answer, NRC Staff maintains that "Joint Petitioners also argue that solar 

power has a much smaller footprint than nuclear power, and that use of solar energy would meet 

Ohio's mandates for renewable energies." Petitioners made no such claim. Solar power has a 

carbon (C02) footprint that is much smaller than the full fuel chain of nuclear. The carbon 

footprint refers to C02 emissions to the atmosphere per imit of power generated over the life of a 

power plant. 

As to the physical footprint of solar, the Staff is also incorrect where it argues (Answer 

p. 25) that "Since buildings sit on land. Joint Petitioners have not demonstrated that rooftop 

installations can reduce the amount of land needed for 910 MWe baseload power generation by 

2017." It is tme that large land areas are necessary for solar power to be a viable altemative to 

Davis-Besse's license renewal. But the notion of required land area for a power facility relates to 

reassignment of land use such that it cannot be used for other purposes. When PV is placed on 

rooftops, it certainly does not prevent normal usage ofthe land beneath the installation. This 

argument may be quickly disregarded. 

Petitioners offer the following illustrative consideration. The Davis-Besse facility 

occupies 954 acres. The Norton underground storage facility occupies an additional 92 surface 

acres. The combined area is 4,233,000 square meters. If this land area were covered by solar 

panels the power production would be 550 MW, assuming a modest 13% efficiency from the 

panels. This is already a significant fraction ofthe Davis-Besse generation capacity. When one 

considers PV installations on rooftop spaces, the supposed problem of permanently tying up land 

for solar disappears. Maya Chaudhari, Lisa Frantzis, Dr. Tom E. Hoff have analyzed the 
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availability of rooftop space across the U.S. suitable for PV.'*" Their analysis concludes that there 

is easily sufficient rooftop space for solar to provide a very large fraction ofthe U.S. electricity 

generation (in addition, there is a large amount of land that is unavailable for other uses such as 

landfill covers, roadside and railroad right-of-ways, etc.): 

The state-by-state analysis, the first of its kind, concludes that the potential U.S. 
market for grid-connected solar rooftop PV could reach 2,900 MW per year by 2010, 
assuming that the solar industry can achieve a "breakthrough" price of $2.00-$2.50 per 
installed watt.... Rooftop space is not a constraining factor for solar development. 
Residential and commercial rooftop space in the U.S. could accommodate up to 710,000 
MW of solar electric power (if all rooftops were fiilly utilized, taking into account proper 
orientation of buildings, shading from trees, HVAC equipment, and other solar access 
factors). For comparison, total electticity-generating capacity in the U.S. today is about 
950,000 MW. (Emphasis supplied) 

Even limiting the rooftop space converted for solar only to commercial rooftops that are suitable 

for PV, Paul Denholm and Robert Margolis of NREL have written:" 

For commercial buildings, we used the CBECS database to estimate the dis
tribution between flat and pitched roofs (DOE 2003). The CBECS data indicates that 
about 37% of commercial buildings (corresponding to about 31% of roof area) use 
shingles, wood, or slate; and it assumed that these roof materials are used on pitched 
roofs, with the remainder flat. For the orientations of pitched roofs, we assume a uniform 
distribution. Total roof area was then translated into usable area using an availability 
factor, which accounts for shading, rooftop obstmctions, and other constraints. 

Applying the data of Denholm and Margolis, including these constraints of shading and ori

entation, etc., for the flat commercial rooftops in the Cleveland-Akron-Youngstown-Toledo 

metro areas - all FE territory - to obtain the solar generation potential, the commercial roof space 

can reasonably be estimated to yield 4,400 MW of solar electticity. Considering a capacity 

io»PY Q^^ Connected Market Potential in 2010 Under a Cost Breakthrough Scenario," 
September 2004. http://www.ef org/documents/EF-Final-Final2.pdf 

^ ̂ "Supply Curves for Rooftop Solar PV-Generated Electricity for the United States," Technical 
Report, NREL/TP-6A0-44073, November 2008, p. 4, http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy09osti/44073.pdf . 
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factor of about 20% for solar, these two sources, commercial rooftops and the Davis-Besse plus 

Norton land area, would yield 990 MW of baseload generating capacity. This demonstrates that 

the generating capacity of solar, together with the storage capacity of Norton, can readily provide 

a very viable altemative to Davis-Besse, without impacting any additional land area. 

F. FENOC Surrounded by Nonspeculative Solar Ferrets 

FENOC asserts (Answer p. 25) that "An envirotunental review need not 'ferret out every 

possible altemative, regardless of how uncommon or unknown that alternative may have been at 

the time the project was approved.' Rather, 'NEPA only requires consideration of reasonable 

altematives, {i.e., those that are feasible and nonspeculative).'" FENOC maintains that Peti

tioners have not met four criteria. Taking these criteria, however, as supported by the foregoing 

observations in this Reply, Petitioners have conclusively met them: 

a) That the solar generation option (which includes an integrated storage unit, not unlike 

the storage regularly used by conventional power sources such as nuclear and coal) will accomp

lish the purpose of the proposed project (908 MWe of grid power);. 

b) That the solar option is both technically feasible now; and 

c) commercially deliverable today from an industry which has grown annually at a rate of 

40% per year for the past 30 years. And the largest manufacturer of PV modules in the world in 

2009 had its only U.S. manufacturing facilities located in the FE service area ((Perrysburg, OH); 

d) That this power is supplied from a single source, solar panels that could be located if 

desired in the Ohio region ofthe FE service territory, with no impact on land usage. This source 

would utilize storage to provide continuous supply in conceptually the same way that storage, 

whether pumped hydro or compressed air or other storage, is used to smooth out the day/night 
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load variations on large conventional power plants such as nuclear and coal. 

And a nearly-identical profile could be depicted for Wind. 

G, CAES: It's More Than a Concept 

FENOC claims (Answer, p. 38) that compressed air energy storage (CAES) is only a 

concept. But the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has identified pumped hydro and 

compressed air energy storage as the two best choices for energy storage.'^ FE acknowledges this 

wisdom, as signified by its purchase of the Norton underground CAES facility. Compressed air 

storage is not just a concept. Large CAES systems have been in operation since 1978 in Bremen, 

Germany (Huntorf), where there is a 290 MW plant,'' and since 1991 in Alabama (Mcintosh 

plant), a 110 MW facility." 

H. NRC Finally Takes NEPA's Alternatives Requirements Seriously 

Even as Solar and Wind have become very serious market competitors with which the 

nuclear industry has to contend, when combined with storage or supportive conventional power 

sources, they are receiving increasingly serious scmtiny as altematives during the NEPA phase of 

power plant licensing. 

In Environmental Law & Policy Center v. NRC, 470 F.3d 676 (7th Cir. 2006), the NRC 

was considering an early site permit for a new nuclear plant. Environmentalist intervenors 

asserted that the applicant utility failed to adequately consider energy efficiency or combinations 

of wind or solar power with fossil fueled plants. Id. at 680. The ASLB Board acknowledged the 

^̂  http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/epri-on-renewabie-energy-
compressed-air-energy-storage 

^^http://coen.boisestate.edu/WindEnergy/resources/ER-07-001.pdf 

'•''http://www.caes.net/mcintosh.html 
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environmental groups' contention that Exelon had failed to consider combining wind or solar 

power with fossil fueled facilities and had used potentially flawed and outdated information 

regarding wind and solar power generation methods. After the ASLB admitted the contention, 

the utility, Exelon, provided a report evaluating facilities that combined wind or solar power with 

fossil fuel which concluded that coal-fired facilities, gas-fired facilities, or facilities using a 

combination of these altematives were not environmentally preferable to the proposed nuclear 

facility, because the combination would produce environmental impacts greater than or equal to a 

new nuclear facility. Id. at 680. The Staff issued a draft Environmental Impact Statement 

(DEIS), concluding that individual wind and solar facilities were not sufficient on their own to 

generate baseload power and that, from an environmental standpoint, the nuclear facility would 

be preferable or equivalent to a combination facility using wind or solar power and fossil 

fuel. The utility moved successfully for summary disposition on the issue and the environmental 

groups appealed. Id. at 680. 

On appeal, the Seventh Circuit affirmed that the NRC had taken the requisite "hard look" 

under NEPA, and ducked. Noting that the "need for power" issue might be premature since the 

early site permit opened a window for Exelon to apply for permit to constmct a nuclear plant 

anytime during a 40-year window, the Court of Appeals opined that "The need for power could 

vary considerably over that time period, so any analysis at this stage is speculative at best." Id. at 

684. From Environmental Law & Policy Center, it is evident that consideration of wind and 

solar altematives in combination with other forms of energy has a history dating back at least to 

2005. In the six (6) years since then, they have only become more formidable competitors with 

nuclear power. 
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Far more recently, the NRC considered the adequacy of a utility's discussion of 

altematives to a new nuclear plant at Calvert Cliffs and found the summary rejection of wind and 

solar disconcerting. Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC and Unistar Nuclear Operating 

Services, LLC (COLA for Calvert Cliffs Unit 3), LBP-10-24, Docket No. 52-016-COL 

(December 28, 2010). In Calvert Cliffs, the intervenors sought admission of Contention IOC, 

which stated: "The DEIS Discussion of a Combination of Altematives is Inadequate and Faulty." 

The intervenors asserted that the NRC Staff grossly underestimated the conttibution from all 

wind power sources, that additional wind power which would be produced off the nearby coasts 

of Delaware and New Jersey was not mentioned in the DEIS; that the NRC staff did not consider 

a DOE assessment of offshore wind potential in Maryland; and that the DEIS significantly 

underestimated the potential contribution of wind power to a combined altemative of wind and 

solar photovoltaic-generated electricity. The intervenors contended that a feasible combination of 

altematives might well include a considerably smaller natural gas plant than contemplated in the 

DEIS, along with a much larger contribution from renewable sources of power and demand-side 

programs to produce reliable baseload power with lower environmental consequence and 

possibly reduced economic cost. Id. p. 48. 

The ASLB agreed, holding: 

Intervenors have provided sufficient infomiation to show that there is a genuine 
dispute conceming the appropriate composition of the combined alternative described in 
the DEIS and its environmental consequences. This dispute is material to the licensing 
decision. In order to issue the Ucense, the NRC Staff must prepare an EIS that complies 
with NEPA. As we have explained, the altematives analysis is the most critical part of an 
EIS. Intervenors maintain that the comparison in the DEIS between a new nuclear power 
plant and the combined altemative violates NEPA because it is inaccurate and 
incomplete. They have identified information indicating that the NRC Staff might have 
significantly underestimated the potential contribution of wind power and solar power to 
the combined altemative. If Intervenors are correct, then the DEIS's comparison of 
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alternatives might well be incomplete or inaccurate because, by underestimating the 
contribution of power sources that produce little or no air emissions, it overestimates the 
air emissions the combined altemative would produce. The estimated level of air 
emissions influenced the DEIS's comparison ofthe combined altemative to the 
construction of a new nuclear power plant. 

Id. pp. 48-49. Respecting the matter of whether, having identified serious factual flaws in the 

DEIS, what the duty ofthe NRC Staff under NEPA was, the Board fiirther mled as follows: 

If Interveners' contention is upheld on the merits, they will have shown that the 
DEIS violates NEPA even if they have not shown precisely how the DEIS should be 
revised or what ultimate conclusion it should reach. Federal courts have held that 
inaccurate, incomplete, or misleading information in an EIS conceming the comparison 
of altematives is itself sufficient to render the EIS unlawful and to compel its revision. As 
the court of appeals explained in Animal Defense Council v. Hodel, 

The Council alleges that the EIS was so filled with misinformation and 
incorrect cost figures that the Bureau must revise its EIS to adequately provide the 
public with an informed comparison of altematives. Where the information in the 
initial EIS was so incomplete or misleading that the decisionmaker and the public 
could not make an informed comparison ofthe altematives, revision of an EIS 
may be necessary to provide 'a reasonable, good faith, and objective presentation 
ofthe subjects required by NEPA.' Johnston v. Davis, 698 F.2d 1088, 1095 (10th 
Cir. 1983) (revision of EIS necessary where use of artificially low discount rate 
resulted in unreasonable comparison of altematives to proposed project); see also 
National Wildlife Federation v. Andrus, 440 F.Supp. 1245, 1254 (D.D.C. 1977) 
(EIS deficient where several altematives were not tteated in the EIS and the EIS 
did not set forth reasons why these altematives were rejected). 

Thus, if the DEIS's analysis ofthe combined alternative significantly underestimates 
the potential contribution of wind and solar power^ as Intervenors maintain, then the 
EIS fails in one of its essential functions - to provide the public and the decision maker 
with accurate information comparing the proposed action and its alternatives - and, as 
such, it cannot support an agency decision to issue the license. (Emphasis supplied) 

Id. p. 50. 

Conceding that Calvert Cliffs involves a COLA for a new power plant, Petitioners urge, 

nevertheless, that NEPA applies as fully to the consideration of alternatives in a supplemental 

EIS - the NEPA document to be produced for these license extension proceedings. Even when 
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the 1996 GEIS has resolved a Category 1 issue generically, the applicant must still provide 

additional analysis in its Environmental Report if new significant information may bear on the 

applicability ofthe Category 1 finding at the particular plant. Intervenors may seek a waiver to a 

mle if they possess information that may show that a generic mle would not serve its purpose at 

the specific plant; or they may use the SEIS notice and comment process to request that the NRC 

forgo use ofthe suspect generic finding and suspend license renewal proceedings, pending a new 

mlemaking or update ofthe GEIS. Entergy Nuclear Generation Co. And Entergy Nuclear 

Operations. Inc. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), LBP-06-24, 64 NRC 257, 294-95 (2006). An 

applicant is required to address new and significant information for either Category 1 or Category 

2 issues in its ER for an LRA. Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), 

LBP-08-13, 68 NRC 43, 189 (2008). 

Accordingly, the NRC's own interpretations of its obligation to consider altematives 

under NEPA requires a greatly-expanded scmtiny of Solar and Wind power as a possible 

baseload replacement of Davis-Besse in this license extension proceeding. "The existence of a 

viable, but unexamined altemative renders an environmental impact statement inadequate." 

Idaho Conservation League v. Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508, 1519-20 (9th Cir. 1992). Agencies must 

"study... significant altematives suggested by other agencies or the public...." DuBois v. U.S. 

Dept ofAgric, 102 F.3d 1273, 1286 (1st Cir. 1996), cert denied, 117 S.Ct. 1567 (1997). Even 

an altemative which would only partially satisfy the need and purpose ofthe proposed project 

must be considered by the agency if it is "reasonable," Natural Resources Defense Council v. 

Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, (2nd Cir. 1975), because it might convince the decision-maker to meet 

part ofthe goal with \ess impact. North Buckhead Civic Ass'n v. Skinner, 903 F.2d 1533, 1542 
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(11th Cir. 1990). 

I. Conclusion: Contentions One, Two and Three Should Be Admitted 

FENOC claims (Answer p. 27) that the evaluation ofthe relicensing application must not 

be "based on speculation about altematives that may be technically feasible or commercially 

viable sometime in the future." If that is the case, then the relicensing application itself must be 

immediately denied. By applying for relicensing so many years before the current operating 

license expires, FENOC is speculating that large, discrete power sources such as Davis-Besse 

will still be commercially viable. 

There are many plausible scenarios under which this speculation could be false. A large 

scale accident could lead to the banning of nuclear power. The regulatory response to the current 

status of tritiimi leaks could be additional regulation or remediation mandates that make nuclear 

power too expensive to be commercially viable. FENOC may argue that these postulates are not 

"feasible and reasonable," but it cannot be denied that the relicensing application itself is the 

result of speculation on market, environmental, and technological conditions six years into the 

future. FENOC is also speculating that the wind, solar, and combined wind and solar technol

ogies advocated as altematives by the Petitioners will not be commercially viable or technol

ogically feasible in the future, knowing full well that the real-world evidence, today, reveals 

otherwise. Wind, solar, and combined wind and solar are technically feasible and commerically 

viable in their current status. FENOC's claim that wind, solar, and combined wind and solar can 

not provide baseload generation are belied by the fact that they are currently doing so in many 

European countries. The petitioner's contentions are backed, not by speculation, but by data 

collected from currently functioning electrical grids in other countries. 
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The NRC's NEPA regulation found at 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a) obligates tiie NRC to 

"[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable altematives," FENOC cannot 

credibly argue that reliance on the 1996 factual conclusions ofthe GEIS, and to not mention 

2010 Wind and Solar market analyses, nor to assess serious contemporaneous plans to 

commercialize Wind and Solar comprises "rigor." Wind power has experienced a surge in 

technological development over the past fifteen years. Wind turbines are more economical, 

larger, and technologically feasible than they were when the boilerplate language FENOC used 

was written. 

The reasons for elimination of an altemative must, themselves, be reasonable. To simply 

claim repeatedly that wind, solar, and combined wind and solar can not provide baseload power 

is unreasonable in light ofthe fact that they are doing so in many countries including Germany, 

Denmark, Spain, and China. FirstEnergy's Environment Report has so briefly discussed the wind 

and solar energy altematives, relying upon significantly dated information compounded by its 

own omission of significant expert and expert agency documents for its distribution jurisdiction 

as to leave its discussion ofthe altemative significantly incomplete, uninforming, inaccurate and 

misleading for the purpose of preparing the Environmental Impact Statement. Wind and Solar, 

either as baseload or in some combination, constitute "reasonable" altematives, the more so 

when other far less attainable altematives, such as geothermal, were identified and considered in 

the Environmental Report. 

The ASLB must take pains to avoid the "losing proposition" of "blindly adopting the 

applicant's goals", because it does not allow for the full consideration of altematives required by 

NEPA. Simmons v. Corps of Engineers, 20 F.3d 664, 669 (7 Cir. 1997). NEPA requires an 
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agency to "exercise a degree of skepticism in dealing with self-serving statements from a prime 

beneficiary ofthe project" and to look at the general goal ofthe project rather than only those 

altematives by which a particular applicant can reach its own specific goals." Id. 

The Environmental Report is plainly inadequate on Solar, Wind, and a combination of 

Solar and Wind as altematives which would obviate the need for a 20-year license extension. 
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Our combined reply regarding CONTENTION FOUR: SEVERE ACCIDENT COST 
UNDERESTIMATED 

In Contention Four of their December 27, 2010 Petition and Request (Page 100), Joint 

Petitioners assert that: 

The Environmental Report (ER) is Inadequate Because It Underestimates the Tme Cost 

of a Severe Accident at Davis-Besse in Violation of 10 C.F.R. 51.53 (C)(3)(n)(L) and 

Further Analysis by the Applicant, FENOC, Is Called For. 

INTRODUCTION 

FENOC acknowledges, under E. 1.2 REQUIREMENTS at page E-15 of its 

Environmental Report, that NRC regulations state and require: 

10 CFR 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, Table B-1, Issue 76 (Severe Accidents) 

... The probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto 
open bodies of water, releases to ground water, and societal and economic 
impacts from severe accidents are small for all plants. However, alternatives to 
mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plants that have not 
considered such alternatives.... 

As context for considering "Severe Accidents" and their mitigation at Davis-Besse, it 

should be borae in mind that Davis-Besse has had numerous near-misses with severe accidents. 

Joint Petitioner Beyond Nuclear has summarized these numerous close-calls in a November 2010 

backgrounder (corrected December 2010) entitled "Davis-Besse Atomic Reactor: 20 MORE 

Years of Radioactive Russian Roulette on the Great Lakes Shore?!" This backgrounder has been 

submitted along with this Combined Reply to the NRC EIE Hearing Docket for this proceeding, 

and is also viewable online at 
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http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/Davis_Besse_Backgrotmder.pdf. As Davis-Besse has had 

so many bmshes with severe accidents, it is remarkable that FENOC has identified no severe 

accident mitigation altematives that it considers cost-beneficial at its problem-plagued reactor. 

[Note, per ASLB MEMORANDUM AND ORDER dated Febmary 18, 2011, which ruled in 

favor ofFENOC's Motion to Strike dated Febmary 7, 2011, this attachment has been stricken. It 

is now not attached to this revised Combined Reply.] 

FENOC and NRC staffs objections to Joint Petitioners' CONTENTION FOUR: 

SEVERE ACCIDENT COST UNDERESTIMATED are similar. Thus, Joint Petitioners' 

comments regarding FENOC's objections may be appUed to NRC staffs objections, as 

appropriate. 

FENOC and NRC staff seem to have forgotten at least three basic principles. 

First, a proceeding, including before this ASLB, has at least three distinct phases: 

Pleading, Summary Disposition, and Hearing. 

The issue at the Pleading stage is whether, taking all ofthe facts pleaded as 

true. Joint Petitioners' contentions provide sufficient alleged factual or legal bases; or, as said in 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

"Intervenors are not asked to prove their case at the contention stage, or to provide an exhaustive 

list of possible bases, but simply to provide sufficient alleged factual or legal bases to support the 

contention, and to do so at the outset." (NRC staff Practice and Procedure Digest ("NRC 

Digest"), Prehearing Matters, page 16). "Commission Rules of Practice" make no provision for 

motions for orders of dismissal for failing to state a legal claim. However, the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure do in Rule 12(b)(6), and ASLBs occasionally look to federal cases interpreting 
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that mle for guidance. In the consideration of such dismissal motions, which are not generally 

viewed favorably by the courts, all factual allegations ofthe complaint are to be considered tme 

and to be read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Sequoyah Fuels Corp. and 

General Atomics (Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding), LBP-

94-17, 39 NRC 359, 365 (1994)" (NRC Digest, Hearings, 80) 

Similarly, the issue at this stage is not whether summary disposition should be granted. 

There are plainly material facts in dispute, and summary disposition is proper only after giving 

Joint Petitioners the opportunity to present all pertinent material. Further, even after discovery is 

completed, the material facts must be undisputed. "If there is any possibility that a litigable issue 

of fact exists or any doubt as to whether the parties should have been permitted or required to 

proceed further, the motion must be denied." (NRC Digest, Hearings 64, 65, underlining added; 

see also, 10 C.F.R. § 2.710(d)(2)). 

Even more clearly, the issue now before the Board is not whether, after both discovery 

and hearing, all of those disputed facts should be decided in favor ofthe Applicant and the NRC. 

And it is FENOC, not the Joint Petitioners, that has the burden of proving that it is entitled to a 

20 year license extension. (See NRC Digest, Hearings, pages 82-83) 

Second, NRC "practice" is not a law or mle, and is open to challenge on numerous 

grounds: e.g., it does not provide the required protection to the public, it is not "reasonable," and 

that it is not supported by proved facts applicable ~ not in the past - but rather to whether, in the 

here and now, Davis-Besse should be granted a Ucense extension. Similarly, NRC NUREGs and 

Regulatory Guidance documents are routine policy pronouncements that do not carry the binding 

effect of regulations. International Uranium (USA) Corp., CLI-00-1,51 NRC 9,19 (2000); 
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Southern Nuclear Operating Co. (Early Site Permit for Vogtle ESP Site), LBP-07-3,65 NRC 

237,254(2007). PHM 105. "Adjudicatory decisions must be supported by evidence properly in 

the record." Pacific Gas <fe Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), 

ALAB-580, 11 NRC 227, 230 (1980); Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, 

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-836, 23 NRC 479,499 n.33 (1986). 

Third, the decisions in the prior proceedings to which FENOC and NRC staff refer are 

essentially irrelevant. Those decisions were dependent on exactly what the intervenor(s) there 

did, or did not, plead or prove. A decision that an issue was not part of an intervener's 

contention, for example, that Pilgrim Watch's original contention (Pilgrim nuclear power plant 

license extension proceeding) did not specifically include health or clean-up costs, or that 

Riverkeeper's contention (Indian Point license extension proceeding) did not raise whether the 

choice of source term was proper, has nothing to do with whether the issues that are raised by the 

Joint Petitioners here must be considered. A prior decision that an intervenor did not prove an 

admitted contention similarly has nothing to do with whether a contention should be admitted 

here. 

The NRC Commission has long said (Fed. Register, Vol. 63, No. 150, August 5, 1998, 

repeated in the 2010 Edition ofthe NRC Digest) that: 

"the Commission's objectives are to provide a fair hearing process...and to produce an 
informed adjudicatory record that supports agency decision making on matters related to 
the NRC's responsibilities for protecting public health and safety, the common defense 
and security, and the environment," 

and that "the opportunity for hearing should be a meaningfiil one that focuses on genuine issues 

and real disputes...". 
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The most recent edition ofthe NRC Digest says that "Public participation through 

intervention is a positive factor in the licensing process and Intervenors perform a valuable 

function and are to be complimented and encouraged." (Prehearing Matters, 11) 

Joint Petitioners tmst that the NRC means what it has said, and that the Petitioners here 

will be permitted to perform their indisputably "valuable function," and help insure that the NRC 

will fulfill its "responsibilities for protecting public health and safety, the common defense and 

security, and the environment," or, as NRC's website homepage (http://www.nrc.gov/) so 

elegantly puts it, "Protecting People and the Environment." 

FENOC'S ADMISSIBILITY ARGUMENT 

FENOC first incorrectly argues that Contention 4 is inadmissible for three fundamental reasons, 

and then attempts to challenge each material dispute raised by the Joint Petitioners in six 

subparts, the Petition and Request designated as: 

(1) FENOC'S USE OF PROBABILISTIC MODELING UNDERESTIMATED THE TRUE 
CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT (Joint Petitioners' Petition and Request, 
December 27, 2010, beginning on Page 104); 

(2) THE SAMA ANALYSIS FOR DAVIS-BESSE MINIMIZES THE POTENTL\L 
AMOUNT OF RADIOACTIVB RELEASE IN A SEVERE ACCIDENT (Page 108); 

(3) THE SAMA ANALYSIS FOR DAVIS-BESSE USES AN OUTDATED AND 
INACCURATE PROXY TO PERFORM ITS SAMA ANALYSIS, THE MACCS2 
COMPUTER PROGRAM (Page 115); 

(4) USE OF AN INAPPROPRIATE AIR DISPERSION MODEL, THE STRAIGHT-LINE 
GAUSSIAN PLUME, AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA INPUTS THAT DID NOT 
ACCURATELY PREDICT THE GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION AND DEPOSITION 
OF RADIONUCLIDES AT DAVIS-BESSE'S 
GREAT LAKES SHORELINE LOCATION (Page 116); 

(5) USE OF INPUTS THAT MINIMIZED AND INACCURATELY REFLECTED 
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THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT, INCLUDING 
DECONTAMINATION COSTS, CLEANUP COSTS AND HEALTH COSTS, AND 
THAT EITHER MINIMIZED OR IGNORED A HOST OF OTHER COSTS (Page 135); 

(6) USE OF INAPPROPRIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA, 
SPECIFICALLY THE APPLICANT CHOSE TO FOLLOW NRC PRACTICE, NOT 
NRC REGULATION, REGARDING SAMA ANALYSES BY USING MEAN 
CONSEQUENCE VALUES INSTEAD OF, FOR EXAMPLE, 95"̂ " PERCERNTILE 
VALUES (Page 149). 

FENOC's "Summary of FirstEnergy Response to Contention 4" (FENOC Answer, Page 

80) alleges that "Contention 4 suffers from several pervasive flaws that render all of its six 

subparts, and therefore the contention in its entirety, inadmissible under 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(1). 

FENOC's three fundamental objections are: (1) "numerous issues that plainly are beyond the 

proper scope of this license renewal proceeding"; (2) lack of "adequate support in the form of 

alleged facts or expert opinion"; and (3) failure "to demonstrate that any of its SAMA 

contentions raises a genuine, material dispute with the Applicant". 

FENOC concludes its summary by stating "For these reasons, and as explained more 

fiilly below, none of the six subparts of Contention 4, whether viewed independentiy or 

cumulatively in combination with other subparts ofthe contention, is admissible. Thus, 

Contention 4 should be rejected in its entirety for failing 

to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.309(f)(l)(iii)-(vi)." (FENOC Answer, Page 83) 

FENOC assertions that Contention 4 is inadmissible are incorrect, and their arguments 

ftindamentally flawed, including that Joint Petitioners have ignored NEPA's mle of reason, and 

failed to present a genuine dispute by not proving issues raised with facts supported by expert 

testimony. In so doing, FENOC has repeatedly attempted to support its mistaken arguments by 
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citing opinions and decisions made at other license extension adjudicatory proceedings — out of 

context and not applicable here. 

NEPA'S RULE OF REASON 

Both FENOC (pages 24, 71, and 76) and NRC staff (page 37 and 84) bring forward "the 

mle of reason" in their arguments so that the discussion below applies to both, as appropriate. 

FENOC's (pages 82, 112, and 115) and NRC staffs (pages 69) arguments are seriously 

flawed. Joint Petitioners did not argue that there were "plainly better" methods to determine 

offsite consequences; instead we correctly stated that FENOC's methods were plainly outdated, 

inappropriate for Davis-Besse's location, and significantly flawed. FENOC's choice of methods 

served to severely underestimate consequences so that offsite costs appeared to not justify 

mitigations to reduce risk and better protect the health and safety ofthe public. 

Joint Petitioners, unlike FENOC, fully understand the mle of reason. NEPA does not 

allow, or find reasonable, the Applicant's decision to use outdated methodologies and 

assumptions in their analyses. Joint Petitioners' altemative methods are available, in use by other 

federal agencies, industries and parties, and are both reliable and applicable to Davis-Besse's 

SAMA cost-benefit analyses. 

One example involves issues surrounding the meteorological plume model. FENOC 

labels its treatment ofthe meteorological plume model issue as referring to Joint Petitioners' 

"Contention 4d: Use ofthe Gaussian Plume Model in the ATMOS Module ofMACCS2" 

(FENOC Answer, Pages 105-115). Joint Petitioners designated this contention as USE OF AN 

INAPPROPRL\TE AIR DISPERSION MODEL, THE STRAIGHT-LINE GAUSSIAN 
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PLUME, AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA INPUTS THAT DID NOT ACCURATELY 

PREDICT THE GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION AND DEPOSITION OF RADIONUCLIDES 

AT DAVIS-BESSE'S GREAT LAKES SHORELINE LOCATION (Petition and Request, 

December 27, 2010, beginning at Page 116). FENOC (at its Answer, page 23) and (NRC staff, 

and its Answer, page 38) state that an environmental impact statement is not intended to be "a 

research document." We do not necessarily disagree. However, the statement is not applicable to 

the issue at hand. 

The plume modeling that Joint Petitioners present as appropriate for Davis-Besse's 

SAMA analysis, instead ofFENOC's decision to use the straight-line Gaussian plume model, are 

not techniques that require research. They are, in fact, established methods that are publically 

available, routinely used, and appropriate for quantifying atmospheric dispersion of 

contaminants. Although an effort may be required to adapt them for SAMA analyses, this would 

be very straightforward - research would not be required. 

Appropriate meteorological data or modeling methodology is available. There is no 

shortage of appropriate meteorological data for a licensing model application. Altemative 

modeling methods that would use more extensive meteorological data are also available. 

FENOC chose to use only one year of onsite data collected at the Davis-Besse site. 

Meteorological data is also available from the nearby Toledo Express commercial airport 

(FENOC's Environmental Report at Section 2.10, Meteorology and Air Quality, and Table 2.10-

1, Summary of Local Climatology Data (Toledo), cites meteorological data from the Toledo 

Express Airport, but does not utilize it in its SAMA analyses) and, importantly, processed data 

on a gridded basis can be obtained from NOAA (the U.S federal National Oceanographic and 
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Atmospheric Administration) to augment Davis-Besse's limited onsite meteorological data relied 

upon for the SAMA analyses that have been provided by FENOC. Also there are several 

publically available meteorological modeling methods that can simulate variable trajectory 

ttansport and dispersion phenomena. MM5 is one which is routinely used nationally and 

internationally. There are other options as well. The present state ofthe art for an appropriate 

meteorological model would use multi-station meteorological measurement data as input to the 

meteorological model. The numerical computations, based upon numerical weather prediction 

techniques, would compute wind fields appropriate for modeling dispersion over a much larger 

geographic area than the a single measurement site at Davis-Besse itself can appropriately 

provide for. 

A second reasonableness criterion is that the modeling method must be reliable. The 

outputs from such meteorological models that are used to produce inputs for the dispersion 

models are well accepted and form the basis for weather predictions provided by NOAA's 

National Weather Service (or NWS, cited by Joint Petitioners at pages 117,120,121 of their 

December 27,2010 Petition and Request as experts on the phenomenon of Great Lakes "sea 

breeze effect"), as well as analyses of air pollution impacts of concem to regulatory agencies. 

These techniques have been proven to be reliable and acceptable for air quality permitting and 

policy applications in complex terrain - such as that surrounding Davis-Besse ~ and over long 

distances for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the U.S. National Park Service 

(NPS), as well as internationally. Joint Petitioners argued with sufficient particularity in their 

Petition and Request that for complex meteorological situations such as exist at the Davis-Besse 

site and its surrounding region, these techniques would be more reliable than using the sttaight-

line Gaussian plume model. 
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The third reasonableness criterion is that the modeling methods be applicable to SAMA 

analyses. The methods Joint Petitioners recommended are applicable because with 

straightforward modifications to incorporate nuclear radioisotope decay rates, they can produce 

the fields of concentration values and deposition rates needed for radiation dosage calculations. 

The fourth reasonableness criterion is that the modeling methodology be adaptable for 

evaluating SAMA analysis cost-benefit conclusions. There is nothing inherent in variable 

trajectory models that would prohibit the output concentration and deposition fields from being 

applied to SAMA analyses. 

None of the criteria cited would make the use of alternative models unreasonable to apply 

to FENOC's Davis-Besse SAMA analyses. 

Further, there is no basis to the argument diat there may be no way to assess through 

mathematical or precise model-to-model comparisons, how altemative meteorological models 

would change the SAMA analysis results. Some assessments may necessarily be quatitative, 

based simply upon expert opinion. But this argument seems to undercut the very value of 

mathematical simulation models in general as a method to assess the impacts of atomic reactor 

radioactivity emissions. 

It is worth noting that any notion that the use of advanced models would be 

computationally too expensive and/or burdensome to use is not justified by the actual mn time 

shown in Joint Petitioners' review of MACCS2 output files. With modem computers, the use of 

inappropriate models on the basis of differences of computational costs is indefensible. 
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